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ABSTRACT 

Nanocrystalline transition metal oxides are of considerable interest owmg to their 

potential applications in a range of processes. These are expected to be the key materials 

for further applications in the field of science and technology. Among various 

semiconductors Ti02 has been a focus of attention because of its excellent properties 

such as high activity, good stability and non-toxicity. It has been widely used in the 

fields of renewable energy and ecological environmental protection. However, as a wide 

band gap semiconductor Ti02 can show optical absorption and photocatalytic activity 

only under UV irradiation. Scientists and industrial communists tangled in 

photocatalytic research are in constant endeavor to intensify the spectral sensitivity of 

Ti02 based photocatalyst to visible region. Doping opens up the possibility of changing 

the electronic structure of Ti02 with properties better than undoped Ti02. Nonetheless, 

doping is also known to have an immense effect on fueling magnetism in this otherwise 

non-magnetic Ti02.Tunable ferromagnetism attainable in DMS is one of the leading 

areas of semiconductor spintronics. Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) represent 

a synergetic collaboration between charge based semiconductors and spin based 

magnetism [1]. The discovery of room temperature ferromagnetism in Co-doped 

anatase Ti02 has led to intense experimental and theoretical research in the field of 

doped titanium oxides [2]. Non-Magnetic metal oxide exhibiting room temperature 

ferromagnetism is a surprising phenomena arising at the nanoregime. Santara.et.al [3] 

observed ferromagnetism in undoped Ti02 nanoribbons. The observed magnetism was 

corroborated to the existence of oxygen vacancies. 

The first systematic study on the role of metal ion dopant in quantum size Ti02 

was performed by measuring the photoreactivities and the charge carrier recombination 

dynamics [4]. Although this study was a pioneer work in the research of metal ion 

doped Ti02 , the photo reactivity experiments were carried out under UV light which 

means that the prepared nanoparticles was not visible light responsive. Many endeavors 

were made to extend the absorption of metal ion doped Ti02 to visible region after this 

pioneering work [5,6]. More recently Ti02 doped with lanthanide ions has also 

provoked great interests [7,8]. Lanthanide ions are known for their stability to form 

complexes with various Lewis bases. They have special electronic structure of 4/5 cf, (n 



being the number of electrons) that leads to different optical properties and dissimilar 

catalytic capacity [9]. Choi.et.al [10] reported the mechanism of Gd doping using 

density functional theory and addressed the structural benefits of electrodes in 

accomodating the Gd dopants and their consequences on the photocatalytic degradation. 

Density functional theory is an extraordinarily valuable method to analyze and throw 

light on the doping process and its effect on the electronic structure. 

The main scope of the thesis is to study the defects and dopant mediated changes 

in the optical, photocatalytic and magnetic properties of Ti02 nanopartic1es prepared by --- - ~ - - -- - - -- -- - - -- -- -.,,~ - -
sol-gel method. In our work we have chosen Ni2+, Mn2+ as the transition metal ion 
-- ~-' ..- - . - -- -- -- - - - -- - - ---
dopants and Gd3+, Er3+ as the rare-earth metal ion dopants. These dopant ions are - -,... -- - ,. 

chosen as they are expected to introduce their respective d or f shell in the Ti02 matrix, 

inducing photo active transition in the visible region, thereby throwing light on the use 

of material as potential photocatalytic candidate on one hand and modulating the 

magnetic nature of non-magnetic Ti02 on the other hand. In the thesis theoretical .,_- _.0- -
computation based on density functional theory (DFT) has been carried out for Mn and - - -- ... -- - . . ... -' -
Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles to establish the presence of these states. The results 

- - - __ - ..... - - . ... . . - - -- -. 0-

obtaine~ fr~ the partial density of states are correlated with the visible light 

photocatalytic degradation ofphenol. 
,.....-.---- --- - - _.. ---- -.... 

In Chapter 1 the photocatalytic reaction mechanism using Ti02 as a 

photocatalyst has been thoroughly discussed. The Density functional theory has been 

highlighted., Further, the magnetic properties of undoped and doped Ti02 has been 
- - . 

emphasized in a broader aspect. Lastly, few areas of applications ofTi02 are mentioned 
_ r ~ 

based on its different "properties. 

In Chapter 2 preparation method of pure and doped Ti02 nanoparticles 

employing sol-gel method has been discussed. The detailed, structural, morphological 

and valence state of the dopant ion and its co-ordination environment in Ti02 are 

analyzed using X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, transmission electron 

microscope (TEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) respectively. 

Although doping in the semiconductor nanostructures is an important method of 

tuning the electronic structure and obtaining superior properties. But researchers are 

also in the search of improving th~ photocatalytic ~ctivity of'f102 nanopartic1es without ---- - ---- ~ .... ,,--
adding impurities. Recently the anatase-rutile mixture is found to have a magical effect 

on the charge transfer process. [11]. In chapter 3 the optical and photocatalytic activity 
- .. .. ~- - -- .. - --- -;:- -- .-

of mixed phase Ti02 under visible light illumination has been broadly discussed. A 
. -
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detailed analysis on the emissivity and carrier lifetime have been carried out using 

steady state and time resolved photoluminescence spectra. Due to the synergistic effect 

of mixed anatase and rutile phases, mixed phase nanocrystalline titania are found to 

exhibit superior photocatalytic activity. 

Chapter 4 reports some interesting optical and magnetic properties ofNe+ doped 
~..- - - -- - - -- -

Ti02 nanoparticles. Ni doping introduces d s!ates in the band gap ofTi02 and shifts the - -
optical response from UV to visible region. A remarkable red shift of the absorption 

edge is observed with increasing nickel content. The photocatalytic activity is --- -_._-_ ......... _--
significantly increased after doping. Room temperature ferromagnetism is observed in ---- "'--- -- --the entire doped nanoparticles and oxygen vacancy mediated exchange interaction is 

~~ ...... ,..,- --- ~ .IU __,,~ 

proposed to explain the observed ferromagnetism. 
- ----- --- - - - - .. -

Mn2+ serves as an active dopant because of its magnetic and optically active 

nature. In Chapter 5 based on the studies of lattice strain, Raman spectra and Urbach 

parameter Mn doping is found to introduce some strong lattice distortion. The changes 
-

in the property are attributed to the introduction ofMn 3d states. The presence of these - -- ------ - - -
states have been identified using DFT study. The chapter than mov~s on discussing the 

..... - - --- ------.. -- -
magnetic nature of Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles at room temperature as well as at 10 

K. A compar~!ive study on ~he ~ag~e~ic behavior of the highest dop~~_~arI!p~e ~as been 

carried out under both aerobic and anaerobic atmosphere. It is surmised that a~hough 

oxygen vacancies are generated due to doping, the numbers are insufficient m 
- -,..:;...-. .; 

comparison to the vacuum annealed sample to bring any ferromagnetic ordering. 
_ ___ _ ___ ~ ...-... .-.... • ,-..... ___ ~ _ ........ _~_ - ...... h~ _.... _,..~.. • 

Chapter 6 discusses the enhanced photocatalytic activity of Od doped Ti02 
~ 

nanoparticles due to formation of Od 41 energy levels in the band gap of Ti02 • The 

PDOS analysis based on DFT study clearly shows the Od 4f state, that is more 

prominent near Fermi level whereas Ti and 0 have lesser impact. The other states ofOd 

i.e., s, p and d has almost no contribution in comparison to the 1 state. Hence 1 state of 

Od is the key factor to tune the optical property and increase the photocatalytic 

efficiency of Ti02 nanoparticles. In contrast to the usual belief that incorporation of 
----....... -........ .-..- -- -~--

ferromagnetic Od may induce ferromagnetic signal, we have observed paramagnetism - --- _ ~ --- _ __ - - - ___ -0.-- ___ .. _~ 

r-

at room temperature as well as at 10K. To the best of our knowledge there are no -- -- ----- --- --- ..-... 

reports on magnetism in Od doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

Erbium, a member of the lanthanide rare earth series possess 11 electrons in the 

4f shell. Er doped Ti02 nanocrystals are mainly used for optical applications [12]. 

Chapter 7 reports detailed study onJh~_QRtical and magnetic properties of Er doped 
- - --.... - --..,- ---- .-... -.... .,-..- ----....-..... ~ - ... --
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Ti02 nanoparticles. Compared to undoped Ti02 the emission intensity of the doped 
...-------~ - - - ~--

Ti02 samples is noticeably enhanced, suggesting that the host matrix not only 
..-- ---- ---

functions as an ideal h~ fo~well dispersed and highly accommodated concentration -- ------ - - -- -~ - ,. -. -
of Er3

+ but als;- as a good sensitize,!J9r proficient absorption of light and transfer of 
r- -------. ......-.. - ,-. 

energy to Er3
+ ions. 0r:e of the important finding of this chapter is the analysis of 

magnetic nature of the sample which has not been reported so far. The ,results clearly 

suggest absence of any ferromagnetic interaction. There is persistence of 

antiferromagnetic ordering and it gets stronger at 0.07 mol. The antiferromagnetic 

nature is ascribed to the super exchange interaction ofErH via 0 2-. 

Chapter 8 summarizes the results discussed above and highlights the probable 

areas for the expansion of these works. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Nanomaterials 

Nanoscience and Nanotechonology is an umbrella term encompassing a range of varied 

research area used to indicate the study of riov~l -piop~rtie; of 1-=-100 nm size and their 
- . - -

wide range of applications. Nanoscience is the investigation of properties of materials 

with structural features in the nanometer range. The underlying theme of 

nanotechnology is miniaturization and wide range of properties of nanomaterials. The 
.... . - - - - - -- - - -- - - -

development of advanced tools for characterizing these nanomaterials has provided -
scientists with new insights for understanding and developing new devices and clues to 

design new nanostructured materials for a sustainable usage of raw materials and ---
energy. 

Nanomaterials exhibit a nUIl!ber of special properties relative to bulk . -
counterpart. Size affects constitute a fascinating aspect of nanomaterials. Due to small 

size and a large surface to volume ratio nanoparticles exhibit interesting novel 

properties. Their fine grain dimensions, significant volume fractions of atoms located at 

the grain boundaries coirl'er the~ecial attributes [1]. Classical laws of physics fails to 
. -

explain the origin of these novel properties in this nano:..eg~e [2]. From the elementary 

quantum mechanics it is known that when the electronic particles or charge carriers are 
~ - - - -

confmed in a volume limited by potential barriers that are comparable or smaller than 

the de Broglie wavelength of the particle, the allowed energy becomes discrete rather 
~ -

than continuous as in bulk materials. This effect of size or spatial confmement is termed 
.. ~..."...- -

as size quantization or quantum confmement. Electrons in the nanoregime experience a ,--- ,--

confmement in space. Dimensional confmement of electrons illmaterials leads to the 
.,.--- _.- - --

modification of the density of states (DOS) giving rise to shape dependent properties. 

Based on the dimensional confmement of electrons nanomaterials are generally 

classified as 2D, ID, 3D [3]. In ID the confmement of electrons is imposed only along 

one axis (eg quantum well ). In case of2D electrons are confmed only in two directions 

but are free to move only in one directions (eg nanowires, nanotubes). Howevern in 
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3D electron experiences confmement in all the three dimensions (eg nanoparticles) [3]. 

Due to the quantum confmement effect the structural, optical, electrical and magnetic 

behavior of the nanoparticles are found to be totally different from their bulk 

counterparts. 

The properties of bulk semiconductors are dependent on the energy gap between 
. ~ "....,.... ,....... ,..... 

its valence band and conduction band. Transition from bulk to nanoregime results in 
, .--,...... ~ r- r ......... ,.- r-- - ' 

discreteness and the density of states ceases to be continuous. As a result electrons 

occupy spe~ificrnumber of well s;parated states at'~ gi~en~ne;gy [4]. The absorption~of 
,- r ,.... ,..,..... -,..., -- ,- ~,....~ --- .. 

energy excites electrons from valence band to the conduction band leaving behind holes 
- --

in the valence band. At low tempenrtirres th~e two charge carriers form a weak coupled 

pair called ex"cit;n [5]. The excitons co~espond to' ~ hydr~g;n 'lii; b~~d 'stat-e of ~n' 
electro"ll-hole pair andchara~te;ized bYexcito~ Bohr r~ius def~d by [6]. 

a = 4 7!& o&)i 2 (_1 __ 1 ) ____________________________________________________ (1 1) 
B 2.. . 

moe me mh 

where, c, = relative dielectric constant 

m: = effective mass of electro~ 

m: = effective mass of hole 

IIlo = rest mass of electron. 

For most of the semiconductors the exciton Bohr radius is within the range of 1-
~ ~ - . - ' . .. . -

10 nm. The exciton radius is an important parameter to explain the quantum 
_A -- - - - - - ....... -- _, 

confinement effect. The effect of quantum confinement on the electronic states was 
""'- ,-.- r-- ,. ___ _,.. ,.. _ _ _ 

theoretically investigated by Efros and Efros. According to Schmitt-Rink et.al [7] the 
~ -'" r- -,.... _ --.--

optical properties show dramatic enhancement when the size is smaller than the 

excitonic Bohr radius. This is based on the observation that as the dimensionality of the - - -
bulk semiconductor is reduced, the density of states becomes intense in narrowing 

- -
energy bands and ultimately results in discrete energy states [7].T~e energy separation 

-
between the discrete levels in the semiconductor nanostructures varies inversely to the 

size of the material [8]. The blue shift in the optical absorption spectra is noticed due to 

an increase in the band gap of the semiconductor nan.£.structures. 
- ~ - - . 

Semiconductors nanostructured materials have been studied intensely in the 
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last several years using various physical and chemical methods. Nanosized 

semiconductors exhibit special thermodynamic, magnetic, photochemical, photo

physical, and electro-physical properties. When semiconductors are in the nanoscale 

regime, their size has significant effects on their properties. Tuning the size of such 

semiconductor nanoparticles opens up the prospect to control their characteristics [9]. 

The size of the nanoparticle strongly effects the semiconductor light wave 
,..- __ r-""-- ~ 

communication and the resulting processes. These processes depend ~n the o~tical 

absorption of light, dynamics of photogenerated exciton, the consequences of electron-
,--- --- -- ..-, ---- .. 

hole recombination, and the photo-chemical reactions in the presence of reagents 

adsorbed on the semiconductor surface [10]. The siz_e_ effects in,-lhe nanopartJ£1es are 
",---- ~ 

classified into two types. The first one is the increased surface to volume ratio an~ the 
. ~. - - - ,...... 

other is the alteration in the electronic state of the semiconductor due to quantum size 
I""- r-- ,-- r-

effects doininating below a critical size of -1 0 nm at room t~mpera!~e. Th~critical ~ize 
'.- "- ..---

which is the threshold for the quantum size effects varies for different semiconductors 
'It. ",.,---. .....- ,..-. .--.. 

depending on the chemical structure of the nanoparticle. !t is similar to de -Broglie 

wavelength of free electron [11]. Among the various semiconductor nanocrystalline 

Ti02 is one o:t:the most widely studied oxide semiconductor. This chapter is focused on 

the fundamental properties of Ti02. Generally pure Ti02 suffers from problems oflarge 

band gap. This drawback limits its application as an efficient photocatalyst under visible 

light. The fundamental processes involved in photocatalysis as well as the state of the 

art for pristine and doped Ti02 is also highlighted in this chapter. The dopant induced 

changes on the optical and magnetic property has also been focused. Because of the lack 

of detailed information about the effects of metal doping on crystal structures and 

electronic structures, there is still much dispute. Theoretical analysis by using Density 

Functional Theory (DFT) has been discussed to clarify the effects of doping in detail. 

1.2. Crystal Structure of Ti02 

Ti02 belongs to tlie family of transition metal oxides. There are three commonly known 

p~lymorphs of Tio2 found in natuse: '!!1alase (tetragonal),brookite (orthorhombic): ..... ,- _ r- .I""-- __ .--. _ _ 

rutile (tetragonal) [12]. The three different crystal structure can be described in terms - -- --- --
of the chains of octahedra. Each Ti4+ ion is surrounded by an o~tahed~on of six 0 2

- ions . 
.--- - ...-...-.... ~-

Anatase is built up from octahedrals that are interconnected by their vertices whereas in 
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rutile the edges are connected [13]. Anatase Ti02 consists of arrangement of parallel 

octahedron, while in the rutile phase some octahedron are distorted by 90°. The brookite 

phase of Ti02 is a bit complicated and is not often used for experimental investigation 

[14] . In this phase both edges and vertices are connected [12]. Fig.i.l shows the crystal 

structure of the different forms ofTi02. 

Fig.l.t. Crystal structure of (a) anatase (b) rutile (c) brookite 

The valence band of Ti02 is composed of the 2p orbitals of oxygen hybridized with the 
r - - - - , 

3d orbitals of titanium while the conduction band is composed of only 3d orbitals of 

titanium [15]. In cOIDpl!fison to rutile phase, anatase form of Ti02 has inherent surface 
.-'r - -. _ _ -_ _ - __ ~ __ ,.._ _ 

band bending that forms spontaneously in a deeper region with a steeper potential [12] . 
..... ,. ..... - _ r --

SurfaCe 'hole trapping dominates and spatial charge separation is obtained by the transfer 
,-. ...... _....-- ~---

~ 

of .photog~erated b.oles~towards the s.!lf~e of p_article via the strong upward band - ,.-... _.. .. ---"" ,........ -
bending [12]. In the rutile phase the bulk recombination of electron and hole takesylace 

.. - -.. - -- .. - ,.. - ~ - -. ~ ... - .. 
due to which holes very close to the surface are trapped and transferred to the surface --.. "'" - ,....... ,.. ..- - ... 

[15]. The difference in the bonding arrangement and structure leads to difference in 
"".-r - _ --

their practical applications, eg anatase is used as good photocatalytic candidate whereas 
..... - .,--- -.. ----.,-.- - -

rutile is used as pigments due to effective light scattering [12]. 
,-

1.3. Process of Phase transformation 

Temperature has a profound effect on the anatase to rutile phase transformation. There 
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occurs both phase conversion as well as microstructural modification on annealing at 

high temperature. A noteworthy feature is that in bulk Ti02 rutile is stable while anatase 
- - '- --_..:" - ~- -=- ..... - - - -- .-. 

is metMtable [16,17].The brookite phase of Ti02 transforms into rutile phase with 
"----. _ _. _ ... - - - __ _ --- -- ~ .-:::-- --;;aa. .. 

anatase as an intermediate [18,19]. The polymorphic transformation is however quite 
------ -- ~ ..... -

complex. In nanocrystalline Ti02 the competition between surface energy and the 

energetic of the polymorphs stabilizes the anatase at smaller particle size and thereby 

results in a crossover in thermodynamic stability between anatase and rutile phases [18, 

20].Upon heating nal!Q.Cry~t5111in~ Ti02_ de!tydrate and coarsen as they change from 
-..--- --- - - -- -- - - -, -' - - ..--.. 

anatase to rutile phase. The transformation from anatase to rutile phase is often followed 

by ~o~p~ran;us prese~ of; mixedph~~ thatis coe-xistence of both pure anatase 

and pure rutile phase. Studies have shown that mixture of both these phases can 
~ -- ---

contribute to enhanced photocatalytic activity [19]. 

1.4. Ti02 as a photocatalyst. 

Photocatalytic mechanisms usually involves light and a catalytically active species [21]. 

A substance can be taken as a catalyst if it accelerates a chemical reaction without itself 
- - - -- _._- -- - - .... --;.~ 

undergoing any changes. When light of sufficient energy illuminates the photocatalyst 
.-- -- -,- -.... - - - -- - -

an electron from the valence band is promoted to the conduction band, leaving an 
~ -.- - - - --- - - ,.. .. - .---- - -- -- .... -- - '"" -- ~ 

electron deficiency or hole (h +) in the valence band and an excess of negative charge in 
______ -r ... - ..... --- - - - ---,...-.- - ----

the conduction band (e).These cond,:!.£~~on band electrons and valence band holes 
- -. - -- ,..- --- -------.. , 

undergo redox reactions known as interfacial charge transfer. Overall a p!lgtocatalytic -------_ ...... _. 
reactions may be summarized as follows [22]. 

photocata!'st+hv >(Ox) + (Red ) 
2 ads 2 ads 

In practice the photocatalytic process progress through the presence of aqueous 
I --- .--- - ,-

environment. In case ofTi02 the photocatalytic reactions are composed of the following 

steps [22]: 

a). Activation of the photon energy greater than its band gap (3.2 eV) that 

generates electron-hole pair: 

Tl'O hv~3 2eV ) e- + h+ 
2 
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This is a very important step. The efficiency of the photocatalyst is dependent on 

the wavelength and intensity of illumination source. 
,.... "".--". ...-

b). Adsorption of the compound to be oxidized on the catalyst surface and the 

lattice oxygen ( oi- ). 
c). Recombination of the photogenerated charge carriers to produce heat. 

This is the most dominant step. More than 95% of the charge carriers recombine 
~ - ~ 

before taking part in a chemical reaction. The recombination takes place either -- --- - --~ 

on the bulk or on the surface and the kinetics of the processes, determine the 
'..-- -- - -

efficiency of a photocatalyst. ~ - .~ ~ -

d). Trapping of the charge carriers on the photocatalyst surface. The charge carrier 
,..... -- ".... '"' ,.,----

recombination and trapping determine the overall quantum efficiency of a 
.... -- ~,...., r.... .r--- '" 

photocatalyst. 

e). Oxidation of the adsorbed compounds. This step is assisted by holes on the 
\~.. ,... ... ...- ~ - ,... - -- -

surface or by the attack of the hydroxyl radicals generated by photocatalysis. 

But being a wide band gap semiconductor Ti02 can utilize only a limited portion 
_'" _ i/>o . - ~ -

of the solar spectrum. This lowers the utilization of the material for practical 
,.... ,-.- -.. ".... .... - ....... ,....-- -

applications. Extending the absorption of the material to the visible region requires 
- - .- - -- - --

changes in the underlying electronic structure that is closely interrelated to the chemical 
.... ,..... - . --.- ~ ... -

composition and related atomic arrangements. Doping is an indispensable way to ." . -~----
produce favorable changes in the electronic structure while keeping the integrity of the - ~ ~.. - '.... ~ 

original crystal structure. Reducing the size of the band gap through introduction of 
.... '".... .,..- -- ., - -- -
energy levels between the valence band and conduction band makes Ti02 to be active 

-
under visible light [21]. 

- -
1.5. Tuning of optical properties of Ti02 by doping. 

Investigation ofthe optical property of the nanOI)late.!"ial i_s a yery powerful t091 to 

understand the electronic properties of the materials as the energy dependence of the 
,,-- --- -- ..- -- - - - --

optical properties is related to the band structure. When light of sufficient energy falls 
- -

on a material, it induces electronic transition from occupied states below Fermi level to 
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the unoccupied state above Fermi level. The quantitative study of these transitions 
- - -,... -

provides some understanding of the initial and [mal energy bands and symmetry of the 
- - .- - - --- -

associated w~e :nu;ctions~ There are two main types of band gap transition in 
.- - - - - - - --'" 

semiconductors [23]. For direct band gap semi~~mducto:(s, ele~~ronic tr~ition from the 
-... - ....... ~ 

valence band to the conduction band is electrically dipole allowed [23] and the 
..-.. ,-..... "-

electronic absorption as :veU as emission is usually strong. For indirect band gap 
-

semiconductors the electronic transition from the valence band to the conduction band is 

electrical dipole forbidden and the transition is phonon assisted implying that the energy 
-- --"" -. - - - -- - .- - - - -

and momentum of the electron-hole pair are ~hanged in the transjtiop [23]. Anatase and 
_- - 1'-_'-" - .. 

rutile Ti02 is reported to exhibit both direct.JUld indirect band gap, but the indirect band _ M __ ,,-- __ .- __ 

gap transition is preferred over t4.e direct one owing to the fact that the low strength 
.... " .... -- - ,............ ...- ~- ---

direct transition is forbidden [24,25]. In anatase and rutile Ti02 the indirect allowed --- -- --- -~ 

transition occurs due to M ~ r transition from 0 2p to Ti 3d level in the Brillouin - - -- - -
zone [25,26]. 

Doping of Ti02 is an important approach in the band gap engineering to change 

the optical response of the material [12]. Doping involves incorporation of foreign atom 

into the catalyst matrix of the parent metal oxide. From chemical point of view doping 

is equivalent to the introduction of defect like Ti3
+ into the semiconductor lattice. In a 

bulk crystalline material translational symmetry leads to the formation of electronic 
- - - ,.' 

energy bands. Introduction of the dopant ions breaks the periodicity of the lattice and 
- --

perturbs the band structure. The perturbation is actually categorized by the presence of 
- - - -... - .... .-- - - ~ - - ~ ..... 

discrete energy levels within the band gap. The introduction of such energy levels in the 
- - -- - - - - .... - - _... - - - --

band gap introduce a red shift in the band gap transition and visible light absorption 
....... - ....... -.-.- ".. ...... -.-. --... -

through a charge transfer between the dopant ion and conduction band or valence band - -... - - ~ ... _.. ~ - ,... - - - -- - - - ---
in the crystal field, in turn satisfying the criteria for enhanced photocatal)'tic activity. , 

_____ - ____ -'-' _ .. - :0- ... - ........... 

Das.et.al [27] reported band gap reduction in Co d~pe~ '!:.i02 nan~article~ to 

the exchange interaction between dopant d electron and host sp elec.!!.on~. Li.et.al [28] -- - - -... -
in their work on Nd3

+ doped Ti02 nanoparticles attributed band gap reduction to the 
.- - - - -- -- ~ - -- -- -

formation ~f e~ctr0r?c states 00he Nd3
+ d~)pant ion in the hQst_matrix._For_efficient 

photocatalytic process it is worth mentioning that the ~op~t ion must act as both 
- - - - -

electron and hole traps. Trapping of either electron or hole is however ineffective as the 
... - - - -- -- - - --
immobilized charge species rapidly recomb~es ~ith the movable counterparts. The 
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recombination process competes with the charge transfer process to absorb species in 

the volume of.Jhe semiconductor· particle Or on it;-~urfa~e f~ll~wed~by-the rel;se ~ of -- - .-. ,--

he.rt. The process in turn adversely effect the photocatalytic mechanism and decrease 
\' "..-- - - ,.... - "" .. 

the overall photocatalytic eft~ien~y. 

Another very interesting optical property is the band gap widening due to doping 

the semiconductor to a high free carrier concentration [29]. Mei.et.al [30] in their work - ----- - -. - ---,....- -- -
reported that the band gap of Ti02 is increased after Nd doping. They attributed this 

~ 

behavior to Burstein Moss effect [31]. According to this effect when the electron 
_.--------.--'- ... --

concentration is high enough, the Fermi level of the system passes throug~ the 
~ -- -- -- .- -. - -- -

conduction band and there are considerable conduction carriers at the bottom of the 
~ . - - -

conduction barid:The electrons in the valence band are excited to above the Fermi level 

instead of to the bottom of the conduction band that are occupied by the conduction - --.-- -- - - - -
electrons. This results in widening of the band gap of the doped degenerate 

semiconductors compar.~d to the undoped one. The dopant localized states spread out 
- - - -- ..,--.. --- ,..-

the band edges producing absorption tail deep in the forbidden gap. The strength of the 
~ 

band tail is characterized by Urbach energy which is an important tool to investigate the 
.- -

perfection of the lattice [32,33]. A schematic of the formation of Urbach energy is 

shown below, Fig.1.2. The dopant atoms substitute the atomic sites and therefore . - - - .- .. , 

Urbach tail consists of a mixed signal from lattice distortion and impurity band. The 
'I. _ _ _- __ _ _ _ 

equation for Urbach energy is given by: 

- E 
a = (loexp - ---------------------------------------------------------- (1.2). 

Eu 

Where a is the absorption coefficient, E is the photon energy and Eu is the Urbach 
.. - - - - .... -. --- -- --- ... 

energy [34]. T,he reciprocal of the slopes of the linear portion below the band gal? giv~s - -. - ~ ,--. - - -
the Urbach energy. The Urbach energy is therefore very important to understand the - . 

~ . ~ 

disorder in a material. The higher the Urbach energy the greater is the disorder in the 
.. - - :-- \ " ~ ~ .... ,-' .... .. -

material [35]. 

Although the effects of metal ion doped Ti02 is investigated frequently, but it 
- -

remains difficult to make und~viating assessment ana potray a clear conclusions due to 

div~rse ~xpe~im~ntal ;nviro~ent anddifferent meth~ds fo-r samp-Ie pr;paratio~ and 
- -, ,,- - - -

photoreactivity testing. Doping ofTi02 is an essential way to produce constructive 

changes in the electronic structure while keeping the veracity of the original crys!a] 
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AEg 

Fig.l.2~ Schematic of Urbach tail formation. M~ = Mg - M; 

structure. Often in nanotechnology the motivation is on providing solutions to real 

world technological proble~. The construction and chaiact~rizati~~ ~f the~yiems that 
,- _ ____ _ ......... _ _~~. -. __ 4-" ._ 

demonstrate 'the potential for use is often an end goal. Nanotechnology greatly benefits 
. -".-.-. - -- - ... - " 

from theoretical inputs. Firstly it is quite impractical to perform experiments quite a - ..-- - ~ - --. -- -- - - - --. -- ,....... --.-, - - -
large number of times. Secondly experimental results cannot always be straight 

. - -- ....,.- ...... - - - -
forwardly interpreted and therefore theoretical analysis is sig.Qificant to elucidate the -- - - ,.. - - - - --

~ -
vital phYSics rehind the situation and resolve many ambiguities. The behavior of the 
. - .... ,-- ... - - -- - -

nannoscale systems is governed according to the Schrodinger equation. With the help of 
",... ............. --- ~- -- - ~ - -- --- - .- - ...-- ~ 

this equation small systems like hydrogen atom can be ~compute(J.-Approximate methods . - .. -"'- ~- - - ... -~ , 

are therefore needed to acquire information about many atom systems such as molecules 
'. - _. -. ,_ _... • P'" - _ _ _ _ - • _ - - - • - - -

or surfaces. With Jhe development in the cgmputational techniques, theoretical 
..... - .,."--- ',... - - - -' .. - .. - .,. .. - - - -

investigations of quantum mechanical system has highly risen. Many algorithms have 
..... -- . - "-"---~""''''''----'' .. 

been developed that arrow the complicated equations governing quantum mechanical - .. - - --.- - .. '~' -.~'-- .... ---
behavior to be answered approximately. Computational physics is a very important tool 

,.. - ~ .... - - - - - ... - . ~ ~ - - - - -- - -. - - - -
to provide elucidation and way for continuing and impending future experiment. 

- --- - - - -' - -. - - -
Density functional theory (DFT) is _an ~xceptionally valuable method to analyze and 

... ---- -" - - - - -
throw light on doping process and its effect on the electronic structure. Thanks to the 

-""""- - ----
sp((ctacularly increased processing powers and more efficient software codes that 

..... - - - -- - - - -
implemeI.!!s co~ble computational technigues performing such calculation very 

. - - - --
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smoothly compared to the scenario just a decade ago. Yu.et.al [36] with the help ofDFT 
."- - -

calculation confirmed the red shift of absorption edges and the narrowing of the band 

gap of Fe dop;d Ti02 ;;an~od;. au; and DU [37] reported th~ addition-ofcopperatom 

can lead to the enhancement of d states near the upper most part of the valence band of 
- .- .... ".. , --

Ti02 and the Ag or Au doping creates some new energy states in the band gap. 

1.6. Density Functional Theory (DFT). 

Density functional theory (DFT) is an ab-initio method used to know the ground state of 
.#...... - -- --~.. .... ~ ,.... -~... .- - ... -.- - - - . 

t~e ~.!oms~ moh:icules-illId solids. Solution of many electron Schrodinger equation by 
- ~ - ... - - - .... -. ~ - -. 

traditional wave function presents ~. difficult task as the wave function is a function of - .",... - -- ~ .. --- - - - - -- ---...,. .-" ......-- ---.-. -...---
3N'spatial coordinates and N spin coordinates, N being the !lumber of electrons in the . .-- - - -- .-.... -~ ... -- - - - - -
system. Once the electron density is known the external potential and consequently the 

Hamiltonian olihe sYstem can in princip1e'be uniquely-determined. -- ..--..... - -- ~ --- ,...."., - - . 
Density functional theory (DFT) states that all ground state properties are 

functionals of charge density p in which the total energy is given by: 
,.. .,,-...- -

E[ p ]=T[ P ]+U[ p ]+Exc[ p ]------------------------------------------------------- (1.3) 

Where T[ p ] - kinetic energy, U[ p ] - classical electrostatic energy and Exc[ p ]-energy 

due to many body contributions. 

The first term represents electron-nucleus attraction. The second term represent the 
,- -

electron-electron repulsion where as the third term corresponds to the nucleus-nucleus 
.... - - --- -- --- -. -, - - - ----.. -.. -......,... -- .. 

interaction. Optimisation of the total energy with respect to variation in p leads to set of 
-- --..- -- -. -- --

coupled equations known as Kohn-Sham equations. Density functional theory reduces 
.... ------ --

quantum m~charucaT ground state many electrons to self ~onsistent one electron form - - --_ .. -_ .. _----- ... -----
through the Kohn-Sham equation [38-39]. This is a very useful approach for the - -- - -----
elaboration of the ground state 'prope~ies of .J!let~!s, semicondu5~ and ,insulators. 

- - - - - -- --- - .......... --
Kohn and Sham [39] formulated mapping of the interacting many body electron sys~m 

onto a syste.!!! of non interacting electrons moving in an effective potential due to all 
.. --- - -. JOP-- _. - _- - - ~ ~- -

other electrons and ions. Basically in density functional theory we have to fmq a_.self~ - --- -- - - - -
consistent solution of Kohn-Sham equation that leads to the ground state density. In - - -- - - .. - - -- - ~ -- - - - -- - ..... 

practice in order to calculate the band structure of a solid, the Kohn-Sham orbital -- - ------
Iff, (r) are usually expanded in terms of some chosen basis functions with some - - -

10 
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co-efficients that are to be determined variationally. The choice of the basis set leads to 

the nearly c~rre~~ soluti?n of the one electron band structure problem. 
- --

The one electron energy Kohn Sham equation is given by: 

[- V2 + v;,ff (r) fI', = 8, 'P, (r) -------------------------------------------------------- (1.4) 

The accurate form of exchange correlation is unfortunately not known. So it is 
- - . 

~, -
very necessary to introduce some approximation andthe mostsuccessful and well tested 

"....--~--.- - -- - --- .. - .... _----
'-is so called the local density approximation (LDA) [38] and Generalized Gradient 

_ .--. -- ____ _ _ r- - ... /--
Approximation (GGA). In constructing LDA functionals it is assumed that the density is 

homogeneous and the total exchange-c~elation energy is found by integratIng the ----- ~~ - ,-

corresponding exchange correlation energies. 
- -- - ~- - ... -

The Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) is used widely to provide the 
- --- - -, 

accuracy required for density functional theory to be used in various types of analysis . 
.--- - _.- -

In GGA the exchange correlation energy depends not only on the electron density per) at 

a particular poinnJut also on -the gradient offhe charge depsity V per )':-Th~GGA, tends 
.,.--- .h- _ _ .. 

to improve the accuracy ofDFT calculations somewhat. 
~-- ~~ ........ 

1.6.1. Pseudopotentials. 

It is a very well known fact that the physical properties of solids are dependent on the 

val;n~e ei~~tr~-ns to a much-greiter-thruiCoreeleCtro;s. The ps~udop~te~tial ;xploit; 
r ----~ '-:;" - - __ ... ~ - - ..... - -

this by removing the core ~lec~ns !ha~e b!ghly localized and by replacing the strong 
-- - - ......... - - -. - -~- .. -- ,.----

ionic potential by a weaker pseudo potential that acts as a set of pseudo function rather 
"- - - ~- . .,......- ... -- - --

than true valence wave functions. The physical reason behind the pseudo potential is 
11'- -. _ --- _ _ 

very simple, the core electrons wave funct~ons of an atom remains unchanged inspite of 
... _ - _ ",.--.... _ - '-- .. _ 10--- - __ _. ___ 1_ .... 1_ 

placing into different chemical el!vironment, the true atomic potential can be replaced - . . 
by pseudo potentials' that effectively reproduces the effect of ~ore ~lectrons. The 

.. ~ • _-;,-_ t-- __ , _;- __ ... _" 

combination of pseudo potential and plane wave is very important for the electronic -- .... - - ---
structure calc~lations~' 

1.6.2. Projected Augmented Wave. 

The projec~ed ~ugm_ent~d wav~ is ~omputatior:ally very efficie,nt technique used in ~b

initio electronic structure calculations. In this method an augmentation sphere is ---- .... - - - - -- ----, - - -

11 
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included surrounding each nucleus in the lattice and outside this augmentation sphere 

the wave functions are represented with sm~oth n01ma1 ~pla~ w~ve~ Within the 
r 

r- ,- ,,-- ,-- ,.....- .". ... 

augmentation sphere the wave functions are presented with projectors and auxilIary 
r r- .---

localize w~ve fu~ctions just in case ;f ultrasoft pseudopotenti~ls. In PAW all'"'electron 
/'- ~. - -

-.... .....",.-- ~.--- -- ,-

- wave function can be preserved. The full_wave functions oscillates heavily around the. 

nucleus,l!ence all integrals in the PAW method are evaluated as combination of integral - - ~- --- --.-
smooth functions outside the augmentation spheres plus contribution from radi'itl 

-
integration over augmentation spheres. -- ' 

1.6.3. Plane Wave basis set 

Density Functional theory thus provides a remarkably accurate method of simulating 
/' 

materials quantum mechanically. D~ to the cosCeffecTive factor, it-has paved the-way 

to understand a plethora of materials which would have otherwise been out of reach of 
- -

quantum mechanical simulationS. 

In a real DFT calculations convergence criteria must be obtained with respect ___ ,-- _,.t ~ _____ _ 

to the number ork-points. It is usual to converge the wave functions in terms of a plane 
~ ~ 

wave energy cut off that determine the number of plane waves. The number of plane 

wave require increases with the fme quality of the features of the wave functions. The 
-.- - - -- ..--

..... - .. -
core wave functions of the atoms tends to oscillate rapidly and so they are unsuitable to - - - - - --
contribute to the-expansion with plane waves. As the core electrons do not participate in - -- ... -- -
contributing to the physical properties of the solids they are typically removed. The core 

- -. -
electrons screen the nuclear potential !lnd to recom1?.ense for t~e,ir non app~~an~e 

r 

pseudopotentials are used [40,41]. In Density functional theory, by comparing the tot~ 
. ~ -

energies of different atomic configurations the most energetically favored structure is 
- - - - - -. -

calculated. The allowed energy states are relaxed to lowest energy configuration and the 
, ....... -- - --_ ........... -~ - --

interatomic forces are calculated from the variation in total energy. Another important - .,.....- --:-

feature is the spin polarization calculation used in DFT. The DFT ~alc!!lations done in 
.. -- -- - ..- - - - - - - - - ---

the thesis uses Vienna Ab-initio Software Package (V ASP). The package performs ab-
~-- -- ... - - ~ -.-"'---- -

initio quantum mechanical molecular dynamics using pseudopotential and a plane wave 
r------ ~ ...-....... _ - - - -- -

basis set. Both LDAIGGA runctioftals are available.-V ASP always needs minimum four 

files: 

• !NCAR: that contains all settings of the progranune parameters that we 

12 
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wish to use. 

• KPOINTS: contains all inforrrultion regarding the k-point set. 
~,,--- ------

• PO SCAR: contains information regarding the geometry of our system . 
.--.... - ~ .... -

• POTCAR: the information regarding the potentials functionals are 

contained in this rfile.-

Due to the variation in electronic band structure a. wide range of optical and 

electroni~ ~ro~erti~s ~e ~bs;r;ed -in -solid state m~t;ials. Th; ato;rn < in -a solidsta~ 
r ~ -

materials are closely spaced together with the interatomic separation distance to form 
.. - -- ----- - --,.. ... 

solid, the outer orbitals of the atom overlap ilnd interact strongly with each other as a 
~ - -- ~ -

result of which electronic bands are formed [42]. The electronic states of a solid are 
.- - -

determined by density of solids (DOS). In VASP spin polarization is not considered by 
.---.. - ,- ~ - - -- -- ,- - - - - - .- - - ---

default it has to be turned on for systems that contains magnetic spin. The spin polarised 
,- - - ....- ,., -- - ,.. - -. - ~. 

structure are found to be ~ore ;table than spin unpolarised. The concept of the density - ..... ,... - --- ---~-- .-
of states sprouts from the concept electronic band formation in solids. The density of 

- - - ..,,-.. - '" 
states is defmed as the number of electronic states or unit energy within a given interval. 

....-- - -- - ~,.-- ... -
The density of states function D (£) may be written in the form: --

D( £ )= I 8 (£ - £,) ---------.. ------------------------------------------ (1.5) 

Calculation of the Density of States using V ASP requires a fairly dense mesh of - -- - - - -. -
k-points in the Brillouin zone. A decomposition of the local states into state-resolved 

... ,-- - - - - - - - _. - -- -
densjty of states gives the projected density of ~ates JPDOS). The density of state - ,...--~ -- - - -
analysis gives an idea of the trap states generated dueJo ~opant incorporation [43f 

-- - _,.r-

In this thesis optical properties and photocatalytic activities of some transition 

and rar~arili metitl doped TiO-; nanoparticl~ h~~e been j:xpIo;ed.Theo~etical s~dy 
-. --- -

based on DFT are carried out to identify the states generated due to doping. 
r- - - ..-- _ __ _ ,--_ .n--- '*' 

1.7. Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors. 

Dilute magnetic semiconductors have been the forefront of research due to their 
- - - --- .- -- - - -

possible applications in nanomagnetics and spintronics for information storage, 
'. -- -- - - - _.. --,.., -

transport and processing. In DMS some fractions of atoms in a non-magnetic semi-
-- - --- - ---

conductor is replaced by magnetic ions (Fig. 1.3). 
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Olnnmll (nOn-magnftif) 0 ElnnmtU (IlOIl-magnftif) 

® Elnnnltm (magllttif) 

Fig.l.3: Schematic representation ofa non-magnetic semiconductor (left) and a diluted 

magnetic semiconductor (right). 

The emerging research area known as spintronics 'seeks to explore the 
- ;- --. - - - - - -_. ,-- - -

properties and applications of established electronic devices by making use of spin of - _ ....... -- - - - --- .. "-

electrons in addition to their charge [44]. A differ~_nt ~pmber of semiconductor oxides ----- -~ --- -- - --~ ----
hive been investigated to test the magnetic nature. Initially ferromagnetism has been 

;~rted for GaAs do~d witl~ Mn~ io~ or InAs doped ~th M~2+ ions [45]. Howe~er 
,~ - - - - - . ..-

they are disqualified for practical applications due to their high Curie temperature that 

was aro~d 170 K and 35 Kfor (Ga, Mn)AS and «n, Mn)As res;ctiv;ly [45,46]. S~ce 
_ _ - r-- ,,- ,- -- -- ~. - -

... - - - - -
than there has been a large incentive for developing new DMS materials that are 
\- -...... - .. - - - ,.- .. ~ ..-- .-- .- .. ....- -- -' 

ferromagnetic above room temperature. Matsumoto and his group was the first to 
- -- - - - --- - -- - .,-- -- --- --

successfully obtain room temperature ferromagnetism in Cobalt doped~ doped ri02 
"" _..... -~- -~ - - -.--" ,-

nanoparticles [47]. Ahhough there are reports on the observation of ferromagnetism 
.. ..,..-.. -..,-- - - -

above room temperature, however the origin of magnetism in such syste~ is not fully 
- - - - ..... - - - - - -- - - - -.-

uiider~ood. The magnetic properties of doped Ti02 are strongly sensitive to preparation 
....... - .-. - -,..-. --
condition, morphology and presence of defects . 

... - ... - -
Bhattacharya et al [48]. synthesized Mn doped Ti02 nan~articles.-!>y _one-..£Ot 

.... - .... -- -~-- --_ ... _--
RAPET technique (reaction under autogenic pressure at elevated temperature) and 

<II; _ _ __ - ---
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reported ferromagnetic behavior upto 1 %. However, with the increase in dopant 
~ - ,... -. .-- _.- .--.-

concentration upto 5 and 7 % the system showed paramagnetic behavior. Peng et al [49] 
,----

observed ferromagnetism in Mn doped Ti02 na~6partic1e;-prep~ed by a simple sol-gel -- --- ~- ,-......---- - - ,.-.- ,,-.. .---
method. Sellers and Seebauer reported room temperature ferromagnetism in Mn doped 

~_ - PI 

Ti02 nanopillars prepared by atomic layer deposition method [50].Thus, synthesis 
~.. .--

condition and morp~gy h~; a profound effect in modul;t"ing the mag~tic pr~erty in 

Presence of defects and !lnnealing condition is also reported to affect the 
~ ---

magnetism. Choudhury et.al [51] observed paramagnetism in air a~eale~_.Co doped 

ri02 nanoparticles while the same material exhibited ferromagnetism on calcination 

under vacuum. This contrasting nature of the magnetic property in the same system 
,. .--- ,-- ~- - -

under two different annealing atmosphere is attributed to the formation of high density - ~ .. - - ,-. - ..-. .--- ... -- _ .. 
of oxygen defects under vacuum annealing [51]. 

,.-. 

Recently rare-earth doped DMS have caught up great interests because of their 
... _ .. ~ -- ".. "- -,...- ,.,..-

unique fluorescence properties and due to the high emission quantum yields. In 
_. ..."'" roo _ r-

transition ~etal magnetic moment arises fro~ partially filled outermost 3d electrons, 
,... ...,.-.- ..... -

~here~ in fare earth ions~"magnetic moment arises from the inner 41 incomplete sub-
".-- '--. - -- -

shell. Theoretical analysis have been carried out to explain th.e ferromagnetism in Gd 
,..... '--" ".. .-- - -"-....." - - ~,... -

doped GaN [52,53]. Dalpian and Wei reported that the direct coupling between the Gd 
".. - - -- --~ -

atoms was antiferromagnetic in natUre in Gd doped G~ [52]. The ferromagnetic phase 
.. -_ .... - - --.-"--- -'-- ,. ,--- ---

was stabilized by the electrons d~e to the r:ux~g ?f Gd 1 ~it~ h?st ~_st~tes._ 

Thus it is surmised that introducing transition or rare earth ions in Ti02 lattice 
..... -..- - - - - - ... -... --

result ~ partially filled d or 1 electron shells with unpaired electrons that couples ferro-
- -

magnetically or anti Ierro~gnetically. Apart from th~ d~ped systems ferromagnetis~ 
".,.- -- ---- ~ -- .-.. 

has also been observed in ~xide systems without add~g ~purities .. Coey-et al. [54] 
~ -,-

observed ferromagn;tism hI HfD2 without adding impurity. They corroborated the 
, _....,.....,- ,- . - -- - - - .... -----

observed magnetism to the presence of oxygen vacancies. Elfimov et al. [55, 56] 
~ - . - ~ . 

demonstrated that Ca vacancies in CaO produce local magnetic moments and transform 
~ -, - - ,....."...., - -

the non magnetic to half metallic ferromagnet . These discoveries introduce a new path . 
" .. _ r_.- .. _"_ p. "'''- _ _ _ _ 

to study ferromagnetism in undoped Ti02. Hong et al. [57] and Yoon et al. [58] reported 
- - - -- - - - - ~-" 

, - -
m~gne~ism in _ Ti02 thin film~: Th:y attributed these ~agnetism to the presence of 

oxygen vacancies that acts as n-type dopant. 
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I.S. Theoretical models for explaining ferromagnetism in .oMS. 

Two main theories are used for explaining ferromagnetism in oxide OMS- RRKY 

(R~d;mian-K.ittcl:Kasuy~~Yosida) interaction ~d Bound-- m;netk po~n (BMP) 
.- - - - '-' .,,-- .....-

[59,60]. The RRKY model describes the magnetic interaction between a single localized - - .--
magnetic ion and the delocalised conduction band electrons. As a result of this 

... __ .-- -- --. _ _ .J-"- "'--'" _"_ ~_ _""'.'_... __ . • 

interaction the conduction electrons very close to the magnetic ion is magnetized and 
~.. ___ -.~ _._~, ~ ,.....v. __ . ,___ ~_~... ~_ ,--,_. _ ._ ._~ .... __ 

act as an effective field to induce polarization in the nearby magnetic ions with the --- - - - -.".......".,..-..... -- - -~ --- - ......... 
pOlarization decaying in an oscillatory manner [61]. The oscillation mediates through - - -" -. ~ _....... -. ,,-- --- - -- -- - -_ ... - - ._-
either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic exchange coup~ depending upon the -.. ---
separation between the magnetic ions. --- -....... _- .. , 1"'-- _. ._ .•• .--

The theory of bound magnetic polaron was given by Coey and his workers and ....... _ .... -..,A. ~ ________ . __ ,.- ..... _. __ .. ,,/ 

is suitable for insulating systems where electrons are strongly localized -[59]. In this 
~ ~ 

~ model ~electron trapped in an oxygen vacancy (F centr~ ) f;rms-hydrogenic orbitals 

with radius 7H = e( ~)aB' where e is the dielectric constant, m is the electron mass, 
m ... --

m* is the effective mass of the donor electron and as is the Bohr radius. Formation of 
.' .... 

bound magnetic polaron is schematically shown in Fig. 1.4. 
"", . -

Fig.l.4: Schematic of bound mangnetic polaron. The cations are represented by small 

circles, the unoccupied oxygen vacancies are represented by small circles. 
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A Bound Magnetic Polaron is formed when the spin of the trapped electron couples 
~ ~ 

effectively with the magnetic impurities within the hydro genic radius. The -ox"ygen 
---~ -.. ~ -- -- -- ~-, -. - -- ---.. --~ ... 

defects in the BMP .are .. responsible for the shallow donors and strongly stabilize the ---- ' -,..-- - -~ - - -- -- -
ferromagnetic state. When the neighboring polarons donot interact strongly a 

"... - - ...-- - _. - -_...... --
paramagnetic phase results. It is difficult to make any quantitative prediction about the 

~ 

distances, but the critical distance above which the exchange between two BMPs 

becomes ferromagnetic is typically ofthe order ofa few Bohr radii [62, 63]. 
,.. .. ---- -- - -- . - --- -- ... - ---

1.9. Applications of undoped and doped Ti02 nanoparticles 

Ti02 is close to being an ideal photocatalyst and benchmark for photocatalysis activity. 

The singl~ drawback is that iCdoesnot abosrb ~!sible _light. The photocatalytic 
~. -

performance of pure Ti02 can be enhanced by creatjng defects in the band gap ofTi02. 
-- - - -- ... 

Oxygen deficient Ti02 has been reported to have enhanced visible light activity [64,65]. -- --- -~ ..- -. ... --. - ~ 

Apart from photocatalysis other most important application ofTi02 is in dye sensitized 
r-- --- - .,....- .--. -- -- --- _ ,. 

solar cells. Ito.et.al [66] demonstrated the methodical fabrication ofTi02 electrodes that - ~ ... -- -
shOwed reproducible conversion efficiencies over 10%. Elsanousi.et. al [67] fabricated 

.,.. -- - . .",---

~ - -
highly ordered Ti02 nanotube array by aniodic oxidation on titanium foils and 

,.-.,. ".----- ,--- .- - ... - -
predicted significanlJ?hoto-conversion efficiencies may be obtained by the front side _ __.,....... _ _ r ____ -

~ 

illumination of DSSC when the length of the nanotube array is increased to several 
- ...-. - --- - -- -,....-. -,.... .. 

micrometers [67]. Hwang.et.al [68] prepared DSSCs using four different anatase/rutile 
~ ....... ....- - '"'-

mixed phase (AR-3, AR-15, AR-20, and AR-23 denoted for the samples of 3%, .-- ~-- -. ,,-...... --.-- ~ -- - -
15%,20%, and 23% rutile phase, respectively)., They have reported photo conversion 

efficiency of 5.07% for AR-20. Some other applications of Ti02 are in cosmetics [69], 
.... - -.......... -

Li ion batteries [70]. 

The introduction of dopant ion is known to effect the electronic band edges or 
.- .... - ... -. - .... - - - .. --- -. -...- - . -. 

introduce impurity states in the band gap of the system. Choi.et.al [71] presented a 
".. -. - -

systematic study of metal ion doping of quantum sized Ti02 for 21 metal ions and 
, - -

~ 

observed that the photoreactivity of Ti02 is significantly increased in presence of these - --- -- - -- - - -. - --- -
~etal ions. Peng.et.al [72] ~~ccessfully prepared Chromium doped Ti02 by sol-gel dip 

coating ~ocess and reported an enhancement ~ photocatalytic activity under visible 

light.-

Rare earth doped Ti02 is also reported to show good photocatalytic activity. 
.. - -, -.... -. "'-- -- - -....... - -... - --
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Stengl.et.al --- [73] reported enhanced photocatalytic degradation of orange II dye -- -- --- -.- --
under UV and Visible light by doping rare earth ions in Ti02. The increased 

photocatalytic activity was correlated ~ th; hig~r ~d;o~ti~~=~nd -the--~it electronic 

transitio~of ~e ~h i~ns [73]. Choi.~~~al 64] re;~ed' visible-li-~ht dri:en' 

phot~~t~yti~ activity oiGd d~p~d Ti02~nruiop~ic1:s. Th~'-high photocat~lytic·-acti~ity 
r -

was attributed to the retarded recombination induced by the lower energy levels for 
- - __ 1"11'- -. ___ _, ~ 

• 3+ 
Gd carriers. 

nanopartic1es and obtained an efficiency of 7.6% for 0.5 at %. The influence of F . . ..... -. -- -_ .......... -
,.. ..... ! • 

co~ntration in Ti02 on performance ofDSSCs was also investigated [76]. The highest 
-. ~ --... - - ~ ..... --... -., .-.. - .---- -.... - --~ - --... . 

efficiency obtained was about 11.3%. Well crystallized Nb doped Ti02 nanopartic1es 
, --- - _. - - - . . . 

preparea by a novel synthetIc route has been used as photo anode of dye sensItIzed solar 

cells [77]. Som;-other applicati~ms of doped- TiCh are in-Li-ion batt~ries -[78], gas -. 
sensing [79]. 

Spintronic technology in which data is processed based on electron spin rather 
.... - ....,....... - - --- ~- .... ---........ 

than charge promises to transfigure the computing industrY....Fith smaller, fas!er and -- --. -.. ......... - .... ... ..... 

more efficient data storage and processing. Diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) is 
-~ - _... -. .. ~ -- ""--. 

one of the key ele_ments in spintronics. Spintronic technology has already been tested in 
___ -, - - ....... ~ ~ - -...,... .-..- __ .c-

mass storage co~ponents such as hard drives. The first srin based field effect transistor 
< ---....... ............... IP""- .. - - .... -- -.., 

(spin FET) was first proposed by Datta and Das in 1990 [80]. A ~cheJl1atic ofDatta-Das 
<t~ _ - .. -.... ... ... - .. .............. _r..........-- '~"""-"'J 

Spin FET is illu~trateg in, Fig. 1.5. In Datta-Das Spin FET the source and the drain are - - - ... - - - - - -- - -- - - - -. - -
ferromagnets that act as injector and detector of the electron spin, the drain injects 
"'--- --.- - ----....-- ----...- -- - ------_ .... 

electrons with spin parallel to the transport direction. Lee.et.al [81] reported fabrication - -- ..------ -- - ... -----
of Cobalt doped Ti02 nanowire and the electric field effect transistor (FET) function of 

... - - -- - -- -- -~ -.. - - - .- ,..,........ - ~ ..... -
these nanowires. 

Future nanotechnology is believed to be very much dependent on nanoscale 
- - .. ~ .. --- - - ---

material and devices. At this computer era spintronic devices fmds extensive 
- - - - - - - - -- - --- ----- - - -

applications. Modem computers make use of spin valve in order to read and write data 
.. ------ - - -- - - _ ... 

on their hard drive. Development of computer technology has been the initial driving - -- - --- -...... - - - - -~ -- ..... 
fo'rce in spintronics. So it is very important to exploit and optimize the interesting --- -.....,.. - - ----
properties exhibited by these nanomaterials. 
'-- --- --------
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Fig.1.5: Datta-Das spin based field effect transistor using diluted magnet 

semiconductor. 

1.10. Objective of the thesis. 

The main objective of the thesis is to study the changes in the optical and magnetic 
---- - -- -------...... ----

properties of nanocrystalli!!.e -titania .!>y_ doping with some transition and rare-earth metal - -- - ---......-- ... - ...--- ... --~-

ions. Incorporation of these dopants changes the structural and electronic properties of 

the host lattice and imparts superior luminescent and magnetic properties. In our work 

We have ch;~~ Ni~ Mn ~s the tr~ition -metalkm dopants ~d Gd -~d Er ~ the ----------
rare-earth metal ion dopants. Modification in the structural and morphological property 

are studied with the help of X-ray Diffraction, Raman, Tern. Investigation of the optical 
__ ...- - r'"-

propeitymvolves understanding the absorption, emission and carrier recombination 
........ -- !*-- --

,. .. -- -
behavior of the nanoparticles with the help of UV -Vis, Steady state and time resolved 

- ~ ~ .... - - - - -- ---
photoluminescence spectra. X-ray Photoelectron spectroscopy are employed to know --- .- .... - -- .................. -
the oxidation state of the dopant ions and also -to understaD.d the-presence of oxygen 

.__- _ __ _ r'o-..... ___ --...",.-- -- -. -- - _ -

vacanCies created by the incorporation of these dopant ions. As doping of these 

tknsition -;nd rare earth-m~ ions ~reate the; re~ectiv~ d and f state; within th;-band 

gap of the host lattke , -~ co~ut~~ional tecb;tiqu~'inv~l~~ De~ity ;unctional 
~- -- -, - ........... ..--- .,..,... ....- -- ...... - - -- ..,. 

theory is carried out to establish the presence of the d and/states. Now creation of these 
,... _ _r ................ __ , _ __.... ~ -__ -_ 

states-Is believed-to effect th; charge carrier recombination rate and shift the optical 
~ "'-" ...........-- ----- . ~ -
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response to the visible region. Both these properties are beneficial for the use of the 

material as a potential photocat~lytic-candida:te. In otif-worKthe feasibility"- of the 
, - -- - - .---- .-~.- --. ....- - ~ 

photocatalytic degradation of ph~nol was studied employmg visible light. --.. -- .- -- r 

Furthermore we have also studied'the effect of these dopant ions (Mn, Ni, Gd, 
..... --.. -.... ~ -....... _.-~..--. ,.... 

Er) in tuning the magnetic'-prop~rties of undoped Ti02 which is otherwise non--.- ,-.. - ".-...... ....---- ~ -"~' ~- -- .--..... .--
magnetic. In transition metal magnetic moment arises from partially filled outermost 3d ._ __~ ~. _~ __ ,_",_ _ ~_ .-r_...--.:... _..... _ ....-

elect;ons;--;'hereas in rare earth ions magnetic moment arises from the inner 4/ 
..-~.--... , ... ""- ..... ,....,....-- • tI"'-- ___ • 

incomplete sub-shell. In transition metal ions the strength ofthe spin-orbital coupling is 
...... - .-,-~ .. -. _ ........ _-.... .-,;""'~"- .,---",,' .-...- .--- ..... ..". 

much smaller than the crystal field energy and hence, the orbital momentum is 
..---_ __~~'''''''.- •• , -.~- J ___ ~_~ .. ~_' III<- G""""'~_. _ ~o#" -- - -.", --,-' ~. -'--... 

quenched and only spin moment contributes towards magnetism. In contrast in rare 
~-- ~~------..... --.~-- •• -_ .... , ...... " ~"'£ ~ .-...... ---- ,...--~... -..,--_ .... 

earth ions the 4/ electrons are shielded by the 5d6s electrons and the strength of spin-
..... ~,."';<-~ ~-=-_. ,...-..... ___ -,J-. ~ ~ "'... ~,. __ .... ~_ ........ 7t>-_. -........ • ....... ,...,.1.... ___ ~ .. _--.. 

orbital coupling is much greater than the crystal field energy. These 4/ electrons 
_ ...--••• ."..." .~.,.. -~.-.............. ,- ~....-. ••• , .... _ .. _ --4W -."..., ....... ~-"'- -.r<:- ~.... :0...... ~ 

undergo indirect exchange interactions via 5d or 6s conduction electrons and yields high 
__ ..,..~.~-••• --... - ..... ~ .... II;.JIFM--.- ~~ ~ -.1-..... 

magnetic moment per_~torIl§.illIe to.,..h!gh orbital momentum. --- -.... ~....... . .. ~. -,....~.~. . .... --.. -. -;;'~ -
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CHAPTER 2 

Materials and Methods 

The choice of synthesis techniques is very important in determining the effectiveness of a 

photocatalyst. In this chapter we will discuss the preparation method of undoped and metal 

ion doped Ti02 (Mn, Ni, Gd, Er) nanoparticles via a low cost, simple sol-gel method. In 

sol-gel method two simultaneous reaction takes place (hydrolysis and condensation) when 

organometallic precursor reacts with water. The two reactions are very sensitive to many 

experimental parameters such as raw material, concentration, pH, hydro lysis, temperature 

and mixing condition [1]. Structural and morphological studies are carried out with 

techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 

energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). Surface area analysis is done via Brunauer

Emmett-Teller (BET). The oxidation state of the dopant ion and its coordination 

environment is studied through X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).Theoretical study 

using density functional theory is carried out to indentify the states introduced by the 

dopant ion. 

2.1. Sol gel synthesis of undoped and metal ion doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

2.1.1. Preparation of undoped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

The reagents used for the synthesis were Titanium Isopropoxide (TTIP, purity 97%) and 

Isopropanol (99%). The synthesis was started adding 15 ml of isopropanol to 5 ml Titanium 

Iso-propoxide solution. The solution was allowed to stir for about 15 min and then 1 ml of 

water was added to initiate the hydrolysis process. The solution became turbid and the 

stirring was continued until gel formation. The transformation from initial sol to gel took 

about 6-7 hrs. The gel was left for ageing for about 12 hrs. This was followed by 

centrifugation with ethanol and water for 5 times. The centrifuged product was dried in an 

oven at 80°C. A part of the dried product was annealed in vacuum at 200°C. This part is 

chosen for a comparative study of the magnetic property of vacuum annealed Ti02 and 

vacuum annealed Mn doped Ti02 and is reported in Chapter 5. The remaining part of the 
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dried product was annealed at 450, 650, 850°C for 3 hrs and the sample were labeled as 

T45, T65, T85 respectively. Annealing at three different temperatures were carried out to 

clearly distinguish the anatase and rutile phase, their sizes and defects present. A detailed 

study on the optical property and photocatalytic activity of the reduced anatase, anatase

rutile mixed phase and rutile phase are reported in Chapter-3. 

2.1.2. Preparation of Nickel doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

For synthesizing Ni doped Ti02 nanoparticles with different concentrations (0.03, 0.05, 

0.07 mol) sol-gel method was used. Titanium Isopropoxide (TTIP), Isopropanol, Nickel 

nitrate hexahydrate was used as the starting chemicals. 5 m1 of TTIP was added to 15 ml 

of isopropanol under constant stirring condition. Then a few drops of water were added to 

initiate the hydrolysis reaction. Nickel nitrate hexahydrate Ni(N03)2.6H20, was slowly 

added to the hydrolyzed mixture under vigorous stirring to obtain the sol containing 

x=0.03,0.05,0.07mol nickel. On completion of the addition of all dopant solutions, the 

mixture was stirred for 5 h. During this time of the reaction, first a sol was formed, which 

ultimately transformed into gel. After this time period the stirring was stopped, and the gel 

was left in ageing. condition for 12h.The prepared material was dried in air at 80°C and 

then heat treated at 450°C to get the desired Ni2+ doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

2.1.3. Preparation of Manganese doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles with three different concentrations (0.03 mol, 0.05 mol and 

0.07 mol) were synthesized employing a simple sol-gel method. The precursors for dopant 

and host were taken to be Manganese Acetate tetrahydrate and titanium iso-propoxide 

respectively. 5 m1 of titanium isopropoxide and 15 ml of2 propanol were added to a 100 ml 

conical flask under constant stirring, followed by the addition of 1 ml of water to initiate 

the hydrolysis reaction. To the white sol of titanium isopropoxide, the dopant precursor 

solution were added and stirred for 7-8 h. The reaction progressed with the formation of 

sol which was ultimately transformed into a gel. The gel was then centrifuged in water 

followed by ethanol at a rate of 10,000 rpm for 4 times. The centrifuged product was dried 

at 80°C. A part of the dried product was annealed in vacuum at 200°C and the remaining 
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product was fmally annealed at 450°C to obtain Mn doped anatase Ti02 nanoparticles. 

2.1.4. Preparation of Gadolinium doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles with three different nominal concentrations of Gd (0.03 mol, 

0.05 mol, 0.07 mol) were synthesized employing a simple sol-gel method taking 

gadolinium nitrate hexahydrate and titanium iso-propoxide as the starting chemical. 5 ml of 

titanium isopropoxide and 15 mlof 2 propanol were added to a 100 ml conical flask under 

constant stirring, followed by the addition of 1 ml of water to initiate the hydrolysis 

reaction. To the white sol of titanium isopropoxide, the dopant precursor solution was 

added and stirred for 7-8 h. During such process fIrst a sol was formed which ultimately 

transformed into a gel. The gel was then centrifuged in water followed by ethanol for 4 

times. The centrifuged product was dried at 80°C. The resulting product was fmally 

annealed at 450°C to obtain crystalline gadolinium doped anatase Ti02 nanoparticles. 

2.1.5. Preparation of erbium doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

Pure and erbium doped Ti02 nanoparticles with three different concentration of erbium 

(0.03, 0.05, 0.07 mol) were prepared taking simple sol-gel route. The reaction was started 

with the addition of 5 ml titanium iso-propoxide to 15 ml of 2-propanol. The reaction 

mixture was stirred for 15 min and then aqueous erbium nitrate hexahydrate solution was 

added to the above mixture and stirred. The resultant product was a gel which was 

centrifuged, dried and annealed at 450°C for 4 h to get crystalline erbium doped Ti02 

nanoparticles. 

2.2. Experimental method for the characterization ofnanoparticles. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) study. 

X-ray diffraction is an important technique to study, non-destructively, the crystallographic 

structure, chemical composition and physical properties of materials and thin films. It is 

primarily used for phase identification, defects and can provide information on unit cell 

dimension. In XRD an X-ray beam is generated by a cathode ray tube, filtered to produce 

monochromatic radiation, collimated to concentrate and directed towards the sample. The 
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sample to be analyzed is fmely grounded, homogenized and average bulk composition is 

determined. The condition for a crystalline material to yield a distinct diffraction pattern is 

that the wavelength of incident radiation should be comparable to or less than the inter

atomic spacing in the lattice. The X-ray diffraction of a crystal can be formulated by 

Bragg's law [2]. 

nA=2d Sine ---------------------------------------------------------------- (2.1) 

where n is the no of diffraction, d is the lattice spacing and e is the diffraction angle. The 

usual information depth of X-ray measurement ranges from a few micrometer to a few 

hundred micrometer depending on the density of the material [3]. 

The X-ray diffraction pattern of bulk and nanomaterials have some differences. 

Owing to the presence of small particle size nanomaterials broadens the lines in the 

diffraction peaks. This broadening results in the loss of intensity in the signal of the 

diffraction peak whereas bulk materials have sharp, narrow and high intensity peaks [2]. 

X-ray diffraction pattern of pure and all the doped samples is performed using 

Rigaku Miniflex CD 10041 XRD unit with copper target and 1..=1.54 angstrom at a 

scanning rate of l°fmin and in the scanning range of to-80°. The diffraction pattern of the 

samples is indexed with the standard card file no of the corresponding bulk materials in the 

Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS). JCPDS is the organization that 

maintains the data base of inorganic and organic spectra's. 

2.2.1. X-ray diffraction of Ni doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

Fig.2.1 shows the XRD pattern of un doped and all the Ni doped Ti02 nanoparticles. All the 

diffraction peaks correspond to the tetragonal anatase phase (JCPDS card no.78-2486) 

without the trace of any secondary phase. Gaussian fitting of (l01) peak indicates peak 

broadening with the increase in dopant concentration inferring a systematic decrease in the 

grain size. The mean size of the crystallites in the sample is estimated using Scherrer's 

equation. The average crystallite size is found to decrease from 16 nm to 7.5 nm with 

increasing nickel concentration and is attributed due to the formation ofNi-O-Ti bond [4]. 
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Another possible reason is , radius of the Ni2+ ions (69 pm) being larger than Ti4
+ (60 pm), 

it is generally difficult for all the nickel ions to penetrate the Ti02 surface and substitute 

Ti4
+ inside the lattice. In that situation only a few nickel ions penetrate the lattice, the rest 

sits on the grain boundary and inhibits the growth . 
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Fig.2.t: XRD pattern ofNi doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

2.2.2. Diffraction pattern analysis of Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

The XRD patterns of Th-xMnx02 (x=0.03, 0.05, 0.07) are shown in Fig 2.2 (a). The anatase 

phase is preserved after doping and no hint of manganese containing oxide phase is 

resolved. The main anatase peak (101) shifts to lower angle with increase in manganese 

concentration (inset of Fig.2.2a). Further an increase of the lattice c-parameter, cell volume 

and strain is noticed (Fig 2.2b , Table 2.1) The average crystallite size is calculated using 

Scherrer's formula [5]. As can be seen from the XRD patterns (inset of Fig.2.2a) the (101) 

diffiaction peak gets broadened as the manganese concentration is increased suggesting a 

systematic decrease in grain size. For undoped Ti02 the average grain size is 18 nm (fwhm 

= 0.4308 radian) while it decreases to 7 nm (FWHM=1.168) with 7% manganese 

incorporation. The incorporated manganese ions in the Ti02 lattice thus suppress the grain 

growth by interfering into the intergranules that inhibits the grain boundary mobility or 
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alter the surface energy leading to a decrease in grain growth velocity or nucleation energy 

resulting in the decrease in grain size [6,7}. A detailed analysis of the optica~ photocatalytic 

and magnetic property of this material is given in Chapter 5. 
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Fig.2.2: (a) XRD pattern of all the samples. Inset showing shifting of(lOI) peaks to lower 

angle side. (b) Plot of c-axis, volume, strain with increase in dopant concentration. 

Dopant cone Crystallite SIZe c-axis (run) Vol (nm j
) strain 

(mol) (nm) 

X=O.OO 18 .9456 .1337 .0082 

X=0.03 11 .9461 .1356 .0371 

X=0.05 9.7 .9468 .1361 .0387 

X=0.07 7 .9575 .1370 .0729 

Table.2.1: Calculation of crystallite size, c-axis, vol, strain from XRD. 
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2.2.3. Diffraction pattern analysis of Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

Fig.2.3. shows the diffraction pattern of undoped and all the Gd doped Ti02 samples. All 

the diffraction peak corresponds to the tetragonal anatase phase. A small amount of 

brookite phase is detected in between 270 and 31 0
• The sizes of the nanocrystal are 

calculated using Scherrer's formula [5]. The crystallite size is calculated to be 7.8 nm for 

pristine (0.00 mol) and 5.9 nm, 5.45, 5.42 run for 0.03, 0.05 and 0.07 mol of Gd 

respectively. The width of the diffraction peaks increases with the increase in doping 

concentration. The widening of the diffraction indicates systematic decrease in grain size 

and degradation of the structural quality after doping. Because of the moderately large size 

incongruity with Ti4
+ (0.68 A), Gd3

+ (0.94 A) ions are not expected to inhabit sites in the 

lattice of Ti02 [8]. They possibly stay on the particle surface and on the grain boundaries 

and produce a strain in those regions. This results in the enhancement of the repulsive 

interaction between the Gd3
+ ions, prevent the coalescence of nanocrystallites and thereby 

inhibits the growth by the formation of Gd~ 0-Ti bond [9]. 
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Fig.2.3: XRD pattern ofundoped and Gd doped Ti02 with Gd concentration 3 mol%, 5 

mol %, 7mol % with inset showing the shifting of(101) peak to lower wave number. 
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It is observed that with increase in Gd doping concentration the intensity of diffraction 

peak is increasing. The diffraction peak intensities are affected by the change in electron 

density due to substitution of foreign (dopant) atoms. Through doping we change the 

element that is we change the mean atomic scattering factor. Doping with light atom might 

results in lowering of diffraction intensity. However doping with a larger Gd3+ results in 

more scattering centers and hence, results in increased peak intensity [10]. The diffraction 

pattern does not show any peak of secondary phases of gadolinium such as Gd203. 

However, slight shifting of the peaks to lower angle is noticed with the changes in the 

gadolinium concentration. We have also calculated the d spacing of all the samples 

considering (004) peak. The values are calculated to be 0.23586, 0.23595, 0.23615 and 

0.23622 nm for undoped and (0.03, 0.05, 0.07 mol) Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticle. The 

change in d spacing is not prominent inferring that very few percentage of the total 

gadolinium impurity ions are actually substituting Ti4+ on the lattice interior and the others 

may be located on the surface. Chapter 6 contains a detailed study of the effect of 

incorporating gadolinium ions on the optical, photocatalytic and magnetic properties of 

Ti02 nanoparticles. 

2.2.4. Diffraction pattern analysis of Er doped TiOl nanoparticles. 

The XRD patterns of all the samples are shown in Fig.2.4. The peaks are indexed to the 

tetragonal anatase phase (JCPDS-21-1271). The peak positions donot show any appreciable 

changes. Furthermore, no hint of Erbium containing oxide phase is resolved within the limit 

of instrumental sensitivity. Gaussian fitting of the most intense (101) peak. indicates 

broadening of the diffraction peaks, inferring a systematic decrease in the crystallite size 

after doping. The crystallite size of the samples are calculated using Scherrer's formula. 

The crystallite size is calculated to be 9.8 nm for pristine (0.00 mol) and 5.4 nm, 5.2, 5.0 

nm for 0.03, 0.05 and 0.07 mol of Er respectively. Fig.2.4 (b) shows the variation of 

FWHM and crystallite size with increase in dopant concentration. The decrease in 

crystallite size occurs due to difference in the radii of Er and Ti atoms. Erbium has an ionic 

radius 1.004 A [II] and Ti4+ (0.61 A) [14]. Due to such huge difference in the ionic radii 
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incorporation ofEr ions creates a tensile strength in the Ti02 lattice and in turn prevents 

the grain growth [12]. 
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Fig.2.4: (a) X-ray Diffraction spectra of pure and Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles. (b) 

Variation ofFWHM and crystallite size with dopant concentration 

Transmission electron microscopy analysis (TEM) and energy dispersive X-ray 

(EDX). 

Transmission electron microscope IS a very important tool for microstructural 

characterisation on nanometer scale. The microstructural information broadly includes 

ascertaining the morphology of phases, number of phases, structure of phases , 

identification of crystallographic defects and composition of the phases, required for 

structural property connection and for carrying out basic and applied research in materials. 

TEM gives all these aforesaid informations [13] . 

XRD gives information about the size of coherently diffracting grain size whereas 

TEM provide direct evidences of the nanoparticle size, shape. Due to the polycrystalline 

nature containing several grain sizes the crystallite size is not generally the same as the 
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particle size [10]. TEM works by using a tungsten filament to produce an electron beam in 

a vacuum chamber. The emitted electrons are accelerated through an electromagnetic field 

that closely focuses the beam. The beam is then passed through the sample material. The 

sample to be analyzed must be very thin so that the electrons can make their way through 

the sample and produce an image. For samples with less density, more electrons get 

through and produces brighter image. However, a darker image is produced in areas where 

the sample is more dense and therefore less electrons pass through. 

Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) is a qualitative and quantitative micro analytical 

technique for the elemental analysis or chemical characterization of a sample with atomic 

number Z> 3. The data produced by EDX analysis consist of spectra showing peaks 

corresponding to the elements making up the true composition of the sample being 

analyzed. In this technique when the sample is bombarded by the electron beam, electrons 

are ejected from the atoms generating a hole in the lower energy core level. The resulting 

electron vacancies are filled by electrons from the higher energy state and an X-ray is 

emitted to balance the energy difference between the two electron states. An energy 

dispersive (EDS) detector is used to separate the characteristic x-rays of different element 

into an energy spectrum. The detector usually consists of a crystal that grips energy of 

incoming X-rays by ionization yielding free electrons in the crystal that becomes 

conductive and thus converts the individual X-rays into electrical voltages of proportional 

size, the electrical pulses corresponds to the characteristic X-ray of the element [14,IS,16]. 

2.3.1. TEM and EDX study of Ni doped TiOl nanoparticles. 

Fig 2.Sa and 2.Sb shows the transmission electron microscope images ofundoped and Ni2+ 

doped Ti02 nanoparticles from where the average particle size are calculated to be 18.4 

run and 8.8 run respectively. Addition of Ni2+ ions thereby arrests the growth of Ti02 

nanoparticles and this finding is quite consisted with the XRD analysis. The EDX pattern 

for O.OS Ni2+ doped Ti02 (Fig 2.5c) sample shows presence of constituent element in the 

doped sample. 
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Fig.2.S: TEM images of (a) Undoped (b) 3% Ni doped Ti02 nanoparticles (c) EDX pattern 

showing the constituent in the doped samples. 

2.3.2. TEM and EDX study of Mn doped TiOl nanoparticles. 

TEM images ofundoped and 5 % Mn doped Ti0 2 nanoparticles are shown in Fig.2.6 (a) 

Fig.2.6: TEM images of (a) undoped (b) 0.05 mol Mn doped Ti02, inset showing the 

particle size distribution (c) EDX analysis. 
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and Fig.2.6 (b) respectively. After Gaussian fitting the average particle size in both undoped 

and doped samples are calculated to be - 16±0.002 run and - 9±0.003 run respectively. The 

elemental composition verified with the help of EDX spectra (Fig.2.6c) corroborates 

presence ofMn, Ti, 0 as constituent element in the doped samples. 

2.3.3. TEM and EDX study of Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

The transmission electron microscope images of the undoped and Gd doped Ti0 2 nanopar~ 

ticles are shown in Fig 2.7 (a·d). 

Fig.2.7: TEM images of (a) undoped (c) 0.03 mol Gd doped Ti02; High Resolution images 

showing the lattice fringes of (b) undoped and (d) doped Ti02 nanoparticles. (e) EDX anal

ysis of 0.03 mol Gd doped Ti02. 

As observed from the micrographs, the undoped system comprises of spherical size 
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particles of - 18 run size (as shown in Fig.2.7a). Fig 2.7b shows the corresponding high 

resolution image of pure Ti02. The distinct lattice fringes with inter planar spacing of -

3.52 A, corresponding to the (101) plane of anatase Ti02 displays highly crystalline nature 

of the samples [17]. Fig 2.7c shows the TEM image of 0.03 mol Od doped n02. The 

average particle size is calculated to be ~ 12 run. The interplanar spacing shown in Fig. 2.7d 

is found to be - 3.57 A. The interplanar spacing of the doped and undoped Ti02 

nanoparticles do not show much variation, further confirming incorporation of only few 

gadolinium ions on the Ti02 lattice. A nanoparticle of polycrystalline aggregates is 

composed of grains of several sizes. Scherrer's formula determines the size of coherently 

diffracting grain size. Moreover, the size determined by Scherrer formula is affected by 

instrumental broadening, crystalline strain, defects, etc. On the other hand TEM provide 

direct evidences of the nanoparticle size, shape. Due to the polycrystalline nature 

containing several grain sizes the crystallite size is not generally the same as the particle 

size [18,1O].The compositional analysis is performed with EDX analysis. The spectrum is 

marked with the signals obtained from Ti, 0, Od. 

2.3.4. TEM and EDX study of Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

The results from TEM measurements are shown in Fig2.8 (a~b). 

Fig.2.S: TEM images of (a) undoped (b) 0.07 mol Er doped Ti02 (c) EDX analysis of 0.07 

mol Er doped Ti02. 
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The average particle size for undoped and doped system are calculated to be - 14 nm and 

-7 run respectively.Incorporation of Er ions thus hinders the particle growth and the results 

are in conformity with the decrease in crystallite size calculated from the XRD results. As 

the nanoparticles are synthesized without the use of any surfactant so we have no control 

over the shape and size of the nanoparticles. From the micrograph it is seen that the 

nanoparticles are highly agglomerated with non-uniform size distribution and are 

apparently spherical. In order to verify the presence of Er ions in the doped samples they 

are analyzed with the help of ED X spectroscopy, Fig.2.8 (c). The spectra clearly reveals the 

emission peaks corresponding to 0, Ii, Er. 

X-ray photoelectron Spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a quantitative spectroscopic technique widely used for 

studying the properties of atoms, molecules, solids and surfaces. The principle of X-ray is 

based on the measurement of kinetic energy of photoelectrons generated by the sample. If 

an X-ray photon with energy hu excites an atom from its initial state with energy E\ to final 

state with energy Ef state, in the process emitting an electron with kinetic energy KE, than 

according to the law of conservation of energy, the emitted electrons have kinetic energy 

given by [19]. 

h~Er= KE;-Ef .--------------------------------------------------------------------------- (2.2) 

The difference between the photon energy and the electron kinetic energy gives the binding 

energy of the orbital from which the electron is ejected [17]. This binding energy gives the 

characteristic for different orbitals of specific elements [17]. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of undoped and all the doped samples 

(Mn, Ni, Gd, Er) are recorded on KRAIOS-AXIS 165 instrument equipped with dual 

aluminium-magnesium anodes using the Mg Ka radiation (hv=1253.6 eV) operated at 5kV 

and 15 rnA with pass energy 80 eV and an increment of 0.1 eV .The samples were 

degassed out for several hours in XPS chamber to minimize air contamination to sample 

surface. The fitting of the XPS curve have been done using a non-linear square method with 
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the convolution of lorentzian and Gaussian functions after a polynomial background was 

subtracted from the raw spectra. 

2.4.1. XPS study of Ni doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

Fig.2.9 shows the XPS spectra of Ni doped Ti02 nanoparticles. The binding energy peak 

positions appearing at 856.06 and 873.97 eV corresponds to Ni 2P312 and Ni 2Pl12 

respectively. The binding energy difference of 17.9 eV corresponds to NiH [18]. This 

binding energy peak is less than that of NiO (18.4 e V). Hence the presence of NiO in our 

sample can be completely ruled out. The spectra contains two more peaks appearing at 

869.38 and 878.09 eV. These peaks corroborates the auger line TiLMM [19]. 
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Fig.2.9: XPS spectra ofNi doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

2.4.2. XPS study of undoped and Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

The XPS spectra are investigated to study the oxidation state of the ions present in the 

sample and also to study the oxygen vacancy created. Fig.2.l0 (a-c) shows the XPS spectra 

ofTi 2p, 0 Is and Mn 2p respectively. The core level binding energies ofTi 2P312 and 
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Ti 2Plfl are at approximately 458.74 eV and 464.5 eV. The difference of5.75 eV indicates a 

valence of +4 for Ti in Ti02 [20]. As for Mn the binding energy peak for Mn 2P312 and Mn 

2Plfl corresponds to 641.5 and 653.5 eV, Fig.2.10 (b) and this is the typical characteristics 

ofMn2
+ ions [21].To study the presence of oxygen vacancies core level XPS Ois spectra 

are also analyzed, Fig.2.1 0 (c). The spectra indicates presence of two kinds of chemical 

states that include crystal lattice oxygen (Od and chemiabsorbed oxygen (OH).The Q peak 

appearing around 530.1-530.2 eV is due to to the contribution of Ti-O in the Ti02 crystal 

and that appearing at 531.9-532.62 eV is due to the hydroxyl groups (OH) arising from the 

chemiabsorbed water [22]. The amount OfOH in both pure and doped sample is much more 

than that of OL (Table-2.2). Naeem.et.al [23] reported that the presence of the OH peak is 

developed with the increasing oxygen vacancy. These oxygen vacancies are actually 

created to maintain the charge neutrality when the local electrostatic bond is broken and the 

host Tr'+ ions is changed to Te+ [24]. 
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Samples Detailed Study OL OH 

Ti02 Position 530.2 eV 531.93 

At% 49.9 50.1 

Ti02: Mn Position 530.10 eV 532.62 

At% 42.8 57.2 

Table. 2.2: Quantitative analysis of OH and OL nom XPS spectra 

2.4.3. XPS study of Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

The core level XPS spectra of 0.07 Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles is shown in Fig.2.11. The 

valence state ofGd ion is ascertained to be +3 as the binding energy ofGd 4d312 peak at 143 

eV [25] . 
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Fig.2.ll: XPS spectra ofGd doped Ti02 nanoparticles . 
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2.4.4. XPS study of Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

Fig.2.12 shows the XPS spectra of 0.07 mol Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles. The Er 4d 

spectrum is seen to be composed of two peaks originating at 168.74 and 178.32 eV. These 

peak positions corresponds to Er 4dsfl and Er 4d312 respectively [26]. 
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Fig.2.l2: XPS spectra ofEr doped Ti02 nanoparticles . 

Raman Spectroscopy. 

Raman spectroscopy offers a bottom up approach in the study of nanomaterials and 

nanostructures. The spectra can be obtained for most molecular samples that includes 

solids, liquids, gels, slurries, powders, films etc [27]. Raman spectroscopy counts on 

inelastic or raman scattering of monochromatic light usually from a laser. For a molecule to 

exhibit Raman effect alteration in polarizability or the amount of deformation of the 

electron cloud with respect to the vibrational coordinate, is very desirable. Interaction of the 

laser light with phonons or other excitations in the system results in the energy of the laser 
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photons to shift up or down. The shift in energy gives information about the phonon modes 

in the system. The analysis of the Raman mode wave numbers, widths and intensities allow 

us to obtain information about the composition, chemical environment, bonding and 

crystalline/amorphous structure of the material under investigation [28] . 

The Raman spectra of the samples are acquired with Reinshaw in Via Spectrometer. 

The 514.5 run emission of Argon-ion laser is used as excitation source. 

2.5.1. Raman Spectra of Ni doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

The Raman spectra of un doped and Ni doped Ti02 nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 2. 13 (a). 

The Raman modes are observable at 145 em-I (Eg), 195 em-I (Eg), 399 em-I (BIg), 517 

cm-I (BIg), 640 cm-I (Eg). All these modes correspond to anatase phase [29]. No peaks 

related to Ni or its oxide phase is detected indicating that the anatase phase is well 

preserved even after doping. 
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Fig.2.l3: (a) Raman spectroscopy ofNi doped Ti02 nanoparticles (b) variation of Raman 

shift and FWHM with dopant concentration. 

The Raman peaks are very responsive to any disarray taking place in the oxygen 

coordination in the Ti02 lattice. The Eg peak is attributed to the 0-Ti-O bending vibration 
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and is very much responsive to local oxygen co-ordination surrounding the metal ion [21]. 

Substitution of Ti4
+ ions by Ni2+ ions distorts the host lattice and generates oxygen vacancy 

to maintain the charge neutrality. Formation of oxygen vacancies reduces the average 

number ofTi-OlNi-O bonds and shifts Eg peak to higher wavenumber [30]. The strength of 

a bond is determined by its force constant and the force constant is associated with 

frequency by v oo...Jk [31]. Fig.2.13(b) shows the shifting of Eg peaks to higher wave 

numbers and the increase in FWHM with increase in dopant concentration. The diminution 

in the scattering intensity of the Eg mode may be due to the collapse of translational 

symmetry extending in the long range. The changes are attributed due to the generation of 

defects caused by doping [32]. 

2.5.2. Raman Spectra of Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

The effect of manganese doping on the microstructural changes in nanocrystalline titania is 

studied by Raman Spectroscopy. Fig.2.l4 shows the Raman spectra of undoped and Mn 

doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 
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Fig.2.14: Raman spectroscopy of Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles. Inset showing shifting of 

the peaks after doping 
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All the modes corresponds to the anatase phase [29]. Compared to pure one the most 

intense Eg Raman peak at 146 cm -I in manganese doped Ti02 exhibits a decrease in 

intensity and blue shifting after doping. To have better understanding an expanded view of 

the Eg peak obtained by Lorentzian fitting is shown in inset of Fig.2.I4. This peak is 

attributed to the 0-Ti-O bending vibration and is very much responsive to local oxygen co

ordination surrounding the metal ion [30]. According to Heisenberg's uncertainity principle 

the relation between particle size and phonon position can .be expressed as LiX~~li2/4, 

where ~ is the particle size and ~P is the phonon momentum distribution and li is the 

reduced Planck's constant. As the particle size decreases the phonon is more and more 

restrained within the particle and the phonon momentum distribution increases. This 

broadening of the phonon momentum leads to broadening of the scattered phonon 

momentum according to the law of conservation of momentum. The phonon dispersion 

causes asymmetric broadening and leads to the shift of Raman lines [33]. 

2.5.3. Raman Spectra of Gd doped TiOz nanoparticles. 

Fig.2.IS shows the Raman spectra of pure and Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 
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Fig.2.IS: Raman spectroscopy of Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 
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From the Raman spectra it is evident that the raman peaks of the undoped and doped Ti02 

corresponds to the anatase phase. Appearance of small peaks in the region of 240 cm- I and 

320 cm-I corroborates to the brookite phase [34]. No impression of impurity related modes 

in the Raman spectra are seen in the doped samples. This is in agreement with the XRD 

result obtained. The Eg peak is mainly caused by symmetric stretching vibration of 0-Ti-O 

in Ti02• the BIg is caused by symmetric bending vibration of 0-Ti-O bond and the A1g is 

due to the antisymmetric bending vibration of 0-Ti-O bond [35]. In undoped Ti02 the Eg 

peak appears at 144 cm-I
, whereas in 0.03 mol Gd doped Ti02 the peak is shifted to 147 em

I . With the increase in Gd3+ ion concentration upto 0.05 mol and 0.07 mol the Eg peak 

position at 147 cm-I however. remains the same. In some transition and other rare earth 

doped Ti02 nanoparticles it has been reported that doping generates oxygen vacancies and 

shifts the peak position to higher wavenumber [36]. But in our case the shifting of the peak 

position to higher wavenumber is not occurring gradually at each dopant concentration. 

This behavior may be due to the presence of very few number of gadolinium ions 

substituting Ti4
+ in the Ti02 lattice. A large population of Gd3+ ions remains at the surface 

and therefore. no appreciable shifting in the peak position is observed with increase in 

dopant concentration. The small peak shifting in the doped samples is likely due to the 

structural disorder brought about by the substitution of few gadolinium ions in the Ti02 

lattice. 

2.5.4. Raman Spectra of Er doped TiOz nanoparticles 

Raman spectra of the prepared nanoparticles are shown in Fig.2.16. The anatase phase is 

preserved after doping. The Raman Eg peak becomes asymmetric and blue shifted with the 

incorporation of dopant ion. This kind of changes in the Raman peak occurs owing to the 

disruption of local structure and due to the generation of defects on the lattice site of Ti02 

on Erdoping 
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Fig.2.16: Raman spectroscopy ofEr doped Ti02 nanoparticles 

Surface area and pore size analysis 

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) serves as an important analysis technique for the 

measurement of surface area of a material. The technique is based on the exposure of a 

highly dispersed solid in a closed space to a gas or vapor at definite pressure. The 

adsorption process proceeds via formation of monolayer first which is than followed by 

multilayer adsorption and capillary condensation [37]. The specific surface area is 

calculated from the number of monolayer gas molecules necessary to shield the solid 

surface, and the cross-sectional area of the gas molecule being adsorbed. The determination 

is actually carried out at the temperature of liquid nitrogen. 

The data are treated according to the adsorption isotherm equation given by 

--..--1 ---=- __ 1 (_P) +_1 
{ (~ ) _ 1] - v me Po v m -------------------------------------------------------- (2.3) 

Where P and Po are the equilibrium and saturation pressures of adsorbates at the 
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temperature of adsorption v is the adsorbed gas quantity in volume units, and V m is the 

monolayer adsorbed gas quantity, c is the BET constant and can be expressed as: 

c = exp( E';:L) -------------------------------------------------------------- (2.4) 

where El is the heat of adsorption and EL is the heat for liquefaction. 

The Surface area and pore size distribution of the samples are acquired with the help of 

Quantocbromei Qautosorbanalyser. The pore size distributions of the samples are 

ascertained based on Barett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) model. 

2.6.1. Surface area analysis of Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

Fig.2.17 shows the nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherm of pure and 0.03 mol Gd doped 

Ti02 nanoparticles. 
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Fig.2.17: Nitrogen adsorption-desorption studies studies of (a) undoped and (b) 0.03 mol 

Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 
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The isotherms are of type IV with HI- type hysteresis loop in the relative pressure range of 

0.4-0.8. The type indicates presence of mesopores and are the characteristics of materials 

containing agglomeration [38].The surface area for 0.03 mol Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles 

is found to be 225 m2/g which is about 2.2 times the surface area of undoped Ti02 '(95 

m2/g). From the pore size distribution the pore diameter is determined to be 6 run and 4 run 

for undoped and doped sample respectively. The decrease in pore size after doping might 

be due to the larger size gadolinium ions that causes higher pore filling effect 

[39].Table.2.3 shows the surface area and pore size of the doped and undoped samples 

calculated by BET and Barret-Joyner-Halenda methods (BJH). Thus introduction of dopant 

ion causes a considerable increase in surface area and a decrease in pore size, thereby 

favoring the criteria for enhanced photocatalytic activity. 

Sample Surface Area (ml/g) Pore size (run) 

X=o.OO 95 6 

X=0.03 225 4 

Table.2.3: Surface area and Pore size distribution of all the samples 

Optical Characterisation of the prepared nanoparticles 

2.7.1. UV-Vis spectroscopy 

Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) refers to absorption spectroscopy or reflectance 

spectroscopy in the ultraviolet-visible spectral region Different molecules absorb radiation 

of different wavelengths. When light impinges upon a sample, the light may be totally 

reflected, as a result of which the substance appears white or light may be totally absorbed 

in which case the substance appears black. In the thesis the absorption spectra of the 

samples are monitored in diffuse reflectance (DRS) mode in a Shimadzu 2450 UV -vis 
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spectrophotometer in the wavelength range from 200-900 run with a deuterium source for 

scanning the UV range and a tungsten source for scanning the visible region. The 

fundamental unit of the spectrophotometer consists of a source (UV and visible), a 

monochromator, sample container, detector, signal processor and a read out device [40-41]. 

The monochromator consists of an entrance slit, a collimator that renders the light beam 

parallel, a prism or grating for dispersing the radiation beam, a focusing lens and an exit slit 

to isolate the desired spectral band from other dispersed radiation [40-41). The detector 

converts the electromagnetic radiation into an electron flow and therefore to a current or 

voltage flow in the readout circuit [40]. 

2."1.2. Photoluminescence spectroscopy 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is a very important tool to investigate the the amount 

of light radiated by the material on excitation at a particular wavelength. The 

instrumentation part of a steady state photoluminescence spectrometer consists of a 

continuous light source for stimulating the material and a collimating lens for collecting the 

light. The light after passing through a monochromator is collected by a photon detector or 

photomultiplier tube (PMT). The output signal is routed to a lock in amplifier. Steady state 

PL analysis of our samples is carried out using Perkin Elmer LS-55 spectrometer with a 

Xenon light source. The instrument has a scanning range in the visible region spanning 

from 200-800 run and the measurement is done at an increment of 0.5 nm. 

Unlike the steady state photoluminescence, time resolved photoluminescence 

spectra is also an important tool to understand the recombination process. Time Resolved 

photoluminescence spectra (TRPL) of the samples are recorded on a IBH Horiba-Yvon 

TCSPC using 340 run Nano LED (FWHM = 75Ops) and 375 run Nano LED 

(FWHM=30Ops) as excitation source for the samples with a time scale of 0.007nslchannel. 

The decay time is calculated from the slope of a plot oflog I (t) versus t, or from the time at 

which the intensity decreases to lie of a value at t = 0 [42].The optical characterization of 

all the samples are mentioned in the respective chapters. 
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2.8. Photocatalytic Activity . 

Photocatalytic activity of the prepared Ti02 nanoparticles were studied by examining the 

degradation of aqueous solution of phenol . For visible light irradiation a 25 watt white 

lamp was used. In order to carry out the process 50 mg of the photocatalyst was mixed with 

50 ml water in a 100 ml beaker. To this mixture 5 mg of phenol was added and the solution 

was stirred for about half an hour in dark to obtain the absorption-desorption equilibrium 

The catalyst loaded phenol solution was then placed at a distance of 6 cm and irradiated for 

20, 40, 60 and 80 min. After completion of the irradiation process the samples was 

centrifuged at 10000 rpm to make it free from any catalyst. 5 ml of the aliquot was taken to 

measure the absorbance. The degradation efficiency was calculated by using the equation: 

Ao-At 
%D == ( Ao ) x 100 --------------------------------------------- (2.5). 

~ = Initial absorbance and At = Absorbance after time t. 

2.9. Theoretical method 

Theoretical calculation have been performed using density functional theory based MedeA 

Vienna Ab Initio Simulation package (V ASP 5.2) on manganese and gadolinium doped 

Ti02 nanoparticles. Dopant ion incorporation leads to the creation of trap states within the 

band gap. The corresponding calculation of density of states indicates formation of these 

trap states. These trap state delays the electron-hole recombination rate and has some strong 

correlation in contributing to enhanced photocatalytic activity. 

2.9.1. Computational detail of Manganese doped Ti01 nanoparticles. 

A 2x2xl supercell is buih with the unit cell of Ti02 in anatase form. The undoped super

cell contains 16 atoms ofTi and 32 atoms of oxygen which gives Th6032, Fig.2.18 (a). The 

Mn doped Ti02 takes the form as ThsMn032 Fig.2.18 (b). The minimum energy state is 

computed by varying the internal position of atoms until the residual force is 0.01 eV/Ao. 

The cut off kinetic energy for the structural optimization is set to 400 eV along with the 
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convergence criterion of 1O-5eV. A 3x3x3 K-mesh is used which correspond to spacing less 

than 0.3(Aor l in reciprocal space to calculate Density of states (DOS) and band structure; 

Fermi level is considered to be at 0 eV. The effect of Manganese (Mn) on the Ti02 system 

is understood by substituting one centre titanium (Ti) atom by Mn atom and allowing it to 

relax in all directions. 

(a) (b) 

Fig.2.IS: Band structure of (a) Undoped Ti02 (b) Mn doped Ti02 superceU (2x2xl). 

2.9.2. Computational detail of Gadolinium doped Ti<h nanoparticles. 

A 2xlxl superceU is built with the unit cell ofTi02 in anatase form. The undoped supercell 

cell contains 8 atoms ofTi and 16 atoms of 0 which make it take the form Tis0 16, Fig.2.19 

(a). The Gd doped Ti02 takes the form as ThGdO I6 , Fig.2.19 (b). The internal position of 

the atoms is varied by setting the residual force to 0.01 eV/Ao for minimum energy 

calculation. The structural optimization is attained by setting the cutoff kinetic to 400 e V 

along with the convergence criterion of 1O-5eV. A 2x4x2 K-mesh with spacing 0.5(Aor l is 

used in reciprocal space to calculate Density of states (DOS) and band structure. The Fermi 

level is set at 0 e V , in order to describe the electron-electron exchange and correlation 

effects density functional calculations using generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 
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with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) is used. The density functional theory (DFT) 

equations are solved via projector augmented wave (PAW) method as implemented in 

Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package and interfaced with MedeA technology platfonn. 

(a) (b) 

Fig.2.19: Band structure of (a) Undoped Ti02 (b) Gd doped Ti02supercell (2xlxl). 
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CHAPTER 

Monitoring the optical and photocatalytic activity of 
mixed phase Ti02 nanoparticles 

3 

It is generally accepted that anatase Ti02 is a better photocatalytic candidate compared to 

rutile Ti02 ,but recently the anatase-rutile mixture is found to have a magical effect on the 

charge transfer process [1] .Presence of rutile phase extend the photo active response to the 

visible region, harvesting more light. Stabilization of charge separation by electron transfer 

from rutile to anatase trapping sites slows down the recombination [2], thereby improving 

the photocatalytic activity. Ahhough there are several methods to prepare nanocrystalline 

titania but the sol-gel method represents several advantages over other-methods [3]. As the 

method is carried out in solution, tailoring of certain desired structural ch.anicteristics such 

as compositional homogeneity, grain size, particle morphology, and porosity is possible 

with this method. The process finds wide applications in the development of new materials 

for catalysis [4] , photo chronic applications [5], chemical sensors [6], and also in a diverge 

range of scientific and engineering fields such as ceramic industry [7], electronic industry 

[8]. 

The phase transformation rearranges the bonding arrangement of Ti02 and 

introduces many defects in the mixed phase sample. X-ray diffi'action, TEM, Raman 

spectroscopy have been investigated to clearly distinguish the pure anatase and rutile 

phase, their sizes and defects present. A detailed analysis on the optical properties of the 

reduced anatase, anatase-rutile mixed phase and of rutile phase is also reported. 

3.1. Diffraction pattern analysis of anatase, rutile and mixed phase TiOl. 

The X-ray diffraction pattern of T45, T65, T85 are illustrated in Fig 3.1(a). The XRD pat

tern of the as prepared powders shows presence of brookite phase at 36° (JCPDS-761934). 

This phase is usually formed at low temperatures and gets disappeared at high annealing 

temperatures [9]. A close observation of the diffraction peak. reveals that that T45 exists in 

pure anatase phase. The phase transition began at 650°C and complete transformation 
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to rutile phase occurred at 850°C, in agreement with earlier results [10, 11] . 

.. Tea 

.. .. .. 

A 

... 
t"",lcO (20) 

Fig.3.t: XRD pattern ofas prepared and T45,T65,T85. 

The peaks in the spectra are in agreement with the JCPDS file no 782486 and 894202 of 

tetragonal systems for pure anatase and rutile phase respectively. The average crystallite 

size of each samples (Table-3.1) is obtained taking the (101) peak for anatase, (11 0) for 

rutile and both (101), (110) for mixed phase using Scherrer' s formula. 

d = 0.9A. 
~cose 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- (3.1) 

Here d is the crystallite size, l is the wavelength of the X-ray (Cu Ku= 1.54A) , ~ is the full 

width at half maximum, e is the diffraction angle. The crystallite size is calculated to be in 

the nanoregime. A steady increase in size is noticed with increase in annealing 

temperatures. Presence of anatase and rutile mass :fraction of the samples are determined 

using spurr's formula [12]. 

f 
a 

1 
=-- ---. 

1 + 1.26 Ia 
Ir 

(3.2) 
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f r= (I-fa) ----------------------------------------------------------------------- (3.3) 

where , and fr are the anatase and rutile fractions and Ia and Ir are the integrated intensities 

of the most intense anatase (101) and rutile (110) peak respectively. The parameters 

calculated by using equation (3.2) and (3.3) are depicted in Table.3.1. 

Crystallite size (nm) Fraction (%) 
Sl.No Calcination Temperature (OC) 

Anatase Rutile Anatase Rutile 

1 450 (T45) 10 0 100 0 

2 650 (T65) 36 67 63.4 35.4 

3 850 (T85) - 70 0 100 

Table.3.1: Crystallite SIZe, phase composition of the samples calcined at different 

temperatures. 

3.2. TEM study of anatase, rutile and mixed phase TiOl nanoparticles. 

Fig.3.2a and Fig.3.2b shows the TEM images of T45 and T65 respectively. The average 

particle size is small in case of pure anatase nanoparticles and increases with its 

transformation to mixed phase and then to pure rutile phase. For T45 the particle size 

distribution is within the range of - 16 nm while for T65 it is - 30-65 nm (Fig3.2b) and 

for T85 (Fig3.2c) the range is - 126- 230 nm. It is thus evident that increase in annealing 

temperature increases the particle size. The phase transformation begins at the temperature 

of 650°C and complete transformation to rutile phase occurs at 850°C. The anatase to rutile 

transformation depends on many factors including the nature of Ti impurities and oxygen 

vacancies in the Ti02 lattice. The valence of the impurities being less than Ti4+, oxygen 

vacancies are created to satiate the charge imbalance. The vacancies cause rupture of the 

Ti-O bond and resuhs in formation of denser rutile phase [13]. The phase transformation 

occurs at the grain boundary [14] or within the grains ofanatase [15]. Thus the rutile phase 

nucleates at the grain boundary and grow in size by consuming the surrounding anatase 
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phase [16]. It is worth mentioning that we have obtained differences in the size calculated 

from XRD and TEM. The magnitude of the crystallite and particle size agrees well only for 

the case of stable, monodisperse, single crystals and hard spheres and any deviation from 

this criteria leads to variation in measured sizes [17]. 

(b) (c) 

Fig.3.2: Tern images of (a) T45 (b) T65 (c) T85. 

3.3. Raman spectra of anatase, rutile and mixed phase Ti02 nanoparticles. 

Raman spectroscopy is further employed in the characterization of crystalline structure of 

Ti02 samples. Fig.3.3 shows the Raman spectra of all the samples. Group factor analysis 

reveals that anatase has six active Raman modes at (Alg+2Blg+3Eg) [18] and rutile Ti02 

gives four Raman active modes (Alg+B1g+B2g+Eg) [19-21]. In our study in T45 a strong Eg 

peak appears at 144 cm- I followed by the appearance of low intense peaks at 197 (Eg), 399 

(Big), 513 (A'g+B,g) and 641 cm-' (Eg). All these peaks correspond to the pure anatase 

phase. For T65 sample Eg peak of anatase remains at 144 cm-I while additional peaks 

corresponding to the rutile phase appears at 236 cm- I
, 448 cm-' ,613 cm-' [22]. 
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In T85 all the Raman peaks are identical to rutile Ti02• For a 

perfect crystal the phonon contribution comes from center of the Brilliouin zone satisfying 

the phonon momentum selection rule, q ::::: 0 [18]. In semiconductor nanoparticles the 

phonon selection rule breaks and the phonon momentum distribution increases. The phonon 

scattering thus involves phonon contribution from the entire Brillouin zone [23,24]. For 

nanoparticles of diameter (d), the intensity for first order Raman scattering is given by : 

.-------------------------------.---------------- (3.4) 

Where w(k) is the phonon dispersion curve, ro is the natural full line width and C (O,k) is 

the fourier co-efficient of the phonon confinement function and is often in use as: 

------------------------------------------------- (3.5) 

Where d is the average size of the nanocrystal. The changes in the Raman peaks are a result 

of this integration in eqn (3.4) due to changes in grain size [25]. 

In our study compared to T45 the Eg mode of T65 is slightly red shifted and the 

fwhm decreases. The phonon confinement model predicts that with the increase in 

crystallite size the Eg peak is shifted to lower wave numbers and its fwhm and band 

intensity decreases [26]. Presence of oxygen defects also effects the Raman line , shape and 

position. The Raman spectra involves vibration of the oxygen atoms only [27]. 

Temperature treatment changes the local co-ordination of oxygen atoms surrounding Ti4
+, 

and so anatase to rutile phase transformation involves the re-arrangement ofTi06 octahedra 

that effects the Raman lines. We have calculated the phonon lifetime via the energy-time 

uncertainity relation Ih=L\E/Ii=1I21tcr, [28] where L\E is the uncertainity in energy, Ii is the 

Planck's constant and r is the FWHM of the Raman peaks in em-I. For T45 and T65 the 

phonon lifetime using the Eg mode is calculated to be 0.22 ps and 0.57 ps respectively 

while considering the Aig mode the lifetime for T65 and T85 is found to be 0.10 ps and 

0.13 ps respectively. The increased lifetime for T65 is attributed to the generation of 
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increased defects due to the anatase-rutile contacts. In T85 increase in crystal size adds to 

the increased phonon distribution further increasing the phonon lifetime [29]. 
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Fig.3.3: Raman spectra ofT45, T65, T85 

3.4. Surface area analysis of anatase, mixed phase and rutile Ti02 nanoparticies. 

Fig.3.4. displays the typical nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherm. 
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Fig.3.4: Nitrogen adsorption-desorption studies ofT45, T65, T85. 
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From the graph it is observed that the surface area and the pore size distribution exhibits a 

decreasing trend with the increase in annealing temperatures. The surface area and pore size 

value of all the samples are given in Table.3 .2. The lowering in surface area is attributed to 

the increase in grain size and particle growth due to high temperature annealing. 

Sl.No Sample Surface Area (mL/g) Pore size (nm) 

1 T45 95 31 

2 T65 25 5 

3 T85 4 3 

Table.3.2: Surface area and Pore size distribution of all the samples. 

3.5. Absorption spectra, Urbach energy and Band Gap evaluation. 

The absorbance curve of all the samples are shown in Fig.3.5 
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Fig.3.5: Absorbance curve of the samples 
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The absorption band around 370 run corresponds to the band to band transition from Ti 3d 

level to 0 2p levels [30]. Compared to T45, the absorption spectra of the mixed phase 

sample,T65 shows a hump in the visible region (420-540 run) (inset,Fig.3.5) coming due 

to the defects present at the anatase -rutile contacts. For T85 sample an enhancement in the 

absorption is noticed and this is possibly due to the presence of rutile content that has 

smaller band gap in comparison to pristine anatase phase [31]. 

Ti02 is an indirect band gap material. To quantify the optical band gap, Kubelka

Munk plot is employed. The band gap is evaluated by drawing a line on the linear part of 

the curve, [F(R)hv] 1/ 2 vs hv at [F(R)hv]1 12 = 0, Fig.3.6. 

Fig.3.6: Band gap of the samples 

The band gap ofT45 is slightly higher than that of bulk anatase and this is due to quantum 

confinement effect. The band gap of T85 matches with the band gap of bulk rutile Ti02, 

While T65 has a band gap lower than that of either anatase (3 .2 eV) or rutile (3.0 eV) 

Ti02. This lowering in the band gap in T65 is due to the presence of defect bands that 

perturbs the band structure by forming additional states within the band gap in the form of 
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tails. This tail is referred to as the Urbach tail and the associated energy as the Urbach 

energy [32]. For the calculation of urbach energy we have ploUed In A (or InF(R) in DRS 

mode) vs E (eV), Fig.3.7 (a)-(c). 
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Fig.3.7: Urbach energy ofT45, T65, T85 . 

Table 3.3 gives the band gap and the corresponding Urbach energy of all the samples. The 

Urbach energy is calculated to be maximum for T65. 

Sl.No Calcination Temp (OC) Band Gap (e V) Urbach energy (meV) 

1 450 (T45) 3.25 260 

2 650 (T65) 2.82 475 

3 850 (T85) 3.08 343 

Table. 3.3: Band gap and Urbach energy study of the samples calcined at different 
temperatures 
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In the Ti02 nanoparticles Ti4+ is surrounded by six oxygen ions forming the TiOi

octahedral. High temperature annealing at 650°C alters the arrangement of oxygen ions 

around Tt+ and generates considerable amount of oxygen vacancies due to breaking of the 

Ti-O bond. In T65 the anatase and rutile phase being contact with each other the defect by 

and large localizes at the contact of these two phases. These increases the width of the 

defect band and in turn increases the Urbach energy. In T85 decrease in oxygen defect 

density decays the Urbach tail and increases the band gap [33]. 

3.6. Emission ·spectra and charge carrier recombination study 

Photoluminescence is a very versatile and commonly used tool to disclose the efficiency of 

charge carrier trapping, immigration and transfer in semiconductors. Fig.3.8 exhibits the 

PL spectra of the samples at an excitation wavelength of320 nm (3.87 eV). T45 has an UV 

emission at 392 nm and is the band edge emission of host Ti02 arising from X1b transition 

to r 3 [34]. In addition there appears two blue emission peaks at 457 (2.7 e V) and 490 nm 

(2.5 eV) and one green emission peak at 537 nm (2.37 eV). The peak at 425 nm (2.9 eV) is 

probably due to the selftr~pped exciton on the Ti06 octahedra [1, 35]. However the same 

peak in rutile Ti02 is due to recombination of free excitons. The blue-emission peak at 490 

nm is coming due to the charge transfer transition between from Ti3
+ to oxygen anion in a 

Ti06 2- complex associated with oxygen vacancies [36]. Another blue emission peak at 457 

nm and green emission peak at 537 nm are due to the color centers associated with oxygen 

vacancies [37]. 

The PL emission intensity is contributed by both radiative and non-radiative centres. 

Radiative recombination increases the emission intensity while non-radiative recombination 

decreases the intensity. In our study the emission intensity of T65 decreases compared to 

the T45 sample. The decrease in intensity is due to the presence of defects that act as non

radiative centres. Another reason may be due to the trap to trap relocation of electron until a 

recombination centre is anticipated. The process restrains the electron-hole recombination 

and quenches the emission intensity. For T85 sample high temperature annealing removes 

some of the defects and so the emission intensity increases inferring increase in charge 

carrier recombination rate compared to T65 sample [38]. if 
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h v ( O V) 

Fig.3.8: PL spectra of the samples with an excitation wavelength of320 nm. 

To have better understanding of the recombination process we have studied the PL decay 

curve (Fig.3.9) .The curves have been fitted with tri-exp Decay response funct ions defmed 

by the equation: 

Y A * (x-xo)) A2'" ((x-xo)) 3* ((x-xJ (36) = Yo + 1 exp( + ... exp - + A exp ) ----------- . 
tl t 2 t3 

Where Yo is the baseline correction, t\, t2, 13 are the decay constants and AI, A2, A3 are the 

pre-exponential factors. The average decay < tavg> time is calculated by using the formula 

[39]. 

i=3 2 
L A ·t· . I I I 

1= 
< t avg >= i=3 

L A·t· . 1 I I 
1= 

-------------------~~--~-----~~~-----------------~------------------- (3.7). 

Using the above equation the average lifetime for T45, T65, T85 are calculated to be 1.99 

ns, 2.13 ns and 1.65 ns respectively. T65 has a longer lifetime compared to T45 and T95. 

The charge carrier lifetime is affected by several factors such as band structure, carrier 

trapping, mobility of the carriers etc. Anatase Ti02 being an indirect semiconductor the 
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conduction band electron and the valence band holes are in different positions in the 

Brillouin zone [40].The extent of overlapping of the wave function is therefore low. 

Inclusion of defects within the band gap further lowers the strength of overlapping and 

increase the lifetime of the charge carriers. Baiju.et.al [41] stated that the charge carriers 

have a longer lifetime when the anatase and rutile phases are in intimate contact . In case of 

T85 decrease in lifetime is due to increased recombination process [38]. 
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Fig.3.9: Photoluminescence decay spectra 
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Thus in the present investigation presence of peaks in the visible region, maximum 

quenching in emission intensity and increased lifetime for T65 samples throws light on 

the feasibility of the sample to act as a good photocatalytic candidate. 

3.7. Photocatalytic activity: 

The photocatalytic activity of the samples are evaluated by analyzing the degradation of 

phenol under visible light.In photocatalysis process after light absorption by host Ti02 

electrons and holes so formed combines with water or OH group and water dissolved 

oxygen adsorbed on different active sites of the photocatalyst to form the hydroxyl radical 
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and the super oxide anion. These hydroxyl radical and super oxide anion act as the potential 

agents in the photocatalytic degradation process. 

Ti0
2 

hv )e- +h+ 

OH- + h+ hv )OH· 

02+ h + hV )O; 

Phenol + 0 ; ~ Products 

Phenol + OH· ~ Products 

Fig.3.10 shows the photocatalytic degradation curve. From the graph, T65 is found to 

exhibit better degradation compared to T45 and T85. 
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Fig.3.10: Degradation of pheno I under visible light irradiation. 

Under visible light irradiation the photogenerated electrons rapidly transfer from rutile to 

lower energy anatase trapping site (Fig.3 .11). This leads to a more stable charge separation 

and in turn contributes to increased photocatalytic activity [2]. 

It is worth mentioning that although the surface area and pore size in T65 is lower 

compared to T4 , such high photocatalytic activity is attributed to the intimate anatase-rutile 
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contacts that generates considerable amount of defects. These defects promote the charge 

separation and restrain the electron-hole recombination in tum increasing the lifetime of 

the photo-induced charge carriers as seen from the luminescence decay curve . The 

generated charge carriers interacts with the phenol before they recombine and hence results 

in higher degradation activity. 
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Fig.3.11: Energy band profile with hv< 3.2 eV. 

In T85 high temperature annealing removes most of the defects and thereby increases the 

carrier mobility. The increased carrier mobility induces the increased recombination 

process and hence lowers the photocatalytic activity [38]. 

3.8. Conclusion 

This Chapter leads to the conclusion that thermal treatment of anatase type titania precursor 

leads to transformation of anatase to rutile at 650°C. In the photo degradation experiment 

mixed phase titania (T65) is found to exhibit improved photocatalytic activity compared to 

pure anatase and pure rutile phase. Such enhancement in the photocatalytic activity is 

attributed to the formation of defects at the anatase-rutile interface. The presence of these 

defects lowers the band gap and increases the charge separation thereby, favoring two 

important criteria for an efficient photocatalytic process 
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CHAPTER 

Exploring the optical, photocatalytic and magnetic 
property of Ni2+ doped Ti02 nanoparticles 

4 

In Chapter 2 we discuss the synthesis procedure of Ni doped Ti02 nanoparticles. The 

dopant concentration varying from 0.03 to 0.05 mol. The presence of Ni ions in the host 

lattice effects the coordination geometry of Ti02 and thereby influence the physical 

properties. In this Chapter we will first focus on the modification of Ti02 nanoparticles due 

to the added dopant ions. A correlation on the charge carrier recombination and their effect 

on the photocatalytic degradation of phenol is discussed. In the later part of the chapter the 

magnetic behavior of the samples are highlighted. 

4.1. Effect ofNi doping on optical absorption ofTiOz nanoparticles 

The absorption spectra of undoped and Nickel doped Ti02 nanoparticles are shown in 

Fig.4.l. The absorption is obtained from reflectance by Kubelka-Munk equation [1]. The 

absorption band in th~ UV region (320-35Onm) corresponds to band to band transition from 

Ti (3d) level of titanium (conduction band) to 0 (2p) level of oxygen (valence band). 

However Ti02 with different nickel doping levels has a visible light response, ascribed 

due to typical d-d transitions of high spin states ofNi2+ ions in the octahedral oxygen co

ordination. The Ni2+ ions on substituting Ti4+ forms bond with six oxygen atoms. 

According to the crystal field theory the electrons in the d states undergo mutual repulsion 

and hence splits under the influence of octahedral crystal field of Ti02 leading to a lower 

triplet 128 state and a higher energy doublet eg state. The peak in the visible region (575nm-

585nm) is coming from J A2g to JT I (g)(F) transition. It has been reported that substitution of 

Ti4+ by t!' metallic ions in the Ti02 lattice creates allowed energy states in the band gap of 

Ti02 and this induces photo active transitions in the visible region [2]. Hence this type of 

dramatic optical response clearly indicates that Ni2+ ions are substituting Ti4+ in the 

octahedral Ti02 environment. Thus the UV -Vis spectroscopy is a very important tool to 

understand the substituting effect of the dopant ion on the host lattice and also its 
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co-ordination environment therein. 
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Fig.4.1: Absorption spectra of all the samples. 

From UV -vis spectroscopy it is understood that Ni2
+ forms d states in between valence 

band and conduction band of Ti02• These states effect the band gap of pure Ti02• Pure 

Ti02 nanoparticles have a band gap of3.29 eV little bigger than reported value, which may 

be due to quantum confinemnet effect [2]. This band gap is due to phonon assisted indirect 

transition from r to M in the Brillouin zone [3]. The effective band gap ofTi02 is reduced 

to 3.02, 2.96, 3.00 eV on incorporation of 3%, 5%, 7% Ni respectively. The narrowing in 

band gap after nickel doping is attributed to the charge transfer transitions between the 

metal ion d electrons and the conduction or valence band of Ti02. However , increase in 

band gap at 0.07 mol is attributed to the Burstein-Moss effect [4]. 

4.2. Photoluminescence spectra associated with Ne+ and structural defects. 

Fig.4.2 shows the photoluminescence (PL) spectra of pure and Ni doped Ti02 nanoparticles 

excited at 320 run. Gaussian fitting is performed for one of the emission curves (r2=0.998) 

for clear observation of the position of different emission peaks. The emission peaks are 

found to be located at 395, 425, 451 , 488 , 537 run. The UV emission peak is the near band 
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edge emission peak [5,6]. According to literature the peak at 425 run may be ascribed to 

self trapped excitons located on the Ti06 octahedra [7,8], while the peaks at 45 1 run and 

537 nm are ascribed to Ov related trap states [9]. The signature of peak at 488 nm is due to 

charge transfer transition from Ti3+ to oxygen anion in a TiOi- complex associated with 

oxygen vacancy [10]. 
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Fig.4.2: (a) Photoluminescence spectra with an excitation wavelength of 320 

run.Gaussian fitting for x=0.05 (r2=0.998) 

From the PL spectra it is understood that doping is neither introducing Ni2
+ related 

peak nor is shifting the peak position, only lowering in the emission intensity is noticed. 

Lowering of emission intensity with increase in dopant concentration infers creation of 

some non-radiative centers. 

To understand the charge carrier recombination process we have studied the 

luminescence decay spectra of all the samples. Fig.4.3. shows the luminescence decay 

curve of the samples recorded with an excitation wavelength of 340 nm. The experimental 

curves have been fitted with tri exponential response functions [11] 
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Fig.4.3: Photoluminescence decay curve 

The average decay <'ray? time is calculated by using the formula 

i==3 2 

Chapter 4 

LA .•. 
i==l 1 1 

< . >=. 3 
avg 1== ---------------------------------------------(4.1 ) 

L A.t. 
i=l 1 1 

In the photoluminescence process the incoming photon results in the formation of electron 

and holes in the conduction band and valence band respectively. A fraction of the photo

generated charge carriers combine radiatively and gives rise to the near band-edge 

emission. The fast component T 3 is due to this near band edge relaxation [11]. The T I 

component is due to recombination in the shallow traps. The rest of the charge carriers 

undergo relaxation in the deep trap levels related to oxygen vacancies giving the longer 

lifetime T 2 component. There are reports where people have doped transition metal ions in 
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Ti02 and found that the d states of these metals effectively separate the electron~hole pairs 

and impart them longer life time for taking part in photocatalytic activity [12]. The oxygen 

vacancies with trapped electrons act as charged defects. These charged defects interact with 

the mobile electrons and scatter them thereby decreasing their mobility. 

Sample Decay lifetimes (ns) Pre~exponential functions Average Goodness 

time (ns) of fit 
t't t'2 t'3 Al A2 A3 

parameter 

X=O.OO 1.2 7.8 0.03 .985 .013 .002 1.71 1.005 

X=O.03 1.5 8 0.04 0.965 0.011 0.004 1.86 1.127 

X=O.05 2.3 8.8 0.01 0.953 0.012 0.001 1.99 1.118 

X=O.07 1.3 7.9 0.04 0.983 0.011 .003 1.72 1.070 

Table. 4.1: Best fitted parameters of Multiexponential Components 

4.3. Energetics of charge TrappioglDetrappiog and photoreactivity io Ni doped TiOl 

nanoparticles. 

The photocatalytic properties of Ti02 are derived from the formulation of photogenerated 

charge carriers that occur upon the absorption of light. During the process oxygen 

vacancies and dopant induced defects can become the centers to trap the charge carriers and 

delay the recombination rate by the following process: 

electron trap 

hole trap. 

The energy level for Mn+/Mo-1}+ lies below the conduction band edge and the energy level 

for ~tMn+l}+ above the valence band edge [13]. Introduction of energy levels in the band 

gap induces red shift and visible light absorption through a charge transfer between dopant 

and conduction band (or valence band) or a d-d transition in the crystal field. 
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Although it is widely accepted that the photoreactivities of doped Ti02 are related to 

the dopant trap site, it is often neglected that for the initiation of photo reactivities the 

trapped charge carriers must be transferred to the interface. In this framework, the energetic 

of the charge release and migration in the lattice site is evenly significant as well as the 

charge-trapping energetics [13]. 

The efficiency of photodecomposition is affected by several factors such as 

preparation method, doping concentration, energy level of the dopant within the Ti02 

lattice and the distribution of the dopant in the particle. In Fig.4.4 the photocatalytic 

degradation of phenol is studied under visible light. The doped samples show much higher 

photodecomposition activity compared to pure Ti02. 
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Fig.4.4: Photocatalytic degradation curve 

The photocatalytic activity reaches a maximum value when the concentration is 0.05 mol, 

and again decreases for 0.07 mol ofNe+ . Such high photoactivity may be co-rrelated to the 

narrow band gap of nickel doped Ti02 powders that permits photoelectric effect to generate 

more charge carriers to improve the photocatalyst activity. However the decrease in 
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activity for x=O.07 mol may be attributed to the thickness (W) of the space charge layer 

that is inversely proportional to the dopant concentration [13]. Above the optimum dopant 

concentration W becomes less than the penetration depth of light. Under such 

circumstances charge carriers undergo recombination very easily making fewer electron 

and holes to interact with the dye. Moreover at high concentration there is also the 

possibility that charge carriers may undergo multiple trapping on its way to the surface, due 

to which their mo bility decreases and they undergo recombination before they reach the 

surface. Hence the net result is that at high dopant concentration the charge carriers act as 

recombination centre and degrades the photocatalytic activity. 

4.4. Magnetic property study 

To clarify the doping effect ofNi2
+ on the magnetic properties of Ti02 we carried out the 

room temperature magnetic field dependent magnetization (M-H) measurement of all the 

samples. Fig.4.5 shows the M-H curve of all the samples. As it is seen pure Ti02 is 

diamagnetic in nature. 
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Fig.4.5: Room temperature ferromagnetism of (a) undoped and (b) doped samples 
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Addition of nickel ions impart magnetism in the otherwise non magnetic Ti02. There are 

many reports on ferromagnetism in pure Ti02 oxide thin films without any foreign 

impurities. Most of these papers have attributed magnetism due to the presence of sufficient 

number of oxygen vacancies [14]. The absence of magnetism in our sample indicates non

availability of sufficient number of oxygen vacancies required to induce magnetism. In 

contrast incorporation of nickel ions generates adequate number of oxygen vacancies and 

these oxygen vacancies undergo strong exchange interaction with neighbouring nickel ions 

and imparts magnetism. The magnetization data collected for the sample shows weak 

ferromagnetic ordering. For 0.03 mol Ni concentration the saturation magnetization is 

found to be 0.0068 emulg whereas for 0.05 and 0.07 mol the values are 0.0020 emulg and 

0.00051 emulg respectively. The saturation magnetization decreases with the increase in 

dopant concentration. FigA.6 presents the Arrot-Belov-Kouvel (ABK) plot for 0.03, 0.05 

and 0.07 mol Ni doped Ti02 nanoparticles. ABK plot signifies the presence of 

ferromagnetic interaction in a system and measures the spontaneous magnetization [14]. In 

ABK plot, M2 is plotted against HIM and the spontaneous magnetization is measured from 

the intercept of the linear fitting of the curve on Y-axis [14]. 
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Fig.4.6: ABK plot in order to determine the spontaneous magnetization 
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The spontaneous magnetization of 0.03, 0.05 and 0.07 mol Ne+ doped Ti02 are 3.2x 10-5 

emu/g, 2.1 x 10-6 emu/g, 2.4 x 10-7 emu/g respectively. Decrease in the spontaneous 

magnetization indicates that some antiferromagnetic super-exchange interaction takes place 

within the neighboring Ni2+ ions through 0 2- ions that leads to reduction of the average 

moment per Ni2+ ions. 

The origin of observed ferromagnetism in these nanaoparticles can arise from a 

number of possibilities, such as NiO , Ni metal, Nh03 and intrinsic property of doped 

nanomaterial [15] . Of these Nh03 is weakly ferromagnetic [16]. NiO in bulk shows 

ferromagnetism with TN ;:520 K [15] and superparamagnetic at nanocrystalline scale [15]. 

Although Ni metal is ferromagnetic in nature but the nanoparticles are synthesized in air 

using isopropanol, where Ni metal is unable to exist [15]. Furthermore XRD, XPS , Raman 

cannot detect the presence of these oxide phases. This infers that the observed 

ferromagnetism is not due to the presence of these impurity phases. Therefore we can infer 

that the observed ferromagnetism is intrinsic in- nature. The saturation magnetization of our 

sample is quite low. This is probably because of the weak coupling of Ni2+ with the host 

lattice. A diversity of theories such as Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Y osida (RRK Y) and F 

center bound magnetic polaron or BMP theory is used to understand the mechanism of 

observed ferromagnetism [17-18]. RRKY theory is mostly applicable in case of metallic 

system with large number of delocalized free electrons while BMP theory is applicable in 

case of semiconducting or insulating system with localized free electrons [17]. From the 

photoluminescence spectra it is inferred that the visible emission peaks are mostly 

associated with oxygen vacancies. With the increase in dopant concentration, there is an 

increase in oxygen vacancy with the simultaneous increase in the number of F center. In 

our system as the electrons are localized in the oxygen vacancy centers, nearby Ni2+ F 

center mediated BMP will be more applicable rather than RRKY. BMP is formed when the 

electrons locally trapped by the oxygen vacancy interacts the electrons in the d shell ofNe+ 

ions within the diameter of the hydrogen like orbit ofF- center [17-18]. Thus large number 

of F centers and Ni2+ overlaps with each other increasing the size of BMP and hence the 

observed magnetization. The magnetization however decreases for 0.05 and 0.07 nickel 
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concentrations. Actually when Ti02 is doped with Ni2+, it is possible that entire Ni2+ ions 

may not be able to bind with oxygen vacancy to form BMP. Some of the nickel ions may 

bind with oxygen ions forming Ne+-02--Ni2+ bonds or some may be associated with other 

Ni2+ ions pairing up themselves. Hence the reduction of magnetization in our system with 

the increase in dopant concentration may be due to Ni2+_02-_Ni2+ super exchange 

interaction or due to Ni2+_Ni2+ interaction. These interaction leads to anti parallel 

alignment of the spins and therefore enhance the antiferromagnetic interaction resulting in 

the effective reduction of magnetization. 

4.5. Con~lusion 

The results can be summarized as follows: 

1. In summary it can be concluded that Ni doping tunes the optical property ofTi02 

nanoparticles and enhances the photocatalytic degradation efficiency. PL spectra 

reveals maximum quenching for x=O.05 mol and at this concentration we are getting 

maximum photocatalytic activity. However, increased dopant concentration at 0.07 

mol degrades the photocatalytic activity. Thus 0.05 mol is the optimum dopant con

centration to get better photocatalytic activity. 

2. We have observed that the doped samples exhibit ferromagnetic ordering and the 

ferromagnetism is intrinsic in nature. The magnetism is explained on the basis of 

BMP theory. The nickel ions which are isolated and form coupled pairs without 

any oxygen vacancies displays antiferromagnetic interaction and thereby degrades 

the magnetization as observed with the increasing dopant concentration . 

..... , ................. , .... . 
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CHAPTER 5 

Effect of Manganese doping in tailoring Optical and 
Photocatalytic properties of Ti02 nanoparticles and the 
role of oxygen vacancies in paramagnetic to 
ferromagnetic transition. 

Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles was prepared employing a low cost simple sol-gel method. 

The details of the synthesis procedure has been discussed in Chapter 2. Unlike most of the 

3d transition metal ion dopant, manganese doped Ti02 has generated considerable interests 

as a photocatalyst showing optical response in the visible region and as oxide based dilute 

magnetic semiconductor showing ferromagnetism at room temperature [1-3]. The phase 

structure and particle size of the prepared nanoparticles characterized by XRD, RAMAN 

and HRTEM are discussed in Chapter 2. In this chapter we will fIrst discuss the changes in 

the absorption and luminescence properties of the nanopartic1es after doping. Mn 3d states 

act as a electron trapping states .To justifY the creation of these trap states that has some 

strong correlation in contributing to enhanced photocatalytic activity, we will focus on 

theoretical calculation based on density functional theory using V ASP Software. In the 

later part of the chapter we will discuss the magnetic properties of the nanoparticles under 

two different annealing atmospheres. 

5.1. Absorption edge shifting to the visible region and understanding the carrier re

combination process. 

Optical absorption spectra of the undoped and manganese doped Ti02 powder recorded in 

the wavelength region of 200-800 nm is shown in Fig 5.1. The absorbance is found to be 

minimum for undoped Ti02 and increases with the increase in manganese concentration. 

Pure Ti02 exhibits an absorption peak at 310 nm coming due to transition of electrons from 

the upper part of the valence band (VB) to the lower part of the conduction band (CB) [4]. 

Addition of manganese ions in the host lattice add tail states in the visible region. The peak 
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at (583 run) is due to 4T Ig (G) ~ 6 Ai g (S) transition [5]. In the anatase phase Ti4+ is 

surrounded by six oxygen ions forming the TiOl- octahedra. When Mn2+ ions substitutes 

Ti4+ it forms bond with six oxygen atoms. According to the crystal field theory the 

electrons in the d orbital of the manganese ions will experience repulsive forces from the 

electrons of the surrounding six oxygen atoms. The interaction results in splitting of the d 

orbital to ground state and several excited states, showing the aforestated d-d electronic 

transitions. 
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Fig.5.l: Absorbance spectra of all the samples 

The band gap ofthe sample is calculated by extrapolating [F(R)bv] I 12 vs hv at [F(R)bv] 1/2 

= 0 ,Fig 5.2(a). Pure Ti02 shows a blueshift in the band gap (3.43 eV) compared to its bulk 

counterpart (3.2 eV) due to quantum confinement effect. In chapter 2 calculation of the 

grain size reveals a decreasing trend with the increase in dopant concentration and hence a 

blue shift in the band gap is expected. But in the present investigation it is seen that the 

effective band gap is reduced to 3.01 , 2.69, 2.34 eV on incorporation of 3%, 5%, 7% Mn 

respectively. 

The energy band gap of a semiconductor is affected by strain, defects, charge 
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impurities, grain boundary disorder [6] and particle size confmement [7]. XRD study 

reported in Chapter 2 reveals increase in strain with the increase in doping concentrations. 

Fig.S.2 shows variation in the band gap as a function of the lattice strain. A linear decrease 

in band gap with increase in strain is noticed. Presence of tensile strength results in lattice 

expansion [8]. Due to such expansion more and more Ti4+ ions are replaced by Mn2+. In 

addition the ionic radii of Mn2+ (0.82 A) being larger than Ti4+ (0.61 A) [9] the TiOz lattice 

must expand in order to accommodate the increasing number of manganese ions. Such 

lattice expansion enhances mixing of the orbitals and thereby results in the decrease of band 

gap [10]. A similar decrease in band gap with increase in strain has also been reported for 

ZnS films prepared by thermal deposition techniques [11] and titania modified tungsten 

oxide thin films prepared by pulsed laser deposition techniques [10]. 
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Fig.S.2: (a) Band gap calculation of doped and undoped TiOz nanoparticle (b) Variation in 

band gap, strain with dopant concentration. 

Band gap narrowing in TiOz due to manganese ion incorporation also points to band gap 

renormalization effect [10]. According to this effect addition of extra electrons due to 
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doping leads to an upward shift of the valence band maximum (VBM) and downward shift 

of the conduction band minimum (CBM) due to stronger hybridization of the electrons of 

the d orbital ofthe manganese ions with the host conduction band electrons [1 2]. In doped 

semiconductor the band structure is perturbed by the presence of impurities. The impurities 

results in the formation of additional states within the band gap in the form of tails .The 

strength of the band tail is often characterized by Urbach energy [10]. For the calculation of 

urbach energy we have plotted In A (or InF(R) in DRS mode) vs E (eV). The reciprocal of 

the slopes of the linear portion below the optical band gap gives the urbach energy. The 

Urbach energy for each sample is sho"Wll in Fig 5.3 (a-d). 
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Fig.5.3: Urbach energy of all the samples. 
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Lethy.et.al reported that the wideness in the Urbach energy with increase in dopant 

concentration is contributed by dopant impurities, oxygen defects, grain boundary defects 

[10]. In the present investigation the Urbach energy values calculated for pure and 3%, 

5%,7% Mn doped Ti02 are found to be 185, 561, 659, 669 meV respectively. Thus as the 

band gap decreases the magnitude of the defect energy increases. The analysis clearly 

supports formation of sub-band states in between valence and conduction band. Increase in 

the doping level increases the number of defect levels below the conduction band in such a 

manner that the band gap shifts in the forbidden gap on one hand and the effective band gap 

is lowered on the other hand. Although increase in dopant concentration decreases the 

particle size but there is no increase in band gap due to quantum confmement effect as 

expected, and this is due to the presence of defect states in the forbidden gap. 

The photoluminescence spectra of pure and Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticle is shown 

in Fig.5.4 (a). In order to obtain the emission spectra the samples are excited at 320 nm. For 

clear observation of the emission peaks we have done Gaussian fitting (r2=0.998) of the 

emission peaks , Fig.5.4 (b). 
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All the emission spectra exhibits one UV emission peak at 392 run (3.16 eV), one violet 

emission peak at 425 run (2.9 eV), two blue emission peaks at 457 (2.7 eV) and 490 run 

(2.5 eV) and one green emission peak at 537 run (2.37 eV). The peak in the UV region is 

the band edge emission peak of host Ti02 [13]. Commonly PL spectra of anatase Ti02 are 

characterized by three types of peak : self trapped excitons, oxygen vacancies and surface 

states [14]. The peak at 425 run is probably due to self trapped exciton on the Ti06 

octahedra [15,16]. The blue emission peak at 490 run is coming due to the charge transfer 

transition from Ti3
+ to oxygen anion in a Ti062

- complex associated with oxygen vacancies 

[17]. Another blue emission peak at 457 run and green emission peak at 537 run are due to 

the color centers associated with oxygen vacancies [18]. A very interesting feature is the 

emissivity of Ti02 in the UV region. The intensity is considerably less compared to visible 

region which is even more less in the doped samples. Anatase Ti02 consi~ts of 

interconnected Ti06 octahedra , each octahedra is in contact with eight more neighboring 

atoms by four edge and four comer sharing atoms. The octahedron is highly distorted. 

Addition of manganese ions in the lattice introduces more distortion due to difference in the 

ionic radii of Ti4+ and Mn2+ [19]. Introduction of dopant ion thereby distorts the structural 

quality and band structure of host lattice by forming large number of defects. These defects 

are responsible for enhanced visible emission intensity of the material compared to UV 

emission [19]. A close analysis of Fig.5.4 (b) indicates that the peak positions in case of 

doped samples are slightly red shifted compared to the undoped one, indicating band gap 

narrowing caused by doping which is in consistent with the band gap calculation from the 

UV -Vis spectra [20]. Another important feature is the quenching in emission intensity 

noticed for all the doped samples. This quenching in emission intensity is attributed to the 

presence of oxygen vacancies that act as non-radiative centers. 

To further understand the recombination process of the photogenerated charged 

carriers time resolved photoluminescence measurements were taken. Fig 5.5 shows the PL 

decay curve of the samples (x=O.OO, x=0.05) recorded with an excitation wavelength of320 

run. The experimental curves have been fitted with tri exponential response functions [21]. 

The best fitted parameters of Ai and ti (i=I,2,3) for pure Ti02 and Mn2
+ doped Ti02 are 

listed in Table.5.1. 
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The average decay <tav? time is calculated by using the formula [19] 
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Fig.5.5: Photoluminescence Decay curve. 

Pre-exponential functions Decay life time 

Al A2 A3 t\ t 2 t 3 

54.496 2735.51 13091.72 8.396 1.042 .155 

3773.64 129.95 5330.45 .998 6.788 .180 

Goodness of 

parameter 

.997 

.998 

fit 

Table. 5.1: Best fitted parameters for x=O.OO and x=O.05 mol Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles 

Using equation 5.1 undoped Ti02 is calculated to have an average life time of 1.75 ns 

while for 5% Mn2
+ doped Ti02 it is 2.28 ns. Thus the lifetime of doped Ti02 is longer 

compared to undoped one. The electrons and holes in undoped Ti02 are confined within a 

very small region, the extent of overlapping of the wave function is more leading to faster 
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recombination [20]. But in case of doped samples introduction of the dopant states into the 

mid gap of Ti02 restrains the degree of overlapping of the charge carriers thereby 

imparting them longer lifetime. In undoped Ti02 electrons from the conduction band after 

relaxation in the defect state directly transits to the valence band undergoing faster 

recombination with the holes. But in doped samples due to the presence of oxygen 

vacancies electrons donot directly jump to the VB to combine with the holes. Manganese 

doping introduces some energy levels of d-states splitted by crystal field near about oxygen 

and Ti3
+ related trap states. Therefore compared to pure one in doped system trap to trap 

transition of electron takes place from the defect levels to Mn d states. The electrons relaxes 

in these d states from where they transit to the ground state . The process imparts 

moderately longer lifetime of the charged carriers in the doped sample. 

5.2. Theoretical Study 

Ti16032 and TiI5Mn032 supercell are tested with spin polarized calculation. Band structure 

and total density of states (TDOS) are calculated for both the systems as shown in Fig.5.6 

(a-b) and Fig.5.7 respectively. 

(a) (b) 

Fig.5.6: (a) Band structure of pristine and (b) Mn doped Ti02 supercell 
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Standard OFT calculation though could not determine the actual band gap but still we can 

frame out the changes in band gap of Mn doped Ti02 system with respect to pristine Ti02 

system. It is observed from the band structure that the band gap is reduced after Mn doping. 

The DOS sketch shows that Mn create levels above the V.B. and also a coupling 

between Mn 3d and Ti 3d levels is observed in the c.B. region. These coupling suggest 

transfer of electrons from Mn 3d to Ti 3d levels. Presence of Mn ions in the host lattice 

therefore not only reduces the effective band gap but also provides metastable state in the 

form ofMn 3d levels for V.B. electrons to relax during the transition of electrons from top 

of the V.B. to the bottom of the C.B. As a result the energy required to excite electrons for 

photocatalysis is lower in Mn doped Ti02 compared to undoped Ti02 [22]. These states can 

be termed as electron trapping centre that enhances the photocatalytic needs [23]. 
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Fig.5.7: TDOS of pristine and Mn doped Ti02• 

5.3. Photocatalytic Activity: 

The photocatalytic activity is studied on aqueous phenol. As the phenol solution is prepared 

in water, so in contact with the photocatalyst surface the water or hydroxyl group and 
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water dissolved oxygen are adsorbed on its various active sites. The oxygen vacancy 

centers detrapps effortlessly and reposite the electrons and holes on the surface of Ti02. 

The adsorbed oxygen on the surface by accepting an electrons gets reduce to superoxide 

radical while the surface hydroxyl group translates into hydroxyl radical [24]. These 

superoxide and hydroxyl radical are the potential oxidizing agents for efficient degradation 

of phenol. The phenol solution with the catalyst loading was irradiated with visible light 

and the results are depicted in Fig.5.8. It is seen that undoped Ti02 exhibits the lowest 

phenol degradation under visible region, while the degradation increases on increasing 

manganese content upto 0.05 mol and thereafter again decreases at 0.07 mol of Mn2
+. 

Undoped Ti02 has maximum absorption in the UV region, so illumination of this catalyst 

under visible light does not produce sufficient number of electrons and holes for phenol 

degradation. On manganese doping , due to presence of Mn2+ d states the absorption edge 

is shifted to the visible region, the band gap is narrowed allowing maximum absorption of 

light in the visible region. The dopant cation related trap states and oxygen vacancies 

restrains the recombination rate of photogenerated electrons and holes and enhances the 

photocatalytic activity ofTi02. 

From Fig.5.8 it is seen that the degradation rate of the samples for x=O.03 very 

slowly increases on increasing the irradiation time. The degradation being nearly equal to 

that ofundoped Ti02. However for Ti02 with x=O.05 mol the degradation is very fast upto 

60 min and maximum degradation is obtained at this concentration. In the present 

investigation emission intensity is quenched maximum at x=O.05 mol , indicating efficient 

separation of charge carriers and increased lifetime of the charge carriers further supported 

by luminescence decay curve. Both these factors contribute to enhanced photocatalytic 

activity at this concentration, indicating inherent relationship between photoluminescence 

and photocatalytic activity. But this is not applicable for all samples under all environment. 

Xiao.et.al [25] in his study with Sm3+ doped Ti02 reported that samples showing stronger 

PL exhibits stronger photocatalytic activity. But in our case x=O.05 mol is showing lowest 

luminescence intensity and maximum photocatalytic activity. For the manganese 

concentration of 0.07 mo~ the photocatalytic activity decreases. The decrease in activity 
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can be correlated to the thickness of the space charge layer (W) that is inversely 

proportional to the dopant concentration (N) [26]. Due to increase in dopant concentration 

above an optimum level the thickness of the space charge layer becomes less than the 

penetration depth of light. Under such circumstances the charge carriers undergo 

recombination effortlessly, making available fewer number of electrons and holes to 

interact with phenol. From the degradation curve it is seen that the degradation rate 

increases with the increase in irradiation time upto 60 min, while increase in irradiation 

time upto 80 min shows a slight decrease . Although longer irradiation time generates 

larger number of charged carriers due to the availability of more number of charge carriers, 

but these charge carriers after a certain point of time travels to the surface region and cover 

it up. The negatively charged surface prevents the active species (oxygen anion and the 

hydroxyl radical) accountable for phenol degradation and eventually decreases the 

degradation rate of the catalyst. 
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Fig.5.8: Degradation curve of phenol under visible Light. 

5.4. Magnetic Measurments 

Room temperature magnetic measurements (M-H) of the entire samples are carried out in 

the field range of ± 10 kOe. Fig.5.9 (a) shows the room temperature magnetic behavior of 
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undoped and Mn doped Ti02 nanopowder annealed in air. Undoped Ti02 shows diamag

netic behavior whereas Mn doped Ti02 shows paramagnetism. With the increase in Mn 

concentration the saturation magnetization is found to decrease. This is believed to be due 

to strong Mn2+_Mn2+ or Mn2+-02'-Mn2+antiferromagnetic interaction [27]. At lower dopant 

concentrations the magnetization comes from the isolated Mn2+ ions. However, at higher 

dopant concentration the average distance between the M~+ ion decreases and the Mn2+ 

ions are now paired up. The pairing takes place nearest to the oxygen ligands bonded to the 

Mn2+ ions. A strong antiferromagnetic super-exchange interaction prevents ferromagnetic 

alignment of the magnetic spins, resulting in decrease in magnetization. The magnetic 

behavior of the samples is also monitored at 10 K, Fig.5.9 (b). Paramagnetism is retained 

by the samples even at this low temperature. However, as compared to room temperature 

measurement the samples exhibit higher magnetization at 10K. This is expected to be due 

to decrease in the thermal randomization of the magnetic spins. Decrease in the 

randomization results in the alignment of large population of frozen magnetic spins along 

field direction and thus, a higher magnetization is observed in the samples. 
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Fig.5.9: M-H curves of Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticies at (a) Room temperature and (b) 

10K. 
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Synthesis condition, morphology and existence of defects have a profound effect on the 

magnetic properties of doped Ti02 nanoparticles. Bhattacharyaet.al [28] synthesized Mn 

doped Ti02 nanoparticles by one pot RAPET technique (reaction under autogenic pressure 

at elevated temperature) and reported ferromagnetic behavior upto 1 %. However, with the 

increase in dopant concentration upto 5% and 7 % the system showed paramagnetic 

behavior. Peng et at [29] observed ferromagnetism in Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles 

prepared by a simple sol-gel method. Sellers and Seebauer reported room temperature 

ferromagnetism in Mn doped Ti02 nanopillars prepared by atomic layer deposition method 

[30]. In our technique paramagnetic nature of the samp~es is observed. This nature is 

mainly attributed to the presence of oxygen vacancies. From the XRD and Raman study we 

have seen that doping generates oxygen vacancies and shifts the peak positions. In many 

previous reports it has been stated that dopants with the assistance of oxygen vacancies can 

promote ferromagnetism [31]. In the present study the observed paramagnetism indicates 

that the numbers of oxygen vacancies are not sufficient enough to couple with Mn2+ ions 

and bring ferromagnetism in the samples. 

For further confirmation of the magnetism in the system, temperature dependent 

magnetic measurements (M-T) are carried out for all the samples. Fig.5.10 a-c shows the 

suscceptibility (x.) vs. temperature (T) curves in the temperature range of 10-300 K at an 

applied field of 200 Oe. The zero field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) curves are 

completely overlapped upto 320 K and the nature of the curves follow the Curie-Weiss 

behavior of paramagnetism. The temperature dependent susceptibility (%0 ) curves were 

fitted with modified Curie-Weiss law: 

C 
% = %0 +-- ------------------------------------- (5.2) 

T-{} 

Where %0 is diamagnetic susceptibility, C is Curie constant and 9 is Curie-Weiss 

temperature. The Curie-Weiss fitting gives the following results: For 0.03 mol doping %0 = 

1.63x lO4 ,C=0.53019, e= -1.75; For 0.05 mol doping %0= 1.2x lO-2 ,C=1.066, e= -2.48, 

For 0.07 mol doping %0= 7.8x lO4, C=O.82, e= -3.12. The small negative value of Curie-
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Weiss (CW) temperature indicates presence of antiferromagnetic interaction in the system. 

As compared to 0.03 mol and 0.05 mol Mn, the value of e is higher at 0.07 mol. The large 

negative value of e confirms large antiferromagnetic interaction among the dopant ions at 

higher doping level. Thus, presence of both paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic 

interactions has been projected to affect the results of both M-H and M-T measurement 

curves. 
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Fig.S.10: Susceptibility (x.) vs. temperature (T) curves (a) 0.03 mol (b) 0.05 mol (c) 0.07 

mol Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

We have mentioned that oxygen defects playa prominent role in ferromagnetism. In order 

to verify whether additional oxygen defects in the system could promote ferromagnetism or 

not, we have calcined pure and one of the Mn doped samples (Mn = 0.07 mol) under 

vacuum. Room temperature M-H curves of the samples are displayed in Fig.5. 11 (a). 

Surprisingly, diamagnetic Ti02 and paramagnetic Mn doped Ti02 are both displaying 

ferromagnetism on heating under vacuum. Theoretical studies have shown that oxygen 

vacancies can cause a change in the band structure and can contribute to ferromagnetism 

[32]. Ferromagnetism in undoped Ti02 is likely due to the ferromagnetic exchange 

interaction among the localized electron spins present in oxygen vacancies [33]. To confirm 

if some metal impurities like Co, Fe are assisting in the magnetic behavior of vacuum 
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annealed undoped Ti02 nanoparticles, we have done the ICP (Inductively Coupled Plasma) 

analysis of the sample. For ICP analysis the sample was fIrst digested completely in small 

volume of concentrated RN03 by heating the solution for certain time. The digested 

solution was then diluted to make known volumes of clear solution and then taken for ICP 

analysis. The amount of Co is found to be 0.000001 gIL and that of Fe is 0.000002 gIL. The 

amount of these metal impurities is too low. Hence, the magnetic behavior due to these 

impurities can be ruled out. 
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Fig.5.ll: (a) Room temperature M-H curve of vacuum annealed undoped Ti02 and 0.07 

mol Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles.(b) M-T curve of Mn doped Ti02 (0.07 mol) with inset 

showing the paramagnetic nature of the sample at 10 K. 

Fig.5.11 (b) shows the M-T curve of vacuum annealed 0.07 mol Mn doped Ti02 

nanoparticles. The ZFC curve shows a small kink at a temperature of 122 K. The presence 

of this kink may be attributed to two main factors: First, as we have annealed the sample 

under vacuum it is possible that some ferromagnetic oxygen vacancy clusters might show 

this blocking moment [34]. Second possibility is the presence of some secondary oxide 

phases of Mn. Had the kink been due to the oxygen vacancy clusters the magnetization of 

the sample should have increased as compared to the magnetization of vacuum annealed 
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undoped Ti02. But in our study we have seen that as compared to undoped Ti02, the 

magnetization in Mn doped Ti02 is reduced. This reduction in magnetization might be 

associated with the presence of some antiferromagnetic manganese oxide phase. The 

various antiferromagnetic oxide phase of Mn such as Mn203, Mn02 have Neel temperature 

(TN) less than 100 K [35]. In our study the small hump in the M-T curve appears at 122 K. 

So the characteristic peak corresponding to the Nee! temperature of Mn203, Mn02 can be 

ruled out. From the literature we have found that the peak at 122K corresponds to the Neel 

temperature of the antiferromagnetic oxide phase of MnO [36]. It is worth mentioning that 

we have also carried out the diffraction and Raman spectra analysis of the vacuum annealed 

undoped Ti02 and 0.07 mol Mn doped Ti02 nanoparticles. Unlike the air annealed samples 

(reported in Chapter 2), the intensity of the diffraction peaks in vacuum annealed samples 

are very much reduced. and the samples have very poor crystallinity, Fig.5.12(a) . 
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Fig.5.12: Vacuum annealed (a) XRD pattern (b) Raman spectra ofundoped and Mn doped 

Ti02 nanoparticles. 
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The diffraction peaks are broadened indicating formation of more oxygen vacancies and 

defects in vacuum annealed samples. In the Raman spectra of the vacuum annealed samples 

, Fig.S.l2 (b), the Eg peak which is very prominent in case of the corresponding air 

annealed counterparts now becomes very broad and the intensity of these peaks are also 

lowered. These notable features signify the presence of increased oxygen vacancies [37]. 

Presence of the oxygen vacancies effects the Ti-O and Ti-O-Mn bond. Due to the poor 

crystalline nature of the vacuum annealed samples and also due to the presence of oxygen 

vacancies, the Raman scattering from the Ti06 octahedra polarize less number of 0 2
- ions 

and thus a weak signal and broad peak is anticipated in the Raman spectra [38]. 

The presence of antiferromagnetic MnO phase as mentioned above is not detected 

in these XRD or Raman spectra, however the presence of this phase cannot be completely 

ruled out due to its small amount that is below the detection limit of the instruments [39]. 

Actually the M-T measurements are very responsive to the presence of any antiferro, or 

ferromagnetic oxide. The presence of any magnetic oxide phase is immediately marked by 

the presence of a kink in the curve. Further in our study it is seen that there is a steep 

increase in the magnetization of the curves below 30 K to 10K. The increase in 

magnetization in the range of 30 K-I0 K is owing to the presence of isolated paramagnetic 

spins of Mn2+ in the system. Furthermore, we have performed M-H measurement of the 

0.07 mol doped samples at 10 K. The curve shows typical paramagnetic behavior and 

complements the nature of the M-T curve at around 10 K (shown in the inset of 

Fig.S.ll(b)). Therefore, presence of high density of oxygen vacancies is a requisite for 

observing RT ferromagnetism. The main problem in the doped sample is the possibility of 

precipitation of secondary phases of dopants which reduces the magnetization of the 

system, as observed in present case. The magnetic nature of the samples studied so far 

depicts that presence of both ferromagnetic and anti ferromagnetic interactions is 

contributing to the magnetic nature of the samples. The ferromagnetism is coming due to 

the oxygen vacancies. In the system it is also possible that some 0 2- ions may also be 

present. The doped ions couple with this doubly charged oxygen anions (Mn2+ _02-_Mn2+) 

and contributes to the antiferromagnetic interactions due to which a reduction in the 
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magnetization is anticipated as compared to undoped vacuum annealed Ti02• 

Oxygen vacancies therefore have a profound function to play in contributing to the 

ferromagnetic ordering in the sample. In the air annealed samples, although oxygen 

vacancies affect the lattice structure of the system, the density of these oxygen vacancies, 

however, are not enough to undergo strong ferromagnetic exchange interaction. In undoped 

Ti02, since there are no added impurities, the ferromagnetism is supposed to be intrinsic. 

On the other hand, in Mn doped Ti02 the vacancies promote ferromagnetism or the 

vacancies may couple with nearest Mn2
+ ions to impart ferromagnetic behavior in the 

system. But, the unavoidable formation of antiferromagnetic MnO phase stand as an 

obstacle in realizing high magnetization in the system. 

Different theories have been put forwarded to explain ferromagnetism in doped 

semiconductor nanoparticles. Double exchange, superexchange, Rudermann-Kittel-Kasuya

Y osida (RKKY) and bound magnetic polaron (BMP) are some of the theories to explain 

ferromagnetism [40-42]. The fIrst three theories are carrier mediated and mostly applicable 

in metallic system and the ferromagnetic ordering is not long range. However, bound, 

magnetic polaron (BMP) theory, proposed by Coey et aI., is applicable in insulating system 

with localized carriers [41]. According to the Bound Magnetic Polaron theory the oxygen 

vacancy with single trapped electron (F+ center) behaves like a Is hydro genic type orbital. 

This F center may couple with the nearest Ti or Mn 3d orbital and form bound magnetic 

polaron. When the size of the bound magnetic polaron becomes large enough to percolate 

through the lattice, long range ferromagnetism could be realized. In undoped Ti02 the 

formation of oxygen vacancies might be taking place between F center of oxygen and Ti 

3i band of Ti3+ at the bottom of conduction band of Ti02. In the bound magnetic polaron 

they undergo s-d exchange interaction and promote ferromagnetism. However, in the doped 

system the BMP formation and s-d exchange interaction takes place between F center of 

defects and Mn 3d 5 orbital. Since there are no added magnetic impurities in the undoped 

Ti02, the ferromagnetism is expected to be intrinsic. But in Mn doped Ti02 there is a 

competing ferromagnetic (due to oxygen vacancy) and antiferromagnetic (due to MnO) 

interaction. 
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The oxygen anions undergo super exchange interactions with Mn2+ ions (Mn2+_02-_Mn2+) 

and the [mal outcome is the reduction in magnetization of Mn doped Ti02 sample. 

5.5. Conclusion 

We can summarise our results into the following points: 

1. Mn doping shifts the absorption spectra of Ti02 to the visible region. 

Analysis based on lattice strain, Raman spectra, Urbach parameter 

suggests strong lattice distortion in the host due to doping. A remarkable 

red shift in the band gap transition is noticed due to band gap 

renormalization effect. Doping quenches the luminescence intensity by 

creating some non-radiative centers and increases the average lifetime of 

the charge carriers due to their longer relaxation time on the defect and 

dopant sites. Using density functional theory the presence of the defect 

states due to manganese incorporation has further been confIrmed. The 

photocatalytic activity is signifIcantly enhanced on doping and maximum 

degradation is obtained for dopant concentration of 0.05 mol. 

2. Mn doped Ti02 samples display complete paramagnetic behavior at room 

temperature as well as at 10K. There is persistence of antiferromagnetic 

ordering in all the samples as exemplifIed from the negative Curie-Weiss 

temperature in the temperature dependent magnetization measurement. 

The observed paramagnetism is expected to be appearing owing to the 

presence of isolated magnetic spins of Mn2+ in the system. I.ncreased Mn2+ 

_Mn2+ direct exchange interaction and Mn2+_02-_Mn2+ superexchange 

interaction are believed to be contributing towards antiferromagnetism. 

Ferromagnetism is observed when the pure and doped (x=0.07 mol) 

samples are heat treated under vacuum condition. Ferromagnetism in pure 

Ti02 nanoparticles is owing to the presence of oxygen defects. Although 

Mn doped Ti02 exhibits ferromagnetism, the magnetization is less than 

that of pure Ti02. This is likely due to the formation of secondary MnO 
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phases in the Mn doped Ti02 samples. Therefore, Mn doping degrades the 

ferromagnetic ordering ofTi02• 

••••••• •••• 1 •• ·.·' •• -1.1 •••• 
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CHAPTER 6 

Investigation of the changes in the various properties of 
Ti02 nanoparticles by gadolinium doping 

The synthesis procedure of Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticles have been described in chapter 2. 

Structural and morphological characterization with the help of XRD, Raman and TEM 

confIrmed that the prepared nanoparticles are in anatase form. XPS spectra revealed that the 

gadolinium ions are in the trivalent state. Incorporation of Gd ions is expe9ted to modulate 

the electronic structure ofthe material and thereby enhance the photocatalytic properties of 

the material. In this chapter we will mainly focus on the changes in the optical properties 

and photocatalytic activities of the nanopartic1es on incorporation of different 

concentrations of gadolinium. The dependence of the magnetic properties on the different 

concentration.of gadolinium will also be discussed. 

6.1 Optical property study 

6.1.1. UV-Vis and Photoluminescence spectra analysis 

The influence of Gd concentration on the absorption of Ti02 nanoparticles, measured at 

room temperatures is shown in Fig.6.1. Th~ absorption band edge of the Ti02 nanoparticle 

is 340 nm which is in the UV region. The effect of Gd ions on the optical properties of 

Ti02, is revealed by shifting of the absorption band towards the visible region. This 

shifting is most likely due to the transition of electrons from the valence band to the 4f 
levels of Gd. The observation is in accordance with the absorbance spectra of other rare 

earth doped Ti02 nanoparticles [I).The photoluminescence spectra owing to the 

recombination of charge carriers is a useful tool to explore the effectiveness of charge 

carrier trapping, migration, alteration and separation of charge carriersJ2]. Fig.6.2a shows 

the PL spectra of samples with an excitation wave length of320 nm. Dndoped Ti02 shows 

near band edge emission peak at 398 nm. Addition of Gd3+ ions results in the loss of 
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oxygen atoms and generation of free electrons. The electrons that are trapped in the 

oxygen vacancy results in the formation of F center or color centers. Depending on the 

number of trapped electrons, these centers are referred as F (two electrons), F+ (one 

electron) and F2+ (devoid of electrons). The emission peaks at 490 nm and 535 nm are 

attributed respectively to the transition from the oxygen vacancies with two trapped 

electrons and one trapped electron to the valence band ofTi02 [3]. 

x = 0.00 
X = 0.03 
X = 0.05 
X = 0.07 

200 300 400 500 600 700 800 

Wavelength (nm) 

Fig.6.1: Absorption spectra of all the samples 

Another peak at 429 nm is attributed to self trapped excitons (STE) originated by 

interactions of conduction band electrons localized on the Ti 3d orbital with holes present 

in the 0 2p orbital ofTi02 [4]. For clear observation of the emission peaks we have done 

Gaussian fitting (r2= 0.99), Fig.6.2b. A close analysis of the intensity of the band edge 

emission peak reveals that the intensity of this peak is reduced with the addition of 

gadolinium ions. This reduction in the intensity is attributed to the band gap narrowing 

introduced by the formation of f states of the gadolinium ions. Fig.6.3 shows variation of 

band gap with the increase in dopant concentration. In the photoluminescence process the 

electrons in the conduction band gets trapped into the oxygen vacancies via non-radiative 
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process and than recombines with the photogenerated holes m the valence band 

accompanied by fluorescence emission. 

Fig.6.2: (a) PL spectra of the samples with "-ex = 320 nm (b) Gaussian fitting of the peaks 

In the PL spectra no Gd3
+ ions related emission peaks are observed. Only changes in the 

emission intensity are noticed after doping. The emission intensity increases on 

incorporation of 0.03 mol and 0.05 mol Gd and thereafter there is sudden quenching of 

intensity on incorporation of 0.07 mol Gd. At lower dopant concentration the interactions 

between ions are too weak to have an effect on the energy levels of each dopant ion. But as 

the dopant concentration increases the distance between the ions decreases and the density 

of defects increases. The emission energy is now transferred from one ion to another ions 

or to another defects and the energy is dissipated non-radiatively resulting in the reduction 

of emission intensity_ 

We have calculated the average shortest distance (known as the critical distance) 

between ions at which the emission energy transfer occurs, using the equation [5] 
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------------------------------------------------------------------- (6.1) 

V= volume of the unit cell = clc= 0.133 nm3
, where a= 0.3784 nm; c= 0.9420 run. Xc = crit

ical concentration of the dopant (= 0.07), N = Number of Z ions in the unit cell, Rc= the 

critical transfer distance. Putting the values the critical distance (Rc) for 0.07mol is 

calculated to be 0.9682 run. Therefore, Gadolinium doping is responsible for the red shift 

of the absorption band edge and band gap narrowing owing to the introduction off states. 

These f states can largely delay the electron-hole recombination rate and contribute to the 

enhancement of the photocatalytic activity. 
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Fig.6.3: Band gap analysis of the samples from Kubelka Munk Plot 

6.2. Theoretical Study 

To understand the electronic structure of Gd doped Ti02 theoretical study is carried out 

considering two supercells TigOl6 and ThGdOl6 along with spin polarized calculation. 

Density of states (DOS) is calculated for both the systems as shown in Fig.6.4(a)-(b) 
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respectively. Although standard DFT calculation may not determine the actual band gap, it 

could frame out the changes in optical properties of Gd doped Ti02 system with respect to 

pristine Ti02 system. Fermi level in DOS is considered at 0 eV. Ifwe compare the TDOS 

(Total Density of States) of Gd doped Ti02 and Ti02 , we observe presence of states near 

the Fermi level in Gd doped Ti02 while in pure Ti02 there are no such levels near the 

Fermi level. Our interest is to identify the atoms responsible for the states near the Fermi 

level in Gd doped Ti02 and hence plotted PDOS (Partial Density of States) for Gd, Ti and 

o as shown in Fig. 6.4 b. 
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Fig.6.4 (a) TDOS (Total Density Of State) of Undoped Ti02.(b) TDOS and PDOS (Partial 

density 0 f states) 

PDOS plots shows that Gd 4(state is the most prominent near the Fermi level whereas Ti 

and 0 have lesser impact. We have also observed that other states ofGd i.e., s, p and d has 

almost no contribution in comparison to the/state. This very much indicates that/state of 

Gd is the key factor to tune the optical property of Ti02. On the other hand d and p states 
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are the most effective states for Ti and 0 near the Fermi level respectively. The formation 

of these states near the Fermi level is due to the instability in structure as the system (Ti02) 

is suffering from foreign entity (Gd). The irregular bonding and unstable charge transfer 

among Gel, Ti and 0 leads to the splitting of states near the Fermi level. The instability in 

charge transfer occurs after substitution of Ti4+ ion by Gd3+ ion. A'weak hybridization is 

observed among Gd 4f, 0 2p and Ti 3d states below the Fermi level. Chen et.al [6] found 

that the Gd doping in Ti02 does not produce any states near the Fermi level. But in our case 

we have observed a prominent Gd 4/ state at and above Fermi level. These states might act 

as trapping state. Illumination of a solid with UVNis light excites electrons to the 

conduction band leaving holes behind in the valence band. During the period of this photo 

excitation process few electrons move to the conduction band while few others are trapped 

in the levels created due to Gd 4f state. These trapped electrons easily migrate to the surface 

and react with the atmospheric 02 molecules to convert it to superoxide (02) radicals 

[7].These superoxide radicals act as a potential candidate in the photocatalysis process. 

6.3. Photocatalytic Activity 

Using aqueous phenol as the targeting ~edium the visible light photocatalytic activity of 

undoped and Gd3+ ion doped Ti02 nanoparticles were studied. Prior to the photocatalyst 

addition the phenol solution was irradiated for 20, 40, 60 and 80 min. No appreciable self 

degradation was seen as evident from the degradation curve Fig.6.5. Pure Ti02 has a very 

low visible light photo activity due to its large band gap. The photocatalytic activity has 

been found to be largely improved on incorporating gadolinium ions. Under visible light 

irradiation electrons are excited from the valence band to the conduction band. Gadolinium 

dopant in Ti02 can effectively scavenge electrons and prevent their recombination with 

holes due to the existence of half filled / orbitals of the gadolinium ions. The presence of 

these/orbitals have been supported with the help ofDFT based calculations as mentioned 

above. The Gd3+ions with half filled / orbitals are very stable. When these Gd ions trap 

electrons the electronic configuration is largely destroyed and their stability decreases, the 

trapped electrons are easily transferred to the oxygen molecules adsorbed on the surface of 
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the catalysts, and the Gd3
+ ions return to the original stable half-filled electronic structure. 

This in turn promote charge transfer and proficiently disperse the electrons and holes by 

superficially trapping the electrons [8]. 

Fig.6.S: Degradation curve under visible-light illumination 

Gd3+ +e- ~Gd2+ 

Gd2+ + 02adb. ~ Gd3+ + 0; 

Gd3+ +h+ ~ Gd4+ 

Gd4+ + OH- ~ Gd3+ + OH-

Fig.6.6 shows the schematic illustration of the photocatalytic activity of Gd doped Ti02 

nanoparticles. The mechanism of trapping and detrapping can be represented with the 

following mechanisms: 

The Gd4
+ can also trap conduction band electron or Gd2

+ can trap valence band hole to 

retain half filled electronic structure of Gd3
+. 

Gd4+ + e- ~ Gd3+ 

Gd2+ + h+ ~ Gd3+ 
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The enhanced photocatalytic activity is owing to the presence of half filled orbitals of the 

gadolinium ions that serve as shallow trap for the charge carriers to accelerate interfacial 

charge transfer process [9]. The processes not only accelerate interfacial charge transfer but 

also enhance the generation of highly reactive oxidative species like superoxide and 

hydroxyl radicals. 

OHO+h+~OH' 

O2 + e- --). 0; 

Phenol + 0; --). Products 

Phenol + OHo 
~ Products 

Due to difference in charge state, substitution of Gd3
+ ions leads to creation of oxygen 

vacancies. These oxygen vacancies promote the adsorption of 02 molecules and favors the 

adsorbed oxygen to arrest the photoelectrons simultaneously producing free radicals 

[lO].The presence of these oxygen vacancies has been testified from the XPS (Chapter 2) 

and the photoluminescence spectra. In the photoluminescence process oxygen vacancies 

and defects bind the photoinduced electrons to form free or binding excitons so that PL 

signal can easily occur , the larger the amount of oxygen vacancies, the stronger the PL 

intensity. But in the photocatalytic process these oxygen vacancies and defects become 

centers to capture the photo induced electrons so that the recombination of photoinduced 

electrons and holes is effectively inhibited. In our work the photoluminescence intensity 

has been found to be maximum at 0.03 mol dopant concentration and at this concentration 

we are getting higher photocatalytic activity. Thus the resuhs demonstrates certain kind of 

correlation between the photoluminescence process and photocatalytic activity, the stronger 

the PL intensity the larger the content of oxygen vacancies and defects , the higher the 

photocatalytic activity .Further the surface area of the nanoparticle has a profound role to 

enhance the photocatalytic activity. In chapter 2 we have seen that introduction of the 

dopant ion causes a considerable increase in surface area and a decrease in pore size , thus 

favoring the criteria for enhanced photocatalytic activity. 

After 60 minutes, the degradation curve shows a decrease in the degradation trend. 
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Although longer irradiation period produces higher number of charge carriers but only 

limited number of them reaches the semiconductor liquid interface region for dye degrada

tion, the rest undergo volume recombination dominating the reaction in accordance with the 

equation [11]. 

-2R 
}(R oc e>qp ------ --------------------------------------------------- (6.2) 

Go 

Here KR is the rate of recombination , R is the distance separating the electron and the hole 

pair, ao is the hydro genic radius of the wave function of the charge carriers. The recombina

tion rate increases due to the decrease in the number of the trap sites. Thus it is seen that 

after 60 min of irradiation and production of charge carriers on the surface of Gd doped 

Ti02 nanoparticies, the rate of recombination is dominated to the rate of other reactions in 

the solution [11]. 
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Fig.6.6: Schematic illustration of the photocatalytic process by Gd doped Ti02 

nanoparticies 

Dopant concentration also has some important influence in regulating the photocatalytic 
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reaction rate. In the degradation curve it is observed ~t dopant concentration of 0.07 mol 

is showing the lowest photocatalytic activity. On this basis it is surmised that there exists an 

optimum dopant concentration in the Ti02 matrix to protract the separation of 

photogenerated charge carriers. The decrease in the activity can be correlated to the 

thickness of the space charge layer that is inversely proportional to the dopant 

concentration. The thickness of the space charge layer is affected by dopant concentration 

according to the equation [11] 

------------------------------------------ (6.3) 

W is the thickness of the space charge layer. & and &0 are the dielectric constants of the 

semiconductor and vacuum. With the increase in the dopant concentration the thickness of 

the space charge layer becomes less than the penetration depth of light and this greately 

increases the electron hole recombination rate. In addition at this higher concentration 

charge carriers undergo multiple trapping. This behavior decreases the mobility rate as a 

result of which they are absorbed before they can reach the surface. This behavior has been 

attributed to an increased recombination rate with dopant concentration due to the 

concomitant decrease in the average distance between the trap sites [12]. 

6.4. Magnetic property Study 

Fig. 6.7 illustrates the M-H curves of 0.03, 0.05 and 0.07 mol Gd doped Ti02 nanoparticle 

in the magnetic field range of ±15 kOe. The curves manifests typical behavior of 

paramagnetism. The magnetization increases by a small amount with increase in Gd upto 
\ 

0.05 mol. The magnetization of 0.07 mol is less than that of 0.05 mol. The observed 

paramagnetism might be due to the presence of isolated Gd3
+ ions, whereas decrease in 

magnetization is most likely due to the presence of antiferromagnetic interaction in the 

system. While incorporating Gd into Ti02, room temperature ferromagnetism with high 

magnetization is expected in the system. The notion behind this expectation is that Gd is 

ferromagnetic in nature with persistence of ferromagnetic ordering upto -289 K [13]. The 

electronic configuration of Gd3+ is [Xe] 6l5i 4/ with 7 unpaired electrons in the 4f shell. 
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These unpaired 4f electrons polarize the 6s and 5d valence electrons resulting in magnetic 

moment of 7.63 JiB/Gd3+ [14]. However, due to shielding of the 4fshell by 6s5d valence 

shell electrons, the interaction of the unpaired spins with the outermost ligands or other 

Gd3+ is expected to be weak. These non-interacting and localized magnetic spins of Gd3
+ 

induce only paramagnetic moment [13,14]. 

0.15 __ Gd = 0.07 
---Gd= 0.05 

t» 0.1 0 - . - Gd = 0.03 
........ :::s 0.05 

E CD o.oo+------~ 

:e -0.05 

-0.10 

-0.1 5 """'----r----....--i---....--..,...--.. 
-10000 o 10000 

H (Oe) 

Fig.6.7: Room temperature M-H curves ofGd doped TiOz nanoparticles. 

Paramagnetism at room temperature has been reported in pure Gdz0 3 as well as in Gd 

doped oxide semiconductors such as TiOz, SnOz, ZnO, etc [13-18]. Opera, et al. in his 

work on Gd doped ZnO reported ferromagnetism and attributed it to the intra-ion 4f-5d 

exchange interaction followed by inter-ion 5d-5d coupling mediated by charge carriers 

[19]. In Gd doped ZnO films , Ney et al. [20] reported paramagnetic behavior of the 

samples with magnetic moment of 7.63 JiB / Gd3
+ with a small lattice distortion, the results 

are in agreement with the first-principles density-functional theory calculations. They 

detected presence of secondary oxide phases of Gdz0 3 or other antiferrornagnetic phase of 
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Gd3+ contributing to the reduction in the paramagnetic behavior [20]. Adhikari et al. in Gd 

doped Sn02 observed absence of ferromagnetism due to surface spin effect and enhanced 

Gd-O-Gd interactions [17]. Magnetic properties of rare earth doped (RE=Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, 

Er and Dy) Ce02 have been investigated by Dimri et al. [21]. The origin of magnetism in 

this sample is attributed to the presence of oxygen vacancies created due to the rare-earth 

dopants [21]. Wang et al. studied the magnetic property of pure and Gd doped HfD2 and 

reported very weak ferromagnetism in the sample, attributing it to either impure target 

materials or signal from the substrates [22]. 

To support the M-H curve of the samples and for further confirmation of the nature 

of magnetism in the system, we carried out temperature dependent magnetic measurements 

(M-T) for 0.03 mol and 0.07 mol Gd doped Ti02. Fig.6.8a-b shows the susceptibility (x.) vs. 

temperature (T) curves in the temperature range of 10-300 K at an applied field of200 Oe. 

The zero field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (Fe) curves are completely overlapped upto 

300 K and the nature of the curves follow the Curie-Weiss behavior of paramagnetism. 
-- - - .-- -- -- -- --- -- - ---- - - --

a 2.1x10-4 
--6- Gd : 0.03 mol, H :l: 200 Oe b 2.0x10" ~ Gd = 0.07 mol, H = 200 Oe 

_1.8x10-4 - Curie-Weiss fitting - - Curie·Weiss fitting 
~ 

~ 
, , 
~ 1.Sx10-4 G) 1.Sx10-4 

0 ~ ... 1.2x10-4 , 
I C) C) 
:s 9.0x10-1 :s 1.0x10-4 

E E 
G) 6.0x10-J G) - ~5.0X10-6 
~3.0x10-J 
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Fig.6.8: Susceptibility (x.) vs. temperature (T) curves (a) 0.03 mol and (b) 0.07 mol doped 

Ti02 nanoparticles. 

The rise in magnetization at low temperature is because of the decrease in thermal 
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randomization of fluctuating magnetic spins present in isolated Gd3+ ions. The temperature 

dependent susceptibility ( % ) curves were fitted with modified Curie-Weiss law 

C 
% = %0 +-- ------------------------------------ (6.4) 

T-8 

Where %0 is diamagnetiG sUSGeptibility~ C is Curie Gonstant and (J is Curie-Weiss tempera 

ture. For 3 mol % Gd doped Ti02 the Curie-Weiss fitting gives the following results, %0 = 

8.37x lO-<i, C = 0.0018, (J = (-) 0.2044. For 0.07 mol Gd doped Ti02 the fitted values for %0' 

C and (J are 2.96x lO-<i, 0.0019 and (-) 0.3025 respectively. 

The small negative value of Curie-Weiss temperature indicates persistence of 

antiferromagnetic interaction in the system. As compared to 0.03 mol Gd, the value of (J is 

higher at 0.07 mol. The large negative value of (J confirms large antiferromagnetic 

interaction among dopant ions at higher doping level. Therefore, from the resuhs ofM-H 

and M-T presenGe of both paramagnetic and antiferromagnetiG phases are anticipated in 

the system. From the XRD and Raman analysis it is seen that with the increase in doping 

concentration a large number of Gd3
+ resides on the surmce. Higher doping level decreases 

the separation among Gd3
+ ions. During discussion on PL it is mentioned that the distance 

between Gd3+ ions is 0.9731 nm when Od3+ doping level is 0.07 mol. The Gd3+ ions at this 

distance apart may undergo superexchange interaction with each other via 0 2- ions, thereby 

resuhing in the antiparallel alignment of the magnetic spins of Gd 4f shell present in the 

nearest neighbor. The antiferromagnetic interaction gets stronger at 0.07 mol and as a 

result of this the Curie-Weiss temperature is more negative at 0,07 mol than at 0,03 mot 

The magnetic measurements of 0.03 and 0.07 mol Gd doped Ti02 has also been 

studied at 10K ,Fig.6.9, and at magnetic field of ±45 kOe. It is observed that even at 10K 

and at such a high applied field the nanoparticles of Gd doped Ti02 failed to show any 

ferromagnetiG ordering. The magnetic Gurves are nearly linear with magnetic field 

exhibiting the characteristic of paramagnetism. However, unlike the linear M-H curves of 

the samples measured at room temperature, the magnetic curves at 10K are trying- to get 
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the shape of hysteresis. But the magnetization is not saturated even at 45 KOe. The slight 

bent noticed in the M-H curve is likely due to the minimization of the thermal 

randomization of the magnetic spins at 10K. Further the magnetization at 0.07 mol is 

found to be slightly higher as compared to 0.03 mol. The higher magnetization at this 

concentration might be due to decrease in the thermal randomization and contribution of 

large numbers of localized non-interacting magnetic spins ofGd3
+. 
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Fig.6.9: M-H curves of 0.03 mol and 0.07 mol Gd doped Ti02 measured at 10 K. 

6.S. Conclusion 

1. In summary it can be said that Gadolinium doping has affected the optical proper

ties of Ti02 nanopartic1es. Owing to the presence of gadolinium ions, there is a 

substantial increase in the surface area. The PL spectra depicts increased peak in 

tensity at 0.03 mol Gd ions and at this concentration the samples display maximum 

photcatalytic activity. Using density functional theory the f states generated due 
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to the presence of gadolinium ions in the host matrix are identified and these states 

are believed to contribute to the enhanced photocatalytic activity. 

2. Magnetic study of the samples depicts paramagnetic nature at room tempera-

ture and as well as at 10 K. It is observed that due to shielding of 4fshell of 

Gd3
+ ions by 6sSd shell the direct exchange interaction of these Gd3+ ions with 

other Gd3
+ ions is weak. These non-interacting and localized magnetic spins of 

Gd3
+ induce only paramagnetism. The high magnetization exhibited by the 

samples at 10 K is due to minimization of the thermal randomization of the 

magnetic spins. Antiferromagnetic interaction persists at 0.03 mol and it gets 

stronger at 0.07 mol. Antiferromagnetism appears due to strong superexchange 

interaction of Gd3+ ions via d- ions. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • 
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CHAPTER 7 

Extending photocatalytic activity of Ti02 nanoparticles 
to visible region of illumination and the study of 

magnetic property of Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

Erbium is a member of the lanthanide rare earth series and possess 11 electrons in the 4/ 

shell. In the trivalent charge state the 4/ electrons are shielded from the host environment 

by completely filled 5s and 5p electronic shells [1]. Er doped Ti02 nanocrystals are mainly 

used for optical applications [2-3]. Bouzidi.et.al [4] reported optical laser application ofEr 

doped Sn02 nanoparticles. In this chapter we will first present a detail discussion on the 

optical properties of Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles. Then we will discuss the photocatalytic 

activity of the samples using visible light. In the later part of the chapter we will focus on 

the magnetic properties of the materials. The synthesis procedure of the material has 

already been discussed in Chapter-2. The structural and morphological features are studied 

with X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy and transmission electron microscope. 

The elemental composition verified with the help of EDX spectra shows signature of Er, 

T~ 0 as constituent elements in the doped samples. X -ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

reported in Chapter 2 establishes the +3 oxidation state of the Erbium ions. 

7.1. Shifting of absorption peak to visible region and delay of charge carrier 

recombination process. 

7.1.1. Doping effect on absorbance spectra and Band gap of Ti02 nanoparticles 

The absorbance spectra of all the samples are shown in Fig. 7.1. The absorption band edge 

of Ti~ nanoparticIes appears at 340 nm. Incorporation of Erbium ions in the Ti02 lattice 

shifts the absorption edge to the visible region. The spectra of Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles 

shows 5 distinct absorption peaks at 446, 492, 521, 543, 656 nm corresponding to the 

transition of Er3+ from ground state '1 1512 to the excited state 2F3f2, 2F1f2, 2Hllf2, 4S3f2, 4F9f2 

respectively [5,6]. As compared to undoped Ti02 the absorbance of the doped samples are 

increased and this behavior is attributed to the creation of some intermediate energy levels 
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in the band gap ofTi02 that makes them more susceptible in the visible region. 
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Fig.7.1: Absorbance spectra of all the samples. 

The band gap ofthe samples are calculated by drawing a line on the linear part of the curve 

[F(R)hv] 1/ 2 vs hv at [F(R)hv]L'l = O. Fig.7.2 shows the band gap ofundoped and Er doped 

Ti02 nano particle s. Pure Ti02 nanoparticles show a blueshift (3.3 eV) in the band gap 

compared to its bulk counterpart (3.20 eV) due to quantum confmement effect. But as 

dopant concentration increases the band gap value decreases upto 0.05 mol and than 

increases at 0.07 mol of Er3+. The narrowing in band gap after erbium doping is due to the 

formation of Er 4/ and oxygen defect levels beneath the conduction band minimum [7]. In 

pure Ti02 electronic transition takes place from valence band to conduction band. However 

upon Er doping the electrons are not directly excited to the conduction band, the 

unoccupied 4/ levels and oxygen defects capture the electrons. These subband states of 

Er3+ and oxygen defects are responsible for the band gap reduction in Ti02. Further it is 

speculated that at dopant concentration of 0.07 mol there is a slight increase in the band 

gap as compared to 0.05 mol. This increase in the band gap at this concentration is 

attributed to the Burstein-Moss effect [8]. 
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5 6 

Fig.7.2: Band gap calculation of undoped and doped sample 

7.1.2 Photoluminescence spectra analysis 

Fig.7.3 shows the emission spectra of pure and Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles at an excitation 

wavelength of 320 run. The asymmetry in PL emission peaks infers that the observed 

luminescence is superposition of different types of defect related emissions. The UV 

emission peak at 392 run is owing to the phonon assisted indirect transition from edge (X) 

to the center ( r) of the Brilliouin zone , X1b to r) [9]. The defect emission peaks ranging 

from 429 run to 538 run are strong in case of doped samples while it is reverse in case of 

undoped Ti02. The peak at 429 run is attributed to self trapped excitons (STE) originated 

by interactions of conduction band electrons localized on the Ti 3d orbital with holes 

present in the 0 2p orbital of Ti02 [10]. In the doped samples we observe a peak shifting 

from 429 run to 436 run and this is due to incorporation of additional defect states. The 

peak at 462 run is attributed to the surface oxygen vacancies. The low intensity visible peak 

centered at 538 run originates from the radiative recombination of electrons via intrinsic 

defects [11]. The signature of peak at 489 run is due to charge transfer transition 
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from Ti3+ to oxygen anion in a Ti06
2

- complex associated with oxygen vacancy [12]. 
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Fig.7.3: Photoluminescence spectra of the samples with an excitation wavelength 320 

nm. 

Optically excited rare earth doped semiconductors suffer from the so called concentration 

quenching effect [13]. According to this effect the emission intensity of the semiconductors 

decreases with increase in dopant concentration. The probability for concentration 

quenching effect depends on the distance between the dopant ions [13]. At low dopant 

concentration the interactions between the dopant ions are too weak to have an effect on the 

energy levels of each dopant ion. But as the dopant concentration increases the distance 

between the ions and the defects decreases. Decrease in the distance increases the 

interactions between the ions forming quenching centers. Further from the spectra it is 

speculated that compared to undoped Ti02 the emission intensity of the doped Ti02 

samples is greatly enhanced inferring that the emission energy of Ti02 is consumed for the 

excitation ofEr3
+ ions [14]. The host Ti02 lattice therefore not only proves an ideal host for 

well dispersed and highly accommodated concentration of Er3
+ but also function as a good 

sensitizer to proficiently absorb light and transfer energy to Er3+. Based on Frindell.et.al 
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[15] model the energy transfer mechanism in Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles can be surmised 

as follows: after light absorption in the band gap of Ti02 and subsequent relaxation to the 

defect states the excited electrons are transferred to the various crystal field states of the 

Er3
+ ion. This energy transfer process is illustrated in the Schematic model, Fig.7.4. The PL 

emission intensity is contributed by both radiative and non-radiative recombination. 

Radiative recombination increases the PL intensity while non-radiative recombination 

reduces it. In our study the emission intensity of the doped sample decreases with the 

increase in Erbium concentration. Actually with the increase in Er concentration the 

electrons jump form one f state to another and forms some quenching centers. The electrons 

after passing through channel of dopant and defects, ultimately finds recombination centre 

and emit light. But in the process the time period to undergo recombination process 

increases and in turn quenches the emission intensity. 

CB 

YB 

~ TiO,ddt><'s 

Er3+ crYStal 
field staks 

Fig.7.4: Schematic showing the energy transfer process. 

However, in the photoluminescence spectra we have not observed any Er3
+ related emission 

peaks. It is possible that weak Er3
+ ion emission peaks might be embedded in the 
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signal from a strong, deep-level emission [16]. Addition of metals and/or transition metals 

increases the number of surface defects and the surface area and surface defects play an 

important role in the photocatalytic activity of metal oxides [16]. 

7.2. Photocatalytic activity study 

For the photocatalytic degradation charge separation is the rate determining step. The 

photocatalytic behavior of pure and Er3
+ doped Ti02 nanopartic1es are investigated by 

observing the decomposition of phenol in aqueous solution. Fig.7.S shows the 

photocatalytic degradation curve. 
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Fig.7.5: Photocatalytic degradation curve of all the samples 

No degradation of phenol is observed in the absence of neither photocatalyst nor 

illumination. The rare earth doped Ti02 photocatalyst display higher ability to phenol 

degradation as compared to pure Ti02. 

During the photocatalysis process the absorption of light by the photocatalyst leads 

to the excitations of electrons from valence band to the conduction band, thus generating 

electron-hole pairs. Incorportion ofEr ions leads to the fonnation of sub-band gap states 
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below the conduction band of the semiconductor [23]. The electrons are excited from the 

valence band to the Er 4f level by visible light. Oxygen molecules dissolved in the 

suspension capture the electrons in the conduction band while the holes in the valence band 

are captured by OH- or H20 species absorbed on the surface of the catalyst to produce the 

hydroxyl radical. The process may be summed up with the help of the following reactions: 

TiO IEr 3+ bv) e - + h + 
2 

OH·+h+ bV)OH· 

02 +e- ~O; 

Phenol + 0; ~ Products 

Phenol+OH· ~ Products 

The mechanism of photo-induced charge carriers controlling the variation in PL 

intensity has some strong correlation with the photocatalytic activity. According to Fig 7.3 

and 7.5 it is found tha! the order of the photocatalytic activity is same as that of PL 

intensity, namely the stronger the PL intensity the higher the photocatalytic activity. During 

the process of PL oxygen vacancies and defects bind the photoinduced electrons so that PL 

signal can easily occur and the larger the content of oxygen vacancies the stronger the PL. 

In the photocatalytic process oxygen vacancies and defects become the centers to capture 

the photoinduced charge carriers so that the recombination process is delayed and the 

average lifetime is increased. Presence of Er ions enhances the fluorescence emission and 

resulted in increased generation of electron-hole pair concentration. 

However, from the photocatalytic experiment it is speculated that the photocatalytic 

effect is not increasing monotonically as the doping amount is increased, the effect began to 

decrease when the Er concentration is increased upto 0.05 mol This phenomena is mainly 

due to the fact that when the rare earth ion concentration is increased upto a certain leve4 

the light penetrated into Ti02 past the space charge layer, and the efficient separation of the 

light generated electron-hole pair is suppressed. There is thus an optimal concentration of 

the dopant ion at which the thickness of the space charge layer and light penetration is same 

[16]. Further, increase in concentration of rare-earth ions on the surface ofTi02 increases 
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the recombination rate of electron-hole pair in turn reducing the photocatalytic activity. 

7.3. Magnetic property study of the samples. 

Room temperature magnetic measurements of the samples are carried out in the range of 

±15 kOe. Fig.7.6a-b shows the room temperature magnetic behavior of undoped and Er 

doped Ti02 nanopowders. Undoped Ti02 shows diamagnetic (Fig.7.6a) behavior whereas 

Er doped ri02 (Fig. 7.6b) shows paramagnetism. 
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Fig.7.6: Room temperature M-H curves of (a) undoped (b) Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

With the increase in Er concentration the saturation magnetization is found to decrease. 

This is believed to be due to strong Er3+_Er3+ or Ef+-02- -Er3+antiferromagnetic interaction 

[17]. At lower dopant concentrations the magnetization comes from the isolated Er3
+ ions. 

However, with the increase in dopant concentration the average distance between the Er3+ 

ion decreases and the Er3+ ions are now paired up. The pairing takes place nearest to the 

oxygen ligands bonded to the Er3
+ ions. A strong anti-ferromagnetic super-exchange inter

action prevents the ferromagnetic alignment of the magnetic spins and thereby results in the 

reduction of the magnetization. Erbium being ferromagnetic in nature incorporation of Er 
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ions in the Ti02 matrix is expected to bring, room temperature ferromagnetism with high 

magnetization. The electronic configuration of Er3+ is [Xe] 4/ 1 with 11 unpaired electrons 

in the 4f shell. These 4/ electrons are shielded from the host environment by completely 

fIlled 5s and Sp electronic shells. Because of this shielding the interaction of these unpaired 

spins with the outermost ligands or other Er3+ is expected to be weak. These non-interacting 

and localized magnetic spins of Er3+ induce only paramagnetic moment. Paramagnetism 

has been reported in Er203 [18] and Er3+ doped 8n02, ZnO etc [19,20], Dimiri.et.al reported 

magnetic properties of rare earth doped (RE=Nd, 8m, Gd, Th, Er and Dy) Ce02 [21]. The 

magnetism in their system was attributed to the presence of oxygen vacancies created due 

to addition of rare-earth dopants [21]. Qi.et.al studied magnetism in Er doped ZnO 

nanoparticles [22]. Presence of both ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases was detected 

in their samples. The ferromagnetism was found to be decreased with the increase in 

Erbium concentration and the magnetic behavior was mainly attributed to the substitution 

ofZn2+ by Er3+ ions. 

For further confirmation of the nature of magnetism in the system, we carried out 

temperature dependent magnetic measurements (M-T) for 0.03 mol and 0.07 mol Er doped 

Ti~. Fig. 7. 7a-b shows the susceptibility (x) vs. temperature (T) curves in the temperature 

range of 10-300 K at an applied field of 200 Oe. The zero field cooling (ZFC) and field 

cooling (FC) curves are completely overlapped upto 300 K and the nature of the curves 

follow the Curie-Weiss behavior of paramagnetism. The temperature dependent 

susceptibility (%) curves were fitted with modified Curie-Weiss law-

C 
% = %0 + T _ () -------------------------------- (7.1) 

Where %0 is diamagnetic susceptibility, C is Curie constant and f) is Curie-Weiss 

temperature that represents the magnetic exchange interaction between the localized spins. 

For 3 mol % Er doped Ti02 the Curie-Weiss fitting gives the following results, %0= 

3.013 x lO-6, C = 0.0016, f) = (-) 3.4266. For 0.07 mol Er doped Ti02 the fitted values for 

%0' C and f) are 2.86x lO-6, 0.0014 and (-) 3.789 respectively. The negative value of Curie-

Weiss temperature indicates existence ofantiferromagnetic interaction in the system. As 
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compared to 0.03 mol Er, the value of () is higher at 0.07 mol.At this concentration Er3+ 

ions undergo superexchange interaction with each other via 0 2
- ions. This results in the 

antiparallel arrangement of the magnetic spins of Er 4f shell present in the nearest neighbor 

The large negative value of () confirms increased anti-ferromagnetic interactions on 

increasing the Er content to 0.07 mol. Hence, from the results of M-H and M-T it is 

anticipated that presence of both paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions 

contributes to the magnetic behavior of the doped samples. 
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Fig.7.7: Susceptibility (x.) vs. temperature (T) curves (a) 0.03 mol and (b) 0.07 mol Er 

doped Ti02 nanoparticles. 

The magnetic behavior of the samples is also monitored at 10K, at an applied magnetic 

field of ± 45 kOe, Fig.7.8. Paramagnetism is retained by the samples even at this low 

temperature. Unlike the linear M-H curves of the samples measured at room temperature, 

the magnetic curves at 10K tries to get the shape of hysteresis. There is a small bent in the 

M-H curve and this is possibly due to the minimization of the thermal randomization of the 
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magnetic spins at 10K. It is further noticed that there is enhancement of magnetization in 

0.07 mol as compared to 0.03 mol Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles. This is possibly due to the 

decrease in the thermal randomization and contribution of large numbers of localized non

interacting magnetic spins ofEr3
+ . 
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Fig.7.8: M-H curves of 0.03 mol and 0.07 mol Er doped Ti02 measured at 10 K. 

7.4. Conclusions 

The detailed analysis of this chapter leads to the following conclusions: 

1. Erbium doping shift the absorption edge of Ti02 to visible regIOn. The 

photoluminescence spectra shows distinct peaks related to Er ions. The 

photocatalytic activity is greatly enhanced due to doping. The order of 

photocatalytic activity follows the emission intensity spectra: namely stronger the 

PL intensity greater the photocatalytic activity. The photocatalytic activity however 

decreases with the increase in concentration inferring there exists a optimum conc

tration of the material to show superior photocatalytic activity. In our study 0.03 

mol dopant concentration is the optimum limit to get greater photocatalytic activity. 
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2. Magnetic measurements reveal predominant paramagnetic nature at room 

temperature as well as at 10K. The high magnetization observed at 10K is due to 

minimization of thermal randomization of the magnetic spins that leads to more 

effective ordering of the 4/ electrons. The temperature dependent magnetic 

measurements reveals concave nature without any bifurcation of the FC and ZFC 

curve. The results clearly suggest the absence of any ferromagnetic interaction. 

There is persistence of antiferromagnetic ordering in all the doped samples as 

anticipated from the negative Curie-Weiss temperature in the temperature 

dependent magnetization curve. This part of the magnetic study constitute an 

original work to the best of our knowledge. 

••••• •••• 1 ••••••• 1 ••••••••• ,. 
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Concluding remarks and future directions 

8.1. Thesis conclusion 

The important point of fmdings in the thesis are 

1. Pristine and metal doped Ti02 nanoparticles are prepared successfully by simple 

sol-gel' method. Anatase phase is preserved even after doping. Doping influences 

the position, intensity and width of the diffraction peaks. Presence of the dopant 

ions in the host matrix disturbs the Ti-O bond by forming oxygen vacancies and 

result in the shifting in the Raman peaks to higher wave number. XPS results 

confrrm that Ni and Mn are in the +2 state whereas the rare-earth dopant ions: Gd, 

Er are in the +3 state. 

11. In chapter 3 we have seen that annealing at 650°C results in the formation of 

anatase-rutile mixed phase. A comparison in the band gap indicates that pure 

anatase and rutile phase have band gap in the UV region whereas the mixture of 

these phases have lower band gap and corresponds to the visible region. Presence of 

defects at the interface of these two phases act as hot spots to enhance the 

photocatalytic degradation of phenol under visible light irradiation. 

111. Doping of nickel generates large number of non-radiative oxygen vacancies. These 

oxygen vacancies act as trap center and separate the charge carrier for a longer time. 

Room temperature ferromagnetism is noticed in the doped sample and the 

magnetization decreases with the increase in doping concentration. Reduction of 

magnetization in our system with the increase in dopant concentration is due to 

Ne+-02--Ni2+ super exchange interaction or due to Ne+-Ne+ interaction. These 
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interaction leads to anti-parallel alignment of spin, enhancing the anti-ferromagnetic 

interaction and reducing the overall magnetization 

IV. Mn doping distorts the structural quality and band structure of Ti02 lattice by 

forming large number of defects. Using density functional theory presence of these 

defect states due to Mn incorporation has further been confIrmed. PL spectra shows 

that doping is neither introducing any manganese related peak nor is shifting the 

peak position only quenching in the emission intensity is noticed for all the doped 

samples. Magnetic measurements carried out under two different annealing 

atmosphere suggests that presence of adequate number of oxygen vacancies are 

necessary to bring about ferromagnetism in the system. From the XRD, Raman 

spectra we fmd that although oxygen vacancies are generated in air annealed 

samples but their numbers are insufficient to bring about ferromagnetic ordering: In 

vacuum annealed samples both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions 

persist. The oxygen vacancies form an impurity band below the conduction band 

and thereby lead to spin polarization of the dopant ion contributing t,o 

ferromagnetism. Some oxygen anions are also present in the system. These oxygen 

anions undergo super exchange interactions with Mn2+ ions (Mn2+.02-_Mn2+) and 

thereby degrade the magnetization. In oxygen deficient Ti02, as the possible 

presence of metal impurities are ruled out so we believe that in undoped Ti02 it is 

only the oxygen vacancies and their densities that influence the ferromagnetism. 

v. In case of Gd doping ab initio calculation based on density functional theory shows 

that the Gd ions are localized , indicating that they mainly act as charge carrier 

trapping centers and delay the electron-hole recombination rate beneficial for 

enhanced photocatalytic activity. Magnetic study reveals that due to the shielding of 

4fshell of Gd3+ ions by 6s5d shell the direct exchange interaction of these Gd3+ ions 

with other Gd3+ ions is weak. These non-interacting and localized magnetic spins of 

Gd3+ results in the paramagnetic nature of the sample. The magnetization carried out 
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at 10K tries to get the shape of hysteresis and attain very high magnetization. This 

is expected due to the reduction of thermal randomization of magnetic spins. 

VI. Doping of Er into Ti02 expanded the range of absorption and enhance the intensity 

of fluorescence. The results of the experiment highlighted that the incorporation of 

Er modified the optical properties of Ti02 and greatly improve the photocatalytic 

activity. Magnetic measurements carried out at room temperature and at 10 K 

manifest paramagnetic nature of the sample. There is persistence of anti

ferromagnetic interaction and the interaction gets stronger at 10K. 

Vll. Introduction of the dopant ion in the titania matrix alters the electronic structure and 

induces visible light absorption by introducing localized electronic states within the 

band gap. The incorporated ions creates different surface structure that intrinsically 

alter the surface transfer of charge·carriers and hence the photocatalytic activity. 

The emission intensity of Ti02 is largely increased after rare-earth doping and this 

is attributed to the mixing of s-p electrons of the host matrix with the d-f electrons 

of the rare-earth ions [1]. 

A comparison of the photocatalytic activity of the dopants reveals that Mn2
+ 

and Gd3+ display higher photocatalytic activity as compared to Ni2+ and Er3+ doped 

Ti02 nanopaticles. This enhanced activity can be critically attributed to stable 

unique half filled electronic structure of the dopant ions, in accordance with 

previous reports [2-4]. Manganese has dS and Gd has e electronic configuarion. 

When these dopant ion traps electronlhole there is considerable loss in spin energy 

due to change in the electronic configuration [5]. These half filled orbitals serves as 

shallow trap for the charge carriers to accelerate interfacial charge transfer process 

thereby generating highly reactive oxidative species - superoxide and hydroxyl 

radicals which are the potential candidates in photocatalytic process. 

A close analysis further reveals that Gd3
+ doped Ti02 is showing maximum 

photocatalytic activity. Transition metal ion dopants differ from rare-earth dopants 
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in nature of/orbital. The electrons in the / orbital being shielded by completely 

filled outer 5s2 and 5p6, are weakely affected by the ions in the surrounding medium 

in the host matrix. These shielding by outer electrons minimizes the interactions 

between the dopant ions and the host matrix and thereby imparts longer lifetime to 

the charge carriers in turn contributing to enhanced photocatalytic activity [6]. The 

lowest photocatalytic activity of Ni2+ doped Ti02 might be due to the presence of 

partially filled electronic configuration that results in formation of deep trap of the 

charge carriers rather than the shallow traps [5]. 

Vlll. As anticipated room temperature magnetic measurements of air annealed Mn, Gd, 

Er doped Ti02 nanoparticles reveals paramagnetic behavior. However, the 

paramagnetic moments of rare earth ions are higher than transition metal ions [7]. 

For the transition metals, the 3d electrons are exterior and delocalized, the orbital 

momentum is zero, leading to small total magnetic moments per atom [8]. In RE 

metals, the 4/ electrons are localized, exchange interactions are indirect, via 5d or 6s 

conduction electrons, the high orbital momentum leads to high total magnetic 

moments per atom [8,9]. 

Magnetic measurements carried out for vacuum annealed pristine and Mn 

doped Ti02 nanoparticles reveals ferromagnetic nature of the samples. But the 

magnetization of vacuum annealed Mn doped Ti02 is less as compared to vacuum 

annealed pristine Ti02. 

8.2. Future Direction . 

./ We have seen that that presence of two different phases in the same system shows 

improved catalytic activity due to the presence of defects. We will incorporate 

dopants in the biphasic system and carry out a comparative study to identify the 

system (that is undoped mixed phase and doped mixed phase) best suited for 

photocatalysis. 
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./ To have better insight into the magnetic nature of the sample, we will do fIrst 

principle calculation using DFT 

./ Magnetism of rare earth doped Ti02 has not been explored fully. We will study the 

magnetic behavior of other rare earth doped Ti02 nanostructures . 

./ Co-doping is a signifIcant area of research, we will extend our work to study the 

photocatalytic activity and magnetic property of transition and rare-earth co-doped 

Ti02 nanostructure . 

••••••••• 1···.-1.1 •• 1-1'1-1-
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APPENDIX 

Crystallographic and physical data of three phases ofTi02 

,--- i 
I i Anatase Rutile Br(lokite 

Chemical Formula Ti02 Ti02 Ti02 

Crystal Structure Tetragonal Tetragonal Orthorhombic 

Space group I411amd P42/mnm Pbca 

Crystal parameters a=b=0.3785 a=b=0.4594 a=0.9184 

(nm) c=0.95]4 i c=O.2958 b=0.5447 

I [2 
c=0.5245 

Molecule/cell 4 8 
I 

-
Statir dielectric 31 170 -----------

constant 

Band Gap (eV) 3.2 3.00 -------------
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